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Accountemps
puts the pro
in PROductivity

•

Specialists increase productivity. And Accountemps professionals are temporary personnel
who specialize in solving your bookkeeping, accounting and data processing problems.
Accountemps specialists are slightly over - qualified.
That's good news for you. You don't have to train our specialists: You just give them a few
moments of orientation.
And here's more §ood news for you. Because they know their specialty they work quickly
and efficiently —and they re not hampered by the routine interruptions that disrupt your regular
employees.
A call to any one of 80 offices in the
United States, Canada and Great
Britain will bring you the help
you need immediately —for
a day, a week, a month or
longer— whenever you
need them — evenings
or weekends.
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Ed Hennessy Reshapes Allied

18

By Kathy Williams
Through a series of acquisitions and keen emphasis on R &D. Allied Corp. Chairman Edward L. Hennessy, Jr., has propelled this once stodgy chemical company into a new wave
of growth and diversification. A confirmed "return -on- assets nut," this dedicated, demanding CEO operates by the numbers and expects his managers to do the same.

Careers

Burnout or Cop -out?

29

By Robert Half
Are too many accountants using burnout as an excuse for poor performance? Rather than
dealing positively with the pressures and stress of everyday life, many managers are
throwing in the towel and labeling themselves victims of burnout.
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Planning
Control

How Management Accountants Coped with the Recession

34

By Clark Chastain
Using financial statement information, management accountants and financial executives
developed effective strategies to cut costs, streamline operations, improve cash flow, and
manage debt. What's more, many of these strategies are still in place even though the
economy has improved.

Software

How to Evaluate Financial Software

39

By Eldon Ladd
Once a decision has been made to buy packaged software, management should carefully
analyze its needs and compare them with the software products on the market. Described
here are features to look for and some of the pitfalls to avoid in the selection process.

Small
Business

How to Choose the Right Form of Doing Business

44

By Robert E. Engle
Lawyers, accountants, and consultants all have a role in starting up any new business, but
entrepreneurs can save on such fees by using this checklist to help clarify the form of business best for them.
Certificate of Merit, 1983 -84.

Finance

Financing Private Capital with IDBs

49

By Gerald R. DeMaagd and James K. White
Recent changes in the federal tax law complicate the planning of companies that want to
use Industrial Development Bonds to finance the acquisition and improvement of land,
buildings, equipment, and other capital items. A systematic approach and knowledge of
potential snags. however, can assist a financial manager in making sound decisions.

Productivity

Productivity Measure Aids in Profit Analysis

54

By Gary N. Brayton
Here is a simple methodology for identifying opportunities to increase productivity. Using
this method, companies can identify the causes of deterioration or improvement in profitability and determine where efforts should be focused to get maximum beneficial effects.
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By S usan Jayso n
This year's co nf erence, which co nvened in histo ric Williamsburg, f o cused on ho w human
reso urces and financial management can wo rk together to mo tivate high perfo rmance and
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coach's exc lam ation: "W e're going to
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Opinion
Robert L. Shultis, Executive Director

Art Wyatt: Accounting Activist

one

no

A quiet corner at Chicago's O'Hare Airport offered me the opportunity recently to chat with a
distinguished member of the accounting profession, a managing director of Arthur Andersen's accounting principles group, a member of
NAA's Management Accounting Practices
Committee, and a brand new member of the Financial Accounting Standards Board. That's all
one person, of course —Arthur Wyatt, lately of
Chicago and now of Greenwich, Conn.
Art has been a thought - provoking contributor
to the MAP Committee. His views, while sound
and well- reasoned, have not always matched
the Committee majority. (Based upon five
years' experience on the MAP Committee
some years ago, I can testify that
among that group of independent thinkers is
ever always in the majority.) Nevertheless, Art
has the reputation of being something of an
avant -garde thinker on accounting issues. It
was a point I thought we would explore.
It turns out that "activist" might be a more
accurate description. In some areas, Mr. Wyatt's positions certainly are within the mainstream of today's accounting thought, and one
id ea h e exp res s ed rep eat ed ly was t h at
changes in accounting standards must be evolutionary, not revolutionary. He sees abrupt,
radical changes as being disruptive to the profession and confusing to the public. He is certainly not hidebound by tradition, and he brings
to the Board a proven ability to see each issue
from all sides.
Nevertheless, he hopes his term or terms on
the FASB will see the Board continue and enhance its strong leadership role in the development of accounting standards. Identifying a
consensus among the many diverse constituencies of the Board, while desirable, may be almost impossible, Mr. Wyatt feels. Pressing financial accounting issues must be dealt with as
the Board thinks best_ "The Board must never
become a group of ballot counters," he notes.
Nor will they, in his view. Mr. Wyatt looks at
the future of the FASB with a generous degree

of optimism, despite the rather considerable
buffeting it has received from some members
of its constituencies and from certain elements
of the press. The overall accomplishments of
the Board have been truly impressive over the
past 10 to 12 years, Mr. Wyatt believes. Starting almost from ground zero, it has created a
significant body of financial accounting literature, built a highly professional staff, and developed a widely respected group of operating
rules and procedures, not the least of which
has been the "sunshine" rule that all formal
Board deliberations be open to the public.
Art Wyatt sees plenty of challenges facing
him and facing the Board during the next five
years. A major one, in his mind, is that of properly reporting financial results during an inflationary period. Mr. Wyatt feels that while not of
pressing immediacy, another bout of double digit inflation is highly probable sometime in the
future. "At that time, the accounting profession
should be ready to deal with it, with principles,
standards, and procedures in place," Mr. Wyatt
suggests. He favors continuation of the experiment started under FAS 33 and feels that the
accounting profession should continue to explore other approaches to the problem as ideas
evolve. Much of the criticism that labeled FAS
33 unusable derives from user inexperience
and lack of familiarity with the data being reported. Some changes in the methods of compiling specific company data will be necessary,
but Mr. Wyatt feels that the present lack of
specificity is no reason for discontinuing the effort. The need, both now and in the future, is
too great.
When asked why he accepted this demanding and sometimes frustrating new assignment,
Mr. Wyatt reiterated his belief that change of direction in one's career path when opportunities
arise is beneficial to the individual and to the
organization with which the individual is associated. That plus a genuine enthusiasm for accounting prompted him to accept the invitation
when proffered. That enthusiasm for accounting dates to his high school days when he
counseled small businesses on accounting
matters at the age of 15. Looking back at his
career, which includes a doctorate and professorship in accounting with the University of Illinois and a tour of duty with the U.S. Army Audit
Agency, as well as his services with Arthur Andersen & Co., he feels the accounting profession has served him well. (The reverse is also
true, Art, as we can all confirm.)
Sports, especially the Chicago Cubs and
Bears, and University of Illinois football, rank
high among Art's passions. Golf, in particular, is
► ► 67
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Taxes

v.

Susan Jayson, Editor

expenses were not personal, and it was perform in g th os e act ivit ies for which it was
organized.
Ordinarily, start -up costs can't be deducted
as business expenses but must instead be
treated as nondeductible capital expenditures,
unless a special 60 -month amortization election is made. Start -up costs are expenditures
paid or incurred in preparation for entering a
new business before the new business actually
comes into existence. (Donald P. Brotherman
U.S., 10/10/84, CL Ct)

Eliminating `Bracket Creep'
Starting this year, income tax brackets will be
annually adjusted to reflect increases in the
consumer price index over the 12 -month period
end ing September 3 0. Th e z ero brack et
amount and personal exemptions also will be
increased by the same factor.
The inflation factor for 1984 is 4.1%. This
means that both the minimum and maximum
dollar amount for each bracket will be increased by that percentage. For example, a
married couple in the 38% tax bracket filing
jointly for 1984 will find the lower and upper limits in this bracket to be $45,800 and $60,000. In
1985, however, the same bracket will start at
$47,670 and run to $62,450.
Indexing is a feature of the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981, and its intent is to keep
taxpayers from being forced into higher tax
brackets because of the effects of inflation. In
the past, many individuals receiving salary increases have found themselves thrown into
higher brackets without any effective increase
in their income expressed in constant dollars.
Critics of indexing claim that the cost to government is the largest single tax item in the deficit and estimate that indexing will cut taxes by
$17 billion in fiscal 1986.

When Start -Up Costs Are Deductible

Tax Deductions for Volunteers
Volunteers are eligible for a number of tax
benefits under the general charitable contribution deduction of the Internal Revenue Code. In
addition to direct gifts of money, some of the
expenditures that volunteers are allowed to deduct include:
• Automobile mileage and expenses,
• Bus and car transportation expenses,
• Parking and tolls,
• Special uniforms,
• Telephone bills,
• Entertainment and meals given to others,
• Costs of meals and lod gin g, if a way
overnight,
• Travel expenses above per diem allowance,
and
• Tickets to charity benefits, above intrinsic
value.
A provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1984
increases the mileage rate for travel for volunteer charity work from 9c to 12c for tax years
beginning after 1984. The following are not allowable deductions:
• Value of volunteer time donated,
• Dependent care expenses,
• Your own meals (unless away overnight),
and
• Your own entertainment.

Companies operating as a going concern but
with a license pending may be able to deduct
the operating expenses they incur while waiting
for the license to be approved. In a recent
In order for a taxpayer to take advantage of
case, the Claims Court held that a partnership these tax benefits, the IRS requires that gifts be
formed to operate a cable TV system was en- paid during the taxable year to a qualifying orgaged in trade in 1976, 1977, and 1978 even ganization. Pledges are not deductible. The dethough it did not receive its FCC license until duction also must be the actual out -of- pocket
1979. As a result, the partners could each claim amount. If, for example, a ticket to a benefit
their distributive share of the partnership's net performance is purchased, this deduction is the
operating losses for those years. The IRS dis- amount in excess of the actual value of the
agreed and contended that the losses at issue ticket. This eliminates from the deduction any
were pre- opening costs which could not be de- amount that is to the direct benefit of the taxducted. The Claims Court, however, found the payer. Record keeping is vital and should inpartnership's purpose was to make a profit, its
► ► 58
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Accounting
Education
T.E. Balke and J.F. Brown, Jr., Contributing Editors

How New AACSB Accounting Standards Are Viewed

The need to develop strong professional ac coun ting prog rams and
schools of accountancy resulted in
the recent adoption of accreditation
standards for accounting programs by
the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB). These
standards focus on the following areas: admission and retention of students, curriculum, faculty, financial
support and budget, physical plant
and equipment, and library and computer support.
To find out how the chairmen of accounting programs view accreditation,
what they are doing to meet curriculum standards, and how they regard
certain faculty requirements, we sent
questionnaires to the 223 business
schools accredited by the AACSB.
Anonymous responses were received
from 116 schools.
The results of the survey show that
a high percentage (83 %) are strongly
interested in having their accounting
programs accredited under the new
standards. More than 90% of these
respondents plan to have their undergraduate programs accredited. About
50% of the respondents will be seeking accreditation for some type of
master's degree in accounting, and
only about 25% of the respondents
will be seeking accreditation for an
MBA degree with a concentration in
accounting. More than 50% of the respondents offer MBA degrees, but
only 25% will seek accreditation of
that program.
Respondents were asked to list
their reasons both for and against
seeking accreditation. Pride and status in achieving this credential was
10

the most popular reason given for
pursuing accreditation. Other reasons
most frequently mentioned include
the following:
• To compete successfully with other
accounting programs,
• To measure up to a standard level
of excellence,
• To aid in recruiting faculty and
students,
• To use as leverage in secu ring
resources,
• To indicate to recruiters the existence of quality programs.
The number one negative reason
was that the accreditation process is
time consuming and expensive. Other
problems include:
• Difficulty in meeting Ph.D. staffing
requirements,
• The c om mitm en t of res ou rc es
needed to seek and maintain accreditation is too high,
• Some standards are too specific.
Seven percent of the respondents
were against the accreditation process because they disagreed with
some of the standards or felt that the
accounting standards did not differ
enough from the AACSB business
school standards to be worth the effort of seeking separate accounting
accreditation.
Respondents generally agreed with
the professional certification and recent experience requirements for faculty. There was overwhelming acceptance (77 %) of the 40% professional
certification requirement. This certifi-

cation standard requires that for undergraduate instruction in accounting,
MBA programs with a concentration
in accounting, and the first three
years of five -year programs in accounting, at least 40% of the required
full -time equivalent faculty must have
professional certification. Only 14%
of the chairmen disagreed with this
standard.
The requirement that 60% of the
full -time equivalent faculty have professional certification in the fourth
and fifth years of five -year programs
in accounting and master's programs
in accounting with admission at the
graduate level also met with overwhelming approval. (71 %)
There seems to be less agreement,
however, with the "recent experience" staffing requirement than with
the professional certification staffing
requirement. Only 65% of the chairmen agree that at least 40% of the
required full -time equivalent faculty
must have recent accounting experience (60 days within the past five
years) for instruction in undergraduate
programs in accounting, MBA programs with a concentration in accounting, and the first three years of
five -year programs in accounting.'
The same percentage agrees that at
least 60% of the required full -time
faculty must have recent experience
for instruction in the fourth and fifth
years of five -year programs in accounting with admission at the graduate level.
The difference between the extent
of agreement with the professional
certification and the recent experience staffing requirements may indicate that it is easier to recruit faculty
who are certified than to hire those
with sufficient experience.
The following types of experiences
satisfy the experience requirement
according to the accounting accreditation standards:
• Consulting with, and employment
by, business, public accounting,
governmental, and other not -forprofit organizations;
• Serving on professional and academic technical committees;
• Serving on boards of directors;
• Developing case materials that inMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

volve substantial exposure to practical accounting problems.
Respondents were asked to rank
the four types of experience in order
of importance. Consulting and employm en t was t he overwh elming
choice as the number one activity that
most appropriately statisfies the recent experience requirement. Serving
on technical committees and writing
c a s e mat eri al s were ran k ed fairly
evenly as the second and third activities. Serving on boards of directors
received the fewest number one rankings and the most number four rankings and thus was considered to be
the least appropriate way of satisfying
the recent experience requirement.
In April 1983, the accounting accreditation standards were changed
to include consideration of attending
or instructing professional development programs as part of recent accounting experience. Several respondents felt that doing quality research
or having had accounting experience
prior to the five -year time limit specified in the standards should be considered when examining the recent
experience requirement.
What i mpact the new AACS B accounting accreditation standards will
have on accounting programs is uncertain at this time. However, the response to our survey by accounting
department chairmen of AACSB accredited business schools indicates
that there is significant interest in
seeking accreditation.
The fact that accounting programs
are being reviewed should be beneficial to accounting education. What
better way to examine a program's
goals, staff, and curriculum than by
opening it up to external examination
by peers and practitioners. Whether
or not the standards themselves improve accounting education, the process of seeking accreditation should
be beneficial.
17
'Originally, the standards specified relevant experience but
now the wording is recent experience.

Thomas E. Balke is associate professor of accounting at the University of
Nebraska - Lincoln.
James F. Brown, Jr., CMA, is an assistant professor of accounting at the
University of Nebraska - Lincoln.
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

Instantaneous Defeasance Banned
The Financial Accounting Standards Board has
prohibited companies from using FAS 76, "Extinguishment of Debt," to justify recognition of
income from a transaction involving instantaneous in- substance defeasance.
According to FAS 76, debt may be considered extinguished if the debtor places a sufficient amount -of essentially risk -free assets in
an irrevocable trust solely for paying the debt
and thus is assured of having to make no further payments. Such transactions are referred
to as "in- substance defeasance."
The FASB has become aware that, because
interest rates vary in different markets, a company is able to borrow at one interest rate and
simultaneously make an investment in another
market yielding a higher return. If the assets in
which the company invests qualify under Statement 76 and are placed in an irrevocable trust,
the concurrent interest rate differential would
allow the company to recognize an immediate
gain on the transaction.
Technical Bulletin 84 -4, prepared by FASB
staff, states that such an instantaneous in -substance defeasance transaction does not qualify
as an extinguishment of debt under FAS 76 because it is a borrow - and - invest transaction, entered into specifically to reflect a financial
statement gain, whereas the gain or loss on defeasance of previously issued debt represents
the effects of past changes in interest rates.

FASB Update
Accounting for leases. The Board decided not
to add to its agenda a project to reconsider lessees' accounting for leases.
Employers' accounting for pensions. The
Board tentatively agreed on a method fbr amortizing accumulated gains and losses that would
amortize only those gains and losses that exceed a prescribed limit (corridor). The corridor
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would be 20% of the greater of plan assets or
the pension benefit obligation, and the amortization rate would be a function of the service
life of the active group. The Board will consider
using this approach as a minimum rather than
as a prescribed method.
Convertible debt "sweeteners." The Board
added to its agenda a project to consider
amending APB Opinion 26, "Early Extinguishment of Debt," to address the accounting for
consideration offered to holders of convertible
debt to induce prompt conversion.
Conceptual Framework: Recognition and
Measurement. The Board tentatively agreed to
maintain the concept of two distinct measures— "earnings" and "comprehensive income" —but to consider alternative names for
comprehensive income and perhaps earnings.
The Board also agreed to retain the "other
nonowner changes in equity" described in the
exposure draft as components of comprehensive income outside of earnings, and to retain
the statement of cash flows.

GASB Sets Agenda;
Issues First Statement
The Governmental Accounting Standards
Board is now in business. After conducting a
series of nationwide public meetings, it has
placed eight subjects on its initial project agenda: financial reporting; basis of accounting and
measurement objectives (governmental funds);
pension accounting and financial reporting; deferred compensation; codification of governmental GAAP; special assessment accounting;
fixed assets; and public authority financial
reporting.
The Board, in its first formal action, unanimously approved GASB Statement 1, "Authoritative Status of NCGA Pronouncements and
AICPA Industry Audit Guide." In so doing, the
Board continues in force the currently active
pronouncements of the National Council on
Governmental Accounting and the American
Institute of CPAs, which are considered "generally accepted accounting principles" for state
and local governmental entities until they are
altered, amended, supplemented, revoked, or
superseded by the GASB.
In another action, the Board issued for public
comment a proposed technical bulletin, "Demand Bonds Issued by State and Local Governmental Entities."

POB Issues Annual Report
The Public Oversight Board has issued its
► ► 58
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The `New' MAP Statement Isn't
The title, "NAA Publishes New MAP
Statement" (Nov. '84), gives the reader
the impression that a new informative
statement is being issued by the MAP
Commit tee th at is similar to [prior]
Statements IA, Definition of Management Accounting; 1B, Objectives of Management Accounting; 1C, Standards of
Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants; and 2, Management Accounting Terminology.
The aforementioned four statements
are informative working documents for
practicing accountants. However, the
new MAP Statement titled Statement
4A, Cost of Capital, appears primarily
to be a summation of a managerial finance textbook. I question the overall
benefit of providing a "practical guide"
of this nature to the profession. Would
not the limited time available for the
MAP Co mmitt ee members be b etter
utilized addressing controversial/important accounting issues as opposed to
proofreading a summation of a managerial finance textbook?
Gene L. Smith
Akron Summit Chapter
MAP Director Louis Bisgay's reply:
The cost of capital is a widely used notion in financial management and the
Statement represents the consensus of
outstand ing ind ividuals with a broad
background in industry and academe.
Statement 4A is the first of many SMAs
to come that will discuss alternate practices and approaches and detail NAA
views and recommendations. It is our belief that the NAA should provide guidance with respect to a spectrum of accounting issues —the controversial nature
of any given topic is not the sole or necessarily the most important criterion regarding selection.

very pleased to see that 50% of the professors consider CMA very important.
For several years I have been trying
to encourage students to apply for the
CMA examinations before graduation
and take advantage of the student discounts. Students were repeatedly told
that only a small percentage of accounting graduates obtain entry level jobs in
public accounting. According to your
statistics, this figure is 20 %.

" I

love my job.

It' s S a f e ,
comfortable,
familiar,
...and going
nowhere:' _ 4

It's a bad idea to change jobs for the sake of changing jobs. It's a good
idea to change if the timing is right_
So how do you know if the timing is right? It could be right if you know
your job backwards and forwards but you haven't moved forward quickly
enough. It could be right if you feel it's right.
We specialize in the fields of accounting, finance, banking, and computer
technology, and we put out a newsletter calledCareers with information about
these fields you might find useful.
Call your local ROMAC' office to have a free copy of Careers sent to your
home at no obligation, or call our corporate office, 800/341 -0263 or
207(773 -6387.
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Students Need More CMA Information
The NAA Research Column on "Career Opportunities in Management Accounting" (Oct. '84) is very interesting
and provides some important statistics
about CPA and CMA certificates. I am
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

Yet there is very litte interest among
students in either the CMA or a career
in managerial accounting. Why? I think
it is the attitu de and the image that
managerial accountants project. I have
been reading the classified advertisements in the Wall Street Journal and
the Sunday edition of the Milwaukee
Journal for almost a year. So far I have
seen very few references to a require► ► 15
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ment to be flexible in setting policies and
procedures. Policies and procedures accommodate many employees with varying
needs.
2. Support, such as vendor hotline services,
employee microcomputer newsletters, and
service centers, provides employees with
answers to questions they may have on the
operation of their microcomputer.
3. Security, which is an important consideration for microcomputer hardware as well as
software.

Computers
and
Accounting
Suzanne G. Connors, Editor

will

will

Dana Richardson from Arthur Young & Co.
defined the differences between casual users
and power users. Casual users rate ease of use
over functionality, while power users rate funcThe Impact of Microcomputers
tionality over ease of use. Both groups of users
Among CPAs
have different requirements and specifications
The American Institute of CPAs sponsored a for their microcomputer, and, therefore, each
Microcomputer Conference, October 16th and group should be treated differently.
17th, in Atlanta. Robert Long, the editor of MrHugh E. Hardee presented a software update
crobanker, focused on how microcomputers on some of the new trends and software packwill change industries in the future, Mr. Long ages available for accountants. He observed
said, "As more and more applications are that the increased complexity of microcomputtransferred to microcomputers, more employ- er software appears to be attracting many conees will be freed to think creatively about com- sumers. Mr. Hardee says these people are on
plex business problem situations."
an "ego trip" and feel they are getting more for
Mark Davidson from Deloitte Haskins & Sells their money. Mr. Hardee suggests ease of use
then discussed the five steps an organization is more important, and people should not be atshould follow in implementing a microcomputer tracted to complexity for complexity's sake.
system in its organization:
Edgar Morrill from Deloitte Haskins & Sells
discussed some of the software modeling
1. Planning, which involves user acceptance packages available and how they are used in
and understanding of personal computers.
public accounting. Irwin Jarett then gave an
2. Educating employees to describe what a overview of some of the graphics software
personal computer is, what it can be used packages available. Both men presented typifor, where it will be located, and who
be cal examples of how public accountants could
using it.
more effectively use graphics and financial
3. Preparing the facility for the microcomputer, modeling packages in their presentations to
which includes changes in the air condition- clients.
ing, wiring, and additional space and storage
The final session addressed "How Microrequirements.
computers Are Used as Marketing Tools." Rob4. Training, which should be provided for em- ert J. Cresick suggested ways in which microployees, either on -site or at the vendor's lo- com pu ters can ass ist man ag ement in
cation. Employees must feel comfortable marketing services. Visual presentations preoperating the microcomputer or the comput- pared on microcomputers are more impressive
never be used.
to clients than presentations that include reams
er
5. Ongoing support from the vendor as well as of spreadsheet -type analyses.
management is essential in order for emThe Georgia Society of CPAs sponsored a
ployees to u s e t h eir mic rocom p ut ers "hands on" session for those who wished to
effectively.
participate in an actual demonstration of different soft ware pack ages and hard ware
Stephen A. Machles from Goldman Sachs equipment.
Company was the last speaker on Tuesday afOverall, the conference presented some very
ternoon and discussed three areas of effective interesting viewpoints from leading public acmicrocomputer administration:
countants. The total number of attendees at
the conference was approximately 250, and
1. Standardization, which requires manage- most were public accountants.
O
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ment of CMA for jobs in the cost /managerial accounting field. Production and
inventory control jobs specify CPIM
(Certified in Production and Inventory
Management), and data processing jobs
specify CDP (Certificates in Data Processing) as job requirements. Others
specify certification in their own fields,
but, surprisingly, many managerial accounting job advertisements specify the
desirability of the CPA certificates.
Are these managerial accountants
trying to tell us that the CMA is not important enough to make it a required
qualification? Do they really have any
confidence in the CMA? According to
your statistics, none of the controllers
considers the CMA "very important,"
and 58% consider CMA either "unimpo rt ant " o r "so mewh at impo rtan t. "
Now compare this with the emphasis
given to the CPA certificate: 74% of the
same controllers consider it either "very
important" or "important." No wonder
we have trouble convincing students to
make managerial accounting their first
choice.
Campus recruiters from industry often complain that most good accounting
students want to sign up with the big
CPA firms. Put yourself in a student's
position. Would you want to sign up
with a company that recognizes your interest and competence, holds a promise
for further growth, and pays well, or
would you want to sign up with a company that has no interest in the CMA
certificate, does not pay as well, and
doesn ' t advertis e a future? Students
want to obtain the CPA because it is
recognized and it is rewarding. Why
should they be CMAs when interviewers do not talk much about it, and not
many industry jobs require it?
The only way NAA can change the
emphasis of the present -day accounting
curriculum and focus more attention on
managerial accounting is to provide a
positive image. I would like to make the
following suggestions for improvement:
Provide scholarships to students who
want to make managerial accounting
their career.
Provide financial assistance to stuMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

dents who plan to take CMA examinations. Example: Pay their exam
fee.
3. Encourage emplo yers to mention
CMA in their job descriptions and
advertisements.
4. Attend campus student accounting
organizations and discuss job opportunities, giving concrete examples in
managerial accounting.
5. Arrange a "student night " or some
kind of get- together with students at
chapter meetings, and make sure the
speaker emphasizes the desirability
of managerial accounting and CMA.
In the past, some good students felt
th at at ten d an ce at NAA ch apt er
meetings was a waste of time as there
was not much discussion of either
technical or professional nature in
these meetings that justified the several hours of students ' time. If not
conducted properly, these meetings
could turn off the students ' interest
in managerial accounting as the image projected might be less than profes sio nal co mp ared to o t h er

organizations.
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If your growth potential in

P

Your resent firm is limited,
consider the many advantages of being a GBS Business
Counselor. You'll provide Management and Business
Advisory Services, including financial and tax planning
activities. You'll find the transition from an accounting
practice to GBS an easy one with benefits you don't have
now — unlimited income potential, working on your own
schedule, and the prestige of counseling small businesses
and professionals.
Total investment of $21,500 includes $18,500 franchise
fee which covers initial training and supplies, plus $3,000
for product inventory. Continuous training and 21 support
services
to maintain
your expertise in all areas
includingare
theprovided
use of computers
. You'll be independent but

never alone.
Call toll-free 800 -638-7940 for immediate information.
In Maryland, call collect (301) 424-1040. Or send your
name, address and home phone number with this ad to the
address below.
OBS

':General Business Services, Inc.

Edward G. Broenniman, Dept. MA-AA-015,51 Monroe St., Rockville, MD 20850
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Be gbusiness accounting for
IBM'snewBusinessManagement
Series for Personal Computers.
IBM's Business Management Series
(BMS) can improve your accounting in so
many ways, they're almost uncountable.
It's derived from accounting
software big IBM machines are famous
for, but for not so big an investment.
(If you don't have a PC already, keep

reading. BMS is a terrific reason for
buying one.)
There are six easy -to -learn
programs in BMS, and they can work
alone or with each other.
For example:
Inventory Accortrting helps you
maintain more responsive, and therefore
more profitable, levels of stock by taking
its information directly from....

Order Enlry and Invoicing,which
offers flexible methods of pricing,
discounting and taxing while it helps you
automatically update....
Accourds Receivable for a clear
picture of your open accounts to improve
General Ledger

MM

Payroll

3

The BMS programs work alone or as a team.
You can start with one, such as General Ledger or
Payroll, and add others later. Or, buy all at once. If
you plan toown several, consider an IBM computer
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companies with smaller numbers,
cash flow and reduce bad debt.
Payroll keeps records, writes
paychecks and W-2 forms, easily tackles
multiple pay rates and frequencies, and
much more.
AcxYxtnts Payable not only writes
Accounts Payable
W E .

IBM

Accounts Receivable
—V

IBM

like the IIC /X'I: It lets you store them, permanently, inside your nwichine. Very handy. Here's
another tip. IBM's new Personal Decision Series
(for spreadsheets, writing, graphing. ete.l can

Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc.. s.a.

checks, it helps you decide to whom and
when. And, like other BMS programs, it
feeds into....
General Ledger, a "big picture"
Program that gives you something all the
green notebooks and #2 pencils in the
;or'der Ens.

Inventor y Acc ounting

iEN'

W6 information directly fruit BMS. Very, very
hardy. And ask about IBM Extended Support, a
way to gel software updates and telephone. assistance, direct from IBM.

world never will:
The ability to see more quickly and
clearly not only where you are, but where
you're going.
To learn more, see an IBM Product
Center or authorized IBM PC dealer
For their number, and a free
brochure, call this one -800- 447 -4700.
(In Alaska and Hawaii, 800 - 4474)890.)

Personal�Cott�►puffer�Software
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Nhum, by !!an Jacobson.

FFER Ed Hennessy a challenge, and he'll
probably pounce on it —after taking just
enough time to assess your motives and
his probability of success. That's one reason this astute CEO landed at the head of Allied
Corp. five and a half years ago and why his company won and has prospered from the highly publicized 1982 merger war between Martin Marietta
Corp. and Bendix Corp. in which Allied acquired
Bendix.
Edward L. Hennessy, Jr. was first approached
about b ecomin g pres ident of the then Allied
Chemical Corp. in the summer of 1978 by a friend
in West Hartford, Conn. At the same time, Allied
directors were beginning an intensive search for a
replacement for Chairman John T. Connor, who
was nearing retirement. Mr. Hennessy, No. 2 man
at United Technologies Corp. in Hartford, declined the offer because he thought he had a good
chance at becoming president of United Technologies and succeeding Harry J. GSay, chairman,
when he retired.
Harry Gray had other ideas, however, so when
Mr. Hennessy's friend approached him again that
fall, Mr. Hennessy said yes. Ironically, at United,
he had identified Allied as an acquisition candidate. "I always like a challenge ... and this was a
challenge," he acknowledges.
But challenges weren't the only reason. This
quick, decisive, fiercely competitive chairman and

0
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chief executive officer has been adept at recognizing and circumventing perceived roadblocks to his
career. He sees no reason for staying with one
company once your progress and growth have
been checked and you realize your potential is being wasted. "When I found that I had reached the
limit where I could go with a company, I left," he
explains candidly. He was named president and
CEO in May 1979, then chairman and CEO that
December. Allied has prospered under his fine
hand, going from $3 billion in sales to $12 billion
in ju st five years an d un dergoing a s trat egic
facelift.

s

lob- hopping to success: 'It sounds like I
can't hold a job.'

t

After working briefly as a stockboy and salesman at a local furniture store, he joined Price Waterhouse & Co. as a junior accountant and took
night classes in accounting and business at Northeastern University. Then in the summer of 1950,
he met New Jerseyite Ruth Frances Schilling, a
home economics teacher, while their families were
vacationing on Cape Cod. They were married the
next August. "My wife came to Boston and applied for a schoolteacher's job, but at that time
(1951 -52), they would not hire married women as
schoolteachers," Mr. Hennessy says. "So I said to
heck with that, and I quit what was sort of a dull
job anyhow and came down to New Jersey and
went to work for Textron." He became Textron's
assistant controller, and his wife found another
teaching job in home economics.
He continued his education at Fairleigh Dickinson University at night while working at Textron
and was graduated in 1955 with a B.S. degree. He
then attended New York University Law School.
When he felt he could no longer grow or progress
at Textron, he joined Lear Siegler as group controller. It was 1956. He stayed with Lear Siegler
four years.
Making the Right Move

- 1

Traversing the Road to the Top
For someone with a conservative accounting/
finance background, Edward L. Hennessy, Jr., 56,
seems to have taken a rather unorthodox route to
the top —job hopping. He once joked with a reporter, "It sounds like I can't hold a job." In reality, he gained the same experience in several companies that other financial people do within a
single entity — perhaps more.
An Irish Catholic growing up in Boston during
the Depression, he originally planned to become a
priest. Several months after graduating from high
school in 1945 and shortly before his 18th birthday in 1946, he entered Notre Dame. Three years
later, he returned home after deciding the priesthood was not his calling, but he wasn't sure what
course to pursue. "My mother told me, 'You can't
make a living translating Latin and Greek,' and I
replied, 'Well, what would you suggest?' She advised, 'Maybe getting into accounting or something like that.' So that is exactly how I got into
accounting," he chuckles.
20

Now living in Ho- Ho -Kus, N.J., the Hennessys
one night attended a neighbor's cocktail party. An
ITT group vice president in charge of the company's government programs suggested Mr. Hennessy come to work for ITT. Thinking it was just
party talk, he dismissed the idea. "I s aw h i m
about four or five months later, and he said, `Why
don't you join ITT?' I told him, `You said that to
me five months ago.' He asked, 'Why didn't your
So, I decided I'd go in for an interview, and the
next thing I knew I was working for International
Electronic Corp. in Paramus, N.J."
In 1961 he became a controller on ITT's corporate staff. It was during this tenure that Ed Hennessy and his work caught the eye o f ITT Chairman Harold Geneen, the tough financial genius
whom Mr. Hennessy credits with teaching him
more than anyone else in his career. During a presentation concerning the red telephone system
that was being used between the U.S. government
and the Soviet Union, Mr. Geneen asked Mr.
Hennessy if he would ever consider moving to
Europe.... Next stop: controller of ITT Europe,
1962 -64.
Mr. Hennessy laughingly recalls his family's relocation: "The next thing I knew I was on an airplane, first class, with my wife. We landed in
Brussels, and someone handed her flowers. There
was a limousine, and we scooted around Belgium
for a weekend and decided it was a great place to
live. It would be nice to bring the kids (a son and
a daughter) over here. We even rented a house
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985
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and returned. Then we were moved over. We went
tourist on the
Mary; landed at Cherbourg
with suitcases, two kids, a dog, a cat, and no flowers; found our way to Brussels in the pouring rain;
hailed a taxi to take us to the house, nobody meeting us; and I said, `Well, I guess we're here. "'
Although he enjoyed the experience and the
challenge ofalways having to perform at peak, he
decided to leave ITT when he had completed his
European assignment and Harold Geneen wanted
him to take another one. "We had served our time
there. My wife wanted to come home, the kids
wanted to come home, and Geneen had another
assignment for me. I said, the heck with this. I'm
going to go home, and I'll find another job, and
that's exactly why I left," he explains. He and Mr.
Geneen have remained long -time friends and frequently are in contact.
Next he did a brief stint with Colgate- Palmolive
(196465) as director of finance for Europe, the
Middle East, and Africa; then he quickly moved
to Heublein, Inc., as vice president, finance, in
1965. He became senior vice president, administration and finance, in 1969 but decided to move
on in 1972 when a member of the Heublein family
told him that the only person who would ever run
the compan y wo uld b e a marketing man. Although he had learned marketing skills at Heublein, he said, "I guess I'm not considered a marketing man nor can I ever be one because I came
up through finance. I decided there was no sense
stayin g, an d that's when I went with Unit ed
Technologies."
He joined United Technologies Corp. as senior
vice president, finance and administration, also
becoming a member ofits board of directors and
executive committee. In 1977 he was named executive vice president, chief financial officer, and
group vice president ofthe systems and equipment
group, "where I had $2 billion worth ofoperating
responsibility as well: Sikorsky Aircraft, Hamilton
Standard, the Chemical Systems Group, and the
Power Systems Group."
Under Harry Gray's tutelage, Ed Hennessy also
became skilled at mergers and acquisitions, and
the two collaborated on several takeovers, among
them Essex International, Otis Elevator, and Carrier Corp. Throughout the business world he is
known for his adept gamesmanship, and he has
lost few companies he has wanted to acquire.
When Mr. Hennessy realized that he would
never become United's president, he accepted Allied's offer. Because he and his former boss remain rivals, he must have gained some private satisfaction when Mr. Gray and United dropped out
of the bidding during the Martin Marietta - Bendix
battles, especially as Harry Gray had inadvertently tipped off Mr. Hennessy to United's activities
via a telephone conversation Mr. Hennessy acciMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

dentally overheard while waiting to play tennis on
Nantucket.
With Bendix, Allied accomplished in one and a
half weeks the number of acquisitions it would
have taken 10 years to do otherwise, Mr. Hennessy notes. "Negotiations began in the middle of
September 1982, and they were completed September 24. So in one and a half weeks, the whole
thing was done from beginning to end." To make
sure of the exact dates, he checks the back of a
watch given hi m to co mme mo ra t e th is
achievement.
Ed Hennessy considers the Allied - Bendix merger "one of the largest —and smoothest —corporate

We acquired Bendix
in 'one of the largest
and smoothest corporate mergers in
history. '

mergers in U.S. history," and he's delighted that
most Bendix staff made the transition —only
about 10% did not. Most of Bendix's management team, who had been involved in the takeover
episode under William Agee, remained when Allied took over. A few months later, Mr. Agee,
chairman of Bendi x and pres ident of Al lied,
resigned.
Mr. Hennessy had put together a task force,
composed of both Allied and Bendix management, to study the two companies' structures and,
after studying the results, reorganized Allied into
five operating groups: chemical, oil and gas, automotive, aerospace, and industrial and technology.
An executive vice president /sector president oversees each group, and they and five senior vice
presidents report directly to Mr. Hennessy. "The
philosophy we're trying to follow right now is to
push as much responsibility and authority down
into the operating units as we possibly can and
have a cadre of well- qualified people at the staff
level. Our corporate staff, when I joined this com21

pany, for a $3 billion company was about 1,700
people. We soon cut it down to 400. It has now
grown to roughly 800 people with the merger of
Bendix, but this year we will do $12 billion in
sales. We don't intend to have any cuts, but I do
hope that we improve our efficiency as we go
along.... the addition of Bendix has helped a lot
because they had some very good control systems
we added to Allied. I think our control systems
today are as good as anybody's," Mr. Hennessy
notes.
To show its stockholders and the public how
well the consolidation was working, Allied titled
its 1983 Ann ual Repo rt "M ak i n g a Merger

Making Room for Winners

grow

going

'We had to show
people that we
to
were
this company.'

ment. To do this, Allied formed a New Ventures
Group, under which ideas for products and technology that didn't fit into existing operations
could be developed. Two examples of creative
product ideas are Allied's Anso IV* stain resistant carpet fiber and Metglas, a metal with a noncrystalline structure created by extremely fast
chilling, which results in a thin, lightweight material that is a superior magnet. Allied also is develop i ng a s ynt h et i c b i po l ar memb ran e s t ro n g
enough for industrial uses, such as splitting water
molecules electrically, thereby separating certain
compounds into acids and bases. Previous bipolar
membranes weren't strong enough to last very
long or to use industrially. To add in this R &D
expansion, Allied is constructing a special laboratory at company headquarters in Morristown,
N.J.

Work" and concentrated on the successful integration and implementation of the two corporations. In his letter to shareholders, Mr. Hennessy
wrote: " Allied's shareholders and directors, including myself, owe a debt of gratitude to more
than 117,000 Allied and Bendix employees who
brought so much good will and energy to the job
of merging these two companies into one and
whose hard work brought Allied one of its most
successful years. The accomplishments of 1983
are the foundation on which Allied will build for
many years."
In fact, the merger went so well that during
1983 Allied was also able to acquire Semi - Alloys,
Inc., a company that makes components used in
manufacturing computer chips, and Instrumentation Laboratory, Inc., a company that makes instruments used in medical diagnosis and industrial analysis.
The next step is for Allied to achieve more
product innovation from within, thus Mr. Hen nessy's keen emphasis on research and develop22

Although many corporate changes were made
after Bendix entered Allied's fold, changes under
CEO Hennessy were not new to Allied. From the
minute he joined the corporation in 1979, he began a long -range restructuring plan that would
move a stodgy, mature company off dead center
and propel it forward into new fields, especially
high technology and health services.
Wh en M r. Hen nes sy came abo ard , Allied
Chemical Corp.'s mainstays were chemicals and
oil and gas, and the company was doing about $3
billion in sales a year. It also owned some losing
operations. "We had assets here in the United
States which were losing roughly $75 to $80 million a year, and we had a Sugar Bowl (Louisiana)
pipeline which was losing in excess of $100 million a year. In other words, they were long -term
gas contracts where we were buying the gas at
$2.50 or $3 a thousand cubic feet and selling it for
25 cents a thousand cubic feet. That's one ofthose
areas you can't make up in volume," he explains.
"We knew we had to get rid ofthe losers, first of
all, and then, at the same time, we had to begin to
diversify. We had to bring more high technology
into the company. The largest year for R &D
spending before I came -1978 —the whole company spent $48 million
This year the company
will spend about $430 ...
million on technology."
"We had to make some drastic changes. We
had to sell or close down those losing operations.
We did take a large write -off in October 1979; we
eliminated much of the overhead. We began a
program ofdisposing of some marginal properties
and huge losing properties, and that took about a
year's time. Then we began expanding our R &D
activity and began to diversify our company into
areas that were less cyclical than what we were
doing at that present moment." In addition, he
cut corporate staff.
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Everything Begins and Ends with Numbers
He truly believes that effective chief executives
must have a good foundation in numbers to be
able to make the right decisions for their companies. He quo tes h is men tor, Harold Geneen:
" Geneen had a favorite saying, 'everything begins
and ends with money,' and I still go back to that.
Everything begins and ends with dollars and numbers. You don't have to be an expert, but you have
to have a basic feel for numbers in order to make
the d ecisi ons t hat i mpact your comp any.. .. I
find when I deal with other CEOs that don't have
it, they are at a disadvantage."

'At my first management meeting, people were scared to
death.'

a

While the company was disposing of some of its
assets, it was acquiring others. Ed Hennessy had
put together an acquisition team when he first arrived that was in operation by the end of his first
month. "There were a lawyer, several financial
people, a couple of planning people that had engineering backgrounds, and we did bring into play
our people in R &D so that we could evaluate the
technology. And I participated as well. We had to
show people that we were going to grow this company. We weren't just going to cut it down," he
emphasizes.
The first acquisition— within six weeks —was
Eltra Corp., an electronics company that manufactured batteries, electrical and electronic equipment, and phototypesetting equipment. Later majo r acqu is it io ns i nclu ded Bu nk er R amo, an
electrical equipment firm, and Fisher Scientific,
health care and scientific supplies company. In
addition, over the years Allied acquired several
smaller companies in related fields. Then in 1981,
th e co mp any ch anged i ts name fro m Al li ed
Chemical Corp. to Allied Corp. to reflect its diversified direction and emphasis.
Over the years Ed Hennessy continued to reshuffle divisions and restructure to make the operation s mo re efficient and to en sure gro wt h.
"Do n't fo rget, thi s comp any fo r many, many
years was retrenching, not growing," he explains.
He has never been afraid to risk making changes
as long as he perceived they were good for the
company and its employees.
He found out just how much the corporation
had been retrenching when a history of Allied was
compiled for his speech before the Newcomen Society. He discovered that "When this company
was formed back in 1920, it was the largest chemical company in the United States, and it remained
that way through all of the late '20s into the early
'30s, and then by the middle of the 1930s, it found
itself a poor number No. 3. It was a commodity
chemical company, and management said, 'We
won't spend any money on R &D. We'll provide
the basic chemicals for these other companies
such as DuPont or Dow, who are spending money
on R &D. They will have to come to us to buy the
chemicals. So by 1933, we were running a very
poor third and going downhill fast.... The other
thing we learned was that the first chairman of
Allied —and these were the days when no income
taxes were paid and there was no public reporting
as to salary—made $1 million a year from 1920 to
1933.... in today's terms he would be just shy of
$5 million a year!" he exclaims.
Now, under Mr. Hennessy's influence, Allied is
a $12 billion corporation with plans only for forging ahead. What is the key to his and its success?
Numbers, he says, paying attention to the numbers, and making Allied a desirable place to work.
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He calls himself a "return -on- assets - nut," and
he expects his managers to hold similar views.
They are required to set specific, measurable
goals, and they must meet them totally. "We have
budgets, against which we report monthly. When
we have deviations, we ask why. And we have
forecasts halfway through the month. Are they
going to achieve those budgets? If not, why? For
the month. Also rolling out. We have quarterly
reviews in which we not only discuss financials,
we discuss markets, products, technology, human
resource problems, and then we also get together
once a month here, and this is where we exchange
what the problems are. We try to operate as a
team, not as a one -man band."
The accounting system "is decentralized and we
do consolidate. To consolidate here is to decentralize," he notes. There are about 2,500 financial
people in the company and 300 at corporate level.
"That's treasury, controllers, internal audit, and
planning." He also considers accountants part of
the management team. "I want the financial peoP3

pie to feel a part of the management group," he
says. "I don't want them to be excluded if management really wants to have a sensitive discussion. We feel they have an obligation. Accountants on the management staff of our operating
units don't get pay increases; their bosses can suggest a pay increase, but it also has to be approved
by the chief financial officer here. The same applies with incentive compensation. So we try to
develop a degree of cooperation. Forcing it to be-

'l think I'm fair, and
I'm willing to listen.
You lose a lot if you
don't listen. '

gin with, bu t it has to come naturally after a
while."
Tough but Fair
Although he manages by numbers, he considers
the human element critical to his company's success and makes sure employees communicate with
each other. "My management style requires that if
we've got a problem, I'm reachable by phone, and
you pick up the phone and let me know what the
problems are." Although he hasn't made the list
of the 10 toughest bosses yet, he admits he probably comes close. When asked how he would characterize himself, he teases, "sweet and lovable,"
and then adds, seriously, "I would say that I'm
demanding. I think I'm fair, and I'm willing to
listen. You lose a lot if you don't listen to people
because they've got ideas, too." In fact, when he
first arrived at Allied, before his wife was able to
join him, he lived in a converted farmhouse owned
and used by the company as a conference center.
There he discussed company operations, problems, and solutions with employees and asked
them for their suggestions. He still has those papers and rereads them every so often — noting
which ideas have been implemented.
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He also had to overcome the publicity that preceded his arrival. "The people here were more
nervous than I when I joined. After reading all of
that publicity that preceded me. . . " he pauses
and sighs. "One comment in the Wall Street Journal came from some analyst who said 'the profits
will go up but boy am I sure glad I don't have to
work there.' I'll say one thing," he notes proudly,
"We have not had the turnover in management
that we had in the time that preceded me."
Now meetings are free exchanges of ideas. "At
my first management committee meeting, people
were scared to death. They did not open their
mouths. I was doing all the talking, and it took a
while for them to find out they could speak up
and disagree and not get fired or have something
terrible happen to them, like being sent out to Istanbul or something. Now we have a very free exchange when we get together."
Communication extends beyond the corporate
level. "Once a year I'll get on an airplane and go
around the world. We have, for example, almost
20,000 people in Europe, and I have made three
trips to Europe where we bring the managers together and talk. This is a way we get out and communicate —try to listen to their problems.
"We're trying to visit the plants, too. I visited
plants where management hadn't been in 30 years.
I take along key people in the corporate staff, too,
and people are very anxious to talk. Of course,
since the recession we have more meetings; our
supervisors have more meetings with plant people
than they had before."
"One of the advantages of going to a plant and
having a plant manager or sector head take me
through is it becomes obvious very quickly as to
whether he has been in that plant very much.
Does he know the people; does he not know them?
Do they go over and call him by name or what?
We pick this up. They should have hands -on experience," he says.
Mr. Hennessy also knows other ways of getting
his point across. When he was still living in the
farmhouse, he us ed t o arrive at wo rk earl y.
"When you don't have anyone to eat with... " he
shrugs. But no one else was around to talk to, so
he started leaving notes on people's chairs, asking
them to call him when they got in. Soon the parking lot started filling before dawn, he laughs.
Sacrificing for Success
A natural workaholic, he is committed to any
job he undertakes and expects others to follow
suit. Time wasters or clock watchers aren't appreciated. He advises accountants that whatever job
they pursue, "Don't take it as a 9 to 5 job. I've
watched this evolve since I've grown up. We grew
up in some very difficult times, and we had to get
out and work. Kids today, well they take a couple
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of years off before they go to college, and then after college they take a couple of years off to decide
what to do... if they want to get somewhere —I
think it is a sacrifice to get somewhere — they've
got to put the sacrifice in. Many young people
do n 't -wan t the sacrifice —they want ins tant
gratification."
He also notes that accountants need strengthening in "business acumen because sometimes their
views are very myopic. They've got to have more
of a business feeling, more of a business approach
to a problem rather than a bookkeeping approach
to a problem .. and it's up to us (management) to
give them the exposure," he explains. Allied is
stepping up its training and recruiting programs,
which were on hold during the recession, and is
seeking the best professionals, especially in the accounting area, he says.
At the same time, he encourages more participation in public service and civic activities. "We
believe in being good corporate citizens wherever
we are," he notes. A former NAA member, he believes all workers, especially accountants, need to
experience the world outside their corporate environments to round out their job dimensions. Mr.
Hennessy, for example, has been involved in numerous outside projects, including the health and
human services area of the President's Private
Sector Survey on Cost Control; the Governor's
Management Improvement Plan, Inc. in New Jersey; and the Securities & Exchange Commission's
Tender Offer Advisory Committee.
Although he doesn't have much time to play
these days, sailing was his passion. "I used to do a
lot of ocean racing. I've done six or seven Bermuda races with my own boat, Transatlantic, Annapolis and Newport races, Halifax races, races in
Long Island Sound." The sailboat races, however,
ended the weekend of a major race when, after a
frenzied arrival at the yacht club, he was left
standing on the pier, apparently not for the first
time. "I did everything I could to get out on time,
but when I got to the club, I heard the gun go off
and watched my boat sail off into the sunset because my crew took it out and went sailing," he
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explains. "I thought, `all I do is pay the bills and
put the food on board, and they are out having a
good time.' I said to heck with this and went into
power boating," which he still enjoys.
His office and conference room walls are lined
with scenes of ships and big cats such as lions,
leopards and cheetahs —all symbols of swiftness
and grace and, one senses, Allied's new pace and
direction. Mr. Hennes sy reflects on All ied's
achievements and returns -to the importance of

Sometimes the management accountant's
views are very myopic.

employee participation and contribution to a company's success. "I think that there is some pride
among our employees. They're taking pride when
they go out now and talk about Allied growing. I
don't think it's a measure of success by where you
stand on the Fortune 500 list, but I did hear some
feedback when we were 29th this year. I think
some of our employees take pride in that.... We
also run attitude surveys and try to work on the
problems people identify. We try to be responsive
to our people and make Allied a good place to
work."
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Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

Small Firms Attack Big 8 Merger
The National Conference of CPA Practitioners,
which consists of 1,000 small and medium sized CPA firms throughout the United States,
has filed a formal request with the Justice Department and the Federal Trade Commission to
restrain the pending Price Waterhouse /Deloitte
Haskins & Sells merger. In an analysis of audits
conducted for organizations listed on the New
York Stock Exchange, the organization points
out that the combined percentage of 24% audited by the two firms —plus the Arthur Andersen percentage of 20% —would allow two firms
to be the auditors for approximately 44% of the
corporations listed on the Big Board. The CPA
organization charges that because 94% of the
corporations listed on the New York Stock Exchange are audited by "the so- called `Big 8',"
"such concentration by one unit ... is not in the
public interest, [and] restrains competition and
free trade."

Canada Cost Savings for U.S. Firms
U.S. companies with operations in Canada can
save considerable amounts by hiring Canadian
nationals rather than U.S. citizens, reports the
Conference Board. As an example, the Board
cites a typical systems analyst who earns
$38,000 a year in the U.S. The U.S. dollar
equivalent for the same position in Canada is
$26,359, a savings in salary alone of some
S 12,000 a year. The total cost advantage, however, would be greater because U.S. expatriates in Canada receive a variety of allowances
to cover housing, living and other costs. The
study, Global Inflation Report, is available from
the Conference Board, 845 Third Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10022.

AeSec Paper on LIFO Will Be
Given Authoritative Status
An issue paper on LIFO being prepared by the
AICPA's Accounting Standards Executive Committee will be given authoritative status by the
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Securities & Exchange Commission, according
to SEC Chief Accountant Clarence Sampson.
Mr. Sampson, who described this forthcoming
action at a recent Financial Executives Institute
conference, said that once the issue paper is
final and made public, auditors who do not follow the guidelines will have to justify their action to the SEC. The need for guidance in this
area arose when the Internal Revenue Service
announced that corporations could use different LIFO accounting methods for their financial
statements than for their tax preparation. Mr.
Sampson suggested that the Commission
could give the paper wider dissemination and
more publicity by issuing it under its own release number.

U.S. Treasury Sets Pilot
Program in Corporate Trade Payments
The U.S. Treasury Department has launched a
one -year pilot program designed to test corporate trade payments (CTPs). Late last year the
Treasury's first CTP was sent by the Financial
Management Service to Xerox Corp., and this
month two additional government agencies
also will be using this service: the Veterans Administration and the Tennessee Valley Authority. Corporate Trade Payments, which were introduced earlier this year (see April '84 issue),
are electronic payments transmitted between
corporations and their trading partners via the
automated clearing house. Almost 1,200 CTP
transactions were sent through the automated
clearing house network between January and
July of this year, according to NACHA, double
the number originally projected. The new system is designed to save processing costs.

Business /Accounting Briefs
The Financial Accounting Standards Board's
Preliminary Views on accounting for pension
costs should be withdrawn, a new study by the
International Foundation of Employee Benefit
Plans maintains. The study, Collective Bargaining Implications of the FASB Proposals on Pension Accounting by Kathleen Farney, concludes that "The FASB's avowed intention —to
provide users of financial information with comparable data —is not sufficiently compelling to
offset the potential problems. The changes that
are likely could reduce significantly the size and
security of retirement income under defined
benefit plans." The report is available from
IFEBP,
Brookfield,
Wis.,
(414)
7866700.... Peat Marwick has elected Larry D.
Horner as chairman and Robert W. Beecher as
deputy chairman.
- -.
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Now you have an option that
could save you from 20 to 35%
on your dental /orthodontic coverage costs, could greatly simplify
your program, could give you more
flexibility, and is virtually without risk
It's called Direct Reimbursement.
It means what the name
implies: your company reimburses
employees directly for dental/
orthodontic costs. No insurance
company is involved. And a plan
involving co- payment by the employee and set maximum dollar
benefits gives you sound cost
control.

and fee schedules, claim forms
and explanations, you can replace
them with a greatly simplified system. A simple ledger card system
or a single computer system is
sufficient, because most of the
paperwork has been eliminated.
A side benefit is employee
reaction. Since the program is easier to understand, it's easier to
use. Employees know in advance
what's covered and what isn't.

Best of all, virtually no
risk.
r

Predictable costs. The
dental difference.
Dental and orthodontic care
is different from medical health care. Both costs and
utilization are highly predictable. About 55% of those
covered last year filed claims. And of those filing
claims, 75% incurred annual costs under $75. And
since you can design the program yourself, your plan
can fit the needs of your group, and your budget. In
fact it's possible to offer solid coverage for as little as
$5 to $7 a month.

Even the administration is direct,
straightforward.
If you're afraid of getting bogged down in
paperwork, forget it In place of the employee booklets

American Association of Orthodontists
460 North Lindbergh Blvd.
— —
St. Louis, MO 63141

In 1983, 97% of all dental
treatment costs were less than
$1,500. Over the last 10 years,
dental fees have increased 16%
less than the consumer price
index. Together, these facts mean
the risk you accept with Direct
Reimbursement is both minimal and predictable.
While the savings are substantial.
There's no risk in finding out more. Send in
the coupon below. The American Association of Orthodontists offers a free brochure and a free advisory
service. Direct Reimbursement is just one of many
options we can explain. We don't sell or administer
programs, so you get an unbiased viewpoint. Our
interest is improving the extent and quality of
dental /orthodontic health care coverage.
As such, Direct Reimbursement is a valuable
option for you to consider. Send in the coupon, today.

111bJ A M I U C

Name

Company or Organization
Address
YES, I would like more information about Direct
Reimbursement.
• Send me your free brochure.
• Call me for a personal meeting.

city
Telephone
Number of employees

State

Zip

William N. Culp, III, manager, cost accounting, IBM, Yardley, Pa.
Gary B, Frank, a student at the University of
Illinois, who lives in Akron, Ohio.
William R. Kolb, tax intern at Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell & Co., Brookfield, Wis.
Roger D. Martin, financial associate, GTE
Corp., Durham, N.C. He is a member of Connecticut Gateway Chapter.
Marshall K. Pitman, assistant professor, University of Texas, San Antonio, Tex. He is a
James Bulloch, Editor
member of San Antonio Chapter.
Christina J. Rakoczy, cost accounting supervisor, Draper Corp., Greensboro, N.C. She is a
member of Raleigh Area Chapter.
Clayton Ralph P. Sager, assistant professor,
University
of Wisconsin at Whitewater.
Fou r W in CM A M eda ls
Tony M. Ucci, associate accounting analyst,
At the June 1984 examination, 2,466 candi- IBM, White Plains, N.Y.
Joseph V. Carcello, a member of NAA's Atdates sat for the examination and 490 fulfilled
the examination requirements. A total of 4,939 lanta North Chap ter, has won numerous
Certificates in Management Accounting have awards for his scholastic achievements. He
been issued through October 1, 1984. Twelve was pursuing course work in psychology /sociawards were given for superior performance on ology at the State University of New York at
Stony Brook. Subsequently, he changed his
the June examination.
major
and earned a B.S. degree in accounting
Joseph V. Carcello, staff accountant, Ernst &
Whinney, Atlanta, Ga., achieved the highest in May 1982 at SUNY in Plattsburgh. He then
grades on the June 1984 examinations for the went on to earn a master of accountancy deCertificate in Management Accounting. He will gree at the University of Georgia, where he was
be presented the Robert Beyer Gold Medal, the named the 1983 -84 Outstanding Accounting
Ins tit ute of Management Acc ou nting Student. While at SUNY, he won the 1982 Wall
Street Journal Award for the outstanding senior
announced_
in the Department of Business and also won
the New York State Society of CPAs' Scholastic Achievement Award given annually to the
outstanding senior majoring in accounting. He
also passed the CPA and CIA examinations.
Kathleen M. Shanley, Silver Medal winner,
was graduated magna cum laude from Georgetown University with a bachelor of science degree in foreign service. In 1982, she earned an
Carcello
Shanley
Morgan
MBA degree with concentration in corporate fiKathleen M. Shanley, senior financial ana- nance from the Wharton School at the Univerlyst, GTE Service Corp., Stamford, Conn., won sity of Pennsylvania.
the Beyer Silver Medal for the second highest
Richard S. Frazer is supervisor of field acgrades on the examination.
counting for Diebold, Inc., Canton, Ohio.
Richard S. Frazer of Lakewood, Ohio, won
Carol A. Morgan, who earned a B.A. degree
the Robert Beyer Bronze Medal for achieving in accounting and sociology from Illinois Westhe third highest grades on the June 1984 CMA leyan University, also won the Elijah Watt Sells
examination.
Award on the May 1984 CPA examination.
Carol Ann Morgan, a student at Illinois WesThe Robert Beyer Gold, Silver, and Bronze
leyan University, earned the Student Perfor- Medals were established by Touche Ross &
mance Award sponsored by the Monsanto Co. to honor Robert Beyer, a former managing
Company.
partner of the firm and past president of the
National Association of Accountants.
For further information about the CMA exCertificates of Distinguished Performance
Certificates of Distinguished Performance will aminations or the Institute of Management Acbe presented to eight other CMA candidates for counting, write to: IMA, 570 City Center Bldg.,
Ann Arbor, Mich. 48104.
their grades on the examination. They are:

Institute of
Management
Accounting
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Burnout or Cop -out?
Some tired and bared executives are using
that fashionable term burnout as an excuse to drop out,
flake out, pig out, or fall out.

By Robert Half

Harry Jones is middle -aged, ambitious, conscientious, and respected in the corporation where he
has worked for 12 years. He is a good, decent family man and a capable controller.
But lately Harry has become irritable on the
job, unwilling to take on new projects, unenthusiastic, and pessimistic. At home, he has an extra
drink before dinner, smokes too much, has lost interest in his sexual life, has trouble sleeping and
begs off from those social events he once enjoyed
attending.
His friend, Bill Smith, mentions it to him at
lunch one day. "What's wrong ?" Bill asks.
"I'm burned out," Harry says.
Bill nods. He understands. He knows what that
phrase means.
Webster defines burnout in its most literal
sense — "To burn till the fuel is exhausted and the
fire ceases." That's fine for flames in a fireplace,
but does it really apply to Harry Jones, or to any
other overworked accountant? Does burnout represent a legitimate addition to the human condition , or is it jus t an oth er "buzz wo rd" that's
worked itself into our expanding, trendy vocabulary that provides a self - fulfilling prophecy for too
many people, an excuse for poor performance, a
cop -out?
Maybe both. If it's a new bit of vernacular to
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JANUARY 1985

describe an employee who's plain dog -tired and in
need of a vacation; that's one thing. What concerns me, and a growing number of managers in
the field of accounting, is the tendency to latch on
to an "attractive" word or phrase that becomes an
easy excuse, or an all- purpose explanation for lowered performance.
Where did it come from, this new jargon to describe a bored, fatigued and generally "turned otT' employee and, in too many cases, depleted
human being? It might have started with teachers,
law enforcement officers or nurses, jobs in which
performance often is followed by frustration and
disillusionment. Cops arrest a criminal and see
him walk free because of an overly lenient judge.
Teachers watch students refuse to learn and behave. Nurses minister to patients, only to have
them die.
But does that truly burn someone out? Do these
situations exhaust the fuel and cause the fire to
cease? Or, does it become a reason for teachers to
take longer vacations, nurses to work shorter
shifts, and policemen to seek higher pay.
The term burnout has a nice, respectable ring to
it. It carries with it an inherent badge of honor.
"I'm so capable, did such a good job and worked
so hard that they burned me out." They! "I' m
dropping out, flaking out, pigging out, falling out
because I'm burned out."
Before I end up being accused of having the

Robert Half, CPA, is
president of Robert
Half International, Inc.,
the accounting,
financial, and data
processing recruitingg
organization. He Is the
author of Robert Halfs
Success Guide for
Accountants published
by McGraw-Hill.
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sensitivity of a rock and the human insight of Attila, let me hasten to say that what's under debate
here is not whether the stress of an active accountant's professional life, combined with the mounting pressures of contemporary life takes its toll. Of
course it does. What is at issue is whether, now
that there's a new, voguish term to play with,
we've created an excuse for failure.
There are accountants who are overworked and
suffering from legitimate stress. Whether they're
burned out is something else. But if we accept the
term burnout, not as a cop -out but as linguistic
shorthand for the accountant who's falling by the
wayside because of unacceptable levels of stress
and tension, who are we really talking about?
Dr. Marilyn Machlowitz, a respected psychologist specializing in employment - related fields,
notes that, "You have to be on fire first to be
burned out." That goes along with the prevailing
theories of other industrial psychiatrists and psychologists —the potential burnout victim is, ironically, usually highly motivated and idealistic. Dr.
Herbert J. Freudenberger, who possibly coined
the term in his book Burn -Out, wasone of the first
to study the psychological and physiological effects of the malady, often called Chronic Intermittent Stress (CIS). He discovered in his research
that men and women who suffered from CIS not
only lost efficiency in their jobs and the spark in
their personal lives, but that they also tended to
experience constant headaches and an inability to
shake colds.
Since Dr. Freudenberger's pioneering exploration of the relationship of stress to job performance, the subject has fallen under the scrutiny of
dozens of researchers into human behavior, and
much of it has been initiated by industry, both
from a sense of responsibility to its employees,
and a desire to improve employee performance.
Companies that have incorporated employee
counseling into their structure have put into practice the best possible interpretation of Ayn Rand's
sense of "self." The individual benefits, and so
does the company.
Losing Control
The field of accounting can generate intense
pressure, and it isn't due so much to the dreaded
April 15. With the record number of requests for
extensions being filed each year, the workload has
extended, itself to multiple deadlines. The fact is,
Chronic Intermittent Stress syndrome, job pressure, or burnout has little to do with outside deadlines and other external factors. It comes from
within the individual, and within the firm for
whom he or she works.
A 1984 study of public accounting firms by
James Gaertner of the University of Texas at San
Antonio, and John Ruhe of St. Mary's College
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concluded that men and women suffer equally
when it comes to job - related stress, and it was
found that younger accountants reported greater
levels of frustration then senior accountants. The
younger members of the accounting profession
seem to mirror what other researchers have been
saying about CIS, or burnout —that a feeling ofa
loss of control over events is crucial to whether an
employee will begin to wilt under pressure. Perhaps that syndrome strikes at an even deeper root
of the problem. We have been encouraged to relinquish control over our lives, and then to point a
finger at external factors instead of peering inside
ourselves.
According to recent studies of job stress, families often contribute to job stress. Instead of encouraging an executive to look inside and gain
control of things at the office, often spouses and
friends tend to create a milieu in which the executive under stress can "wallow in self - pity." To
draw upon the burnout metaphor, instead of fanning the flames, the open, strong draft needed for
combustion is gradually shut off.

We've created
an excuse for
failure.

f

That's not to say that all work environments
and situations aren't culpable. Far from it. Too
many managers contribute to that feeling of loss
of control. But we don't have to give up control.
We don't have to fade under the normal, and even
the abnormal pressures of tax deadlines, and corporate pressures to perform. We don't have to
wallow in self -pity and then claim we've been
burned out. We don't have to cop out.
Romance of the Freight Vouchers
Stress, on the job or at home, is a natural part
of living. We all face deadlines that cause stress,
but deadlines also set boundaries against which
we function. Naturally, deadlines that are unrealistic, whether established by a boss or by ourselves, can cause undue stress, just as taking on
impossible workloads can jam the system. But to
point to stress on the job as the reason we're
"burnt out" is often an excuse to give in to the
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Burnout has
little to do
with outside
deadlines and
other external
factors; it
comes from
within.

trappings of what I term the lazaholic. In what's
been called the "Me Generation," getting high on
work (and yes, the resulting stress) became anathema. What seemed to happen was that the long
days and hard work of yesteryear that caused an
employee to "be tired and to need a vacation,"
turned into burnout. Things never really change,
they just pick up a different label.
An accountant who sees only figures is not likely to have a happy, fulfilling career. He won't see
the pressures of his profession as a glass half full,
something to be challenged and conquered rather
than as an instrument of his eventual burnout. If
he doesn't see the significance in the figures with
which he works, he won't experience what pioneering psychologist Abraham Maslow called
"the peak experience." Maslow focused on well
people, instead of upon sick ones. He wanted to
know why some people were happy and well -adjusted in their work and lives. He kept coming
back to that idea of finding peak experiences in
everyday events.

• A feeling that no matter how hard you're working, you're not getting anywhere.
• Apathy to ward l eis ure activiti es you on ce
enjoyed.
• Chronic fatigue.
• Irritability.
• A sense of being besieged.
Dr. Martin G. Groder, a psychiatrist and business
consultant in North Carolina, adds to the list:
• Reluctance to take on new tasks.
• Increased complaining.
• Dependence on renewed cycles of enthusiasm
that don't materialize.
• Crankiness and depression.
• An emergence of eccentricities.
• A tendency to disassociate from office routine.

in

Of course, such lists can be expanded. But it
should not be inferred that suffering any of these
symptoms represents "burnout." Every one of us
who leads an active, competitive life experiences
each item on these lists from time to time. It's
normal to be fatigued and irritable during times of
heavy work loads. We sometimes develop eccentricities to establish our individuality. And, maybe, we see less of certain friends because we don't
like them any more. To use any of the listed items
as a cause to claim burnout
my estimation, a
cop -out.
It's when patterns of the behavior on the lists
become chronic and long- lasting that we know we
might be headed for trouble. It's like the difference between reactive depression and general depression. Being depressed over the loss of a loved
one, a divorce or losing a promotion is natural
and normal. Being generally depressed over nothing tangible is far more serious.
It's good business for those in management to
be sensitive to a developing pattern of stress- related symptoms with employees. On a more human
level, to allow such a situation to fester can eventually take its toll on the individual's physical
health.
Every occupation exerts stress on its professionals, and accounting is no exception. There are
deadlines from many sources —a corporate client,
the government, a supervisor. The stress inherent
in meeting deadlines isn't all bad. In fact, a reasonable amount of it is positive and productive.
"Potentially stressful stimulation is good for an
individual until that person reaches a point where
he or she can no longer cope," states psychologist
Dr. Jean Borysenko, an instructor at the Harvard
Medical School.
is,

___J1

has specialized in the area of stress, points to the
following symptoms:

Saul S. Silverman, a successful CPA and attorney, says, "It all depends on how you look at
things. Take a job as routine as checking bills to
verify accuracy. If the only thing you're interested
in is accuracy, it's drudgery. But if you're looking,
with interest, at bills, receipts, freight vouchers,
what you're getting is a story. Then, there's more
romance."
Recognizing the `Treadmill' Feeling
But what about the other side of the coin? Are
there people who are truly worked to the extent
that their "fuel is exhausted and the fire ceases ?"
Are there those individuals who have so totally
lost control of their daily professional lives that
they can no longer function? Probably.
It's important for employee and manager alike
to recognize the early symptoms of stress that are
about to translate into diminished capacity. Dr.
Harry Levinson, an industrial psychologist who
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Battling Burnout

who fall apart internally, then look to externals
for excuses. Yes, there are external problems that
contribute to our problems, but generally the answers to them can be found inside ourselves.
Those accountants who insist upon blaming external factors for their feelings of worthlessness
are comfortable in the victim role. Being a "victim" makes life easy. Even in cases where there
are tangible external factors at work —an irrational boss who gains pleasure from browbeating his
employees and sets impossible deadlines, a genuinely bad marriage, public transportation that
doesn't work, children demanding things because
of irresponsible advertising, faulty merchandise,
rude salespeople, all ofit —it's up to us to negotiate those realities and to rise above them. It isn't
easy and, unfortunately, too many people prefer
to bow to these pressures rather than rail against
them, to be victims, to be burned out by them instead of succeeding despite them. Whatever happened to a sense of humor that helped us slide

It all keeps coming back to the same thing.
Stress may be part- and - parcel of this society and
of a busy accountant's career, but it is within our
ability to control it, to shape our responses to it
and to decide whether it's burned us out, as my
fictitious character, Harry Jones, did at the head
of this article, or to dismiss it as a handy excuse
for failure in favor of conquering it.
Obviously, external factors do play an important role in the fostering of stress, including bosses
who function in such a way that stress is inevitable for everyone around them. Then, there are
those whose managerial skills and personalities
are such that a serene, pleasant atmosphere exists
in which high levels of productivity are possible
without panic or unnecessary pressure —no matter
how heavy the workload or intense the deadlines.
These are the managers who eschew the management cliche, "Diamonds are formed under pressure," and who recognize the need to give their
employees the challenge to succeed, and the freedom to fail; who set tangible goals; who've learned
^ .
`1
to delegate, to praise in tangible terms and to criticize constructively. These same managers will encourage those who work for them to go out for
lunch rather than eating at their desks, to take an
occasional walk around the block or to shift from
their office to another room to break the tension,
to be flexible enough to see each individual as just
that, an individual with a unique set of needs and
problems. Techniques of good management hardly need to be chronicled here. Anyone interested
in increasing effectiveness in a managerial capacity has hundreds of books and thousands of management seminars to draw upon.
Of course, now that "burnout" is firmly entrenched in industry's vocabulary, it can't be ig- over the prickly, ludicrous aspects of life? We
nored, and it hasn't been. More and more firms seem infinitely more content these days to comare creating internal programs to deal with the plain and to feel sorry for ourselves rather than
overstressed individual, just as they've been doing taking action, rather than applying the disciplines
for years with alcoholics. An excellent example is necessary to deal with the reality ofthe workplace
Ernst & Whinney, wh ere Ken Macj en (pro- and the world around us. The term burned -out
nounced MA -son) is national director of its per- has given us yet anotier vehicle through which to
sonal assistance program. "Each individual repre- give up, throw up our hands and... cop out.
sents years of training and client satisfaction,"
As the world becomes more complicated, the
Macjen said. "Why throw out your major invest- importance of the accountant mirrors it. That
ment in them ?"
means an increase in stress. It goes with the terriHe makes a good point, and virtually every for- tory, as they say. Those in the field who accept it,
ward- thinking company today has a program to understand it and rise to the challenge will sucsalvage the alcoholic, drug- addicted or emotional- ceed. Those who prefer to view it as an excuse to
ly devasted employee. But only to a point. As drop out, flake out, pig out or fall out will do just
Macjen goes on to say, "Some people are hostile, that. It's my sincere wish that they not be allowed
belligerent or silent, and I have to play hardball." the luxury of hiding behind that trendy and even
Does he mean these people are using burnout as glamorous term, burnout.
a cop -out? In a sense, yes. There are many people
That, to me, is a cop -out.
O
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The term
burnout has a
nice
respectable
ring to it,
carrying with it
an inherent
badge of
honor.
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As companies continue to struggle with the volatile economy of the 1980s, management accountants are playing a major role as counselor to
management on how to cope successfully with
current eco nomi c changes. My res earch has
shown that management accountants provided accounting information from the income statement,
balance sheet, and funds statement as an aid for
effective management strategies.
What Management Accountants Contributed
I examined the contributions of management
accountants in planning and implementing business strategies to top and general management
during the 1980-82 recessions and the current economic recovery. Their contributions included
managing cost cutting programs and making them
work, streamlining and reorganizing, strategic
planning and cost cutting, managing capital expenditures, balance sheet health, and debt. They
also inaugurated traditional and innovative cash flow strategies, and found new ways to report cash
flow to management.
MANAGING COST - CUTTING PROGRAMS
During the recent recession, American management developed some of the most extensive and
effective cost - cutting programs ever used in U.S.
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industry. Moreover, unlike previous economic recoveries, most businesses are retaining high levels
of cost control. Stiff domestic and foreign competition, and modest inflation of about 4.6% for
1984 often accompanied by modest increases in
reven u es mak e co n t i n u ed cost emp h as i s
mandatory.
Management accountants play major roles in
continued cost control and in new cost - cutting
programs. Cutting costs and improving efficiency
are never easy. Top management and owners of
family concerns have had to terminate or retire
early senior and middle managers, negotiate salary and wage cuts, restructure jobs, reduce quality
of resources allocated to managers, use less costly
materials, reroute work flow, and dispose of less
productive assets.
Computerized inventory systems are making
noticeable efficiency improvements. Firms are
holding close reins on salary and wage increases
and substituting lower cost materials, supplies or
services.
Fixed costs were slashed on a per unit basis by
increasing volume. Whirlpool's Fort Smith, Arkansas plant now produces 5,000 refrigerators daily, and as a result, total fixed operating costs were
lowered substantially. General Electric has automated the production of dishwashers and other
appliances to improve efficiency in its fixed overhead costs. Additionally, to keep fixed costs in
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line, firms are now very cautious about hiring top
and middle managers, professionals and secretaries. They are also reluctant to purchase planes,
cars, and luxurious offices. The payoff is improved success in competing with domestic and
foreign companies.
Firms have dramatically cut fixed costs by reducing capacity. Between 1982 -83, the national
capacity utilization rate dropped below 70 %, and
for some individual firms fell as low as 30 %.
Plants were closed, sold, abandoned, leased or
converted to non - production uses. May 1984 capacity utilization rates edged back up to 81.9 %,
and many firms are now making capital expenditures to add new capacity. This strategy is usually
mo re co st efficien t t han mod ern izi ng o l der
facilities.
RESTRUCTURING OF COMPANIES
Restructuring, reorganizing or major streamlining of an organization goes far beyond just a cost cutting program. General Motors Corporation,
Bank of America, Kroger Company, and Merrill
Lynch, are just a few of the companies restructuring their operations.
Some basic guidelines govern the process:
• Study the market, past and current revenues,
and project long -run revenues.
• Formulate strategies for reaching future revenue goals.
• Restructure the organizational units the company plans to maintain.
• Sell sub units and assets that will not be needed
in the future. Usually these are the less productive resou rces or sp ecial assets th at aren't
adaptable to future operations.
• Set and implement policies for upgrading productivity in the organizational units that remain
and initiate cost - cutting goals.
STRATEGIC PLANNING AND COST - CUTTING
There must be a balance between resources
committed to current operations and those allocated to the future. Long -term profitability is not
jeopardized when resources for future activities
are earmarked through such current activities as:
1. Research and development.
2. Study of markets, changing consumer needs,
and adaptation to them.
3. New product development including improvement of existing lines (separate from item 1).
4. Retention and continuing acquisition of key
personnel.
5. Development and training of personnel.
6. Maintenance and repairs.
7. Advertising and promotion.
8. Capital expenditures for plant and equipment.
Expected capital expenditures for new plant
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and equipment are now up 14.8% over those in
1983, indicating that companies' time horizons
are now favorable, even though interest rates continued to slowly rise until the prime rate stood at
13.0% and top grade bonds 13.4% during much
of 1984.' Strong demand and low annual rates of
inflation of around 4.6% are encouraging a higher
than expected investment.
MANAGING CAPITAL EXPENDITURES
Two important questions need to be answered
before a firm commits itself to expenditures for
plant, equipment, and other long -lived assets.
One, will the new assets add to the profitability of
the firm? And, two, does the company have adequate cash flow, or can it get adequate financing
to handle the acquisition?
The major cost of an asset is the cost of capital,
and this factor is strongly influenced by rising in%
terest rates (prime now at 12.0 %). Demand for investment depends on expected profits. In analyzing i n ves t men t deci s io ns , man a gemen t
accountants frequently use interest discounting of
net future cash inflows from a project. The two
most popular variations in approach are the net
present value technique and the internal rate of return. These approaches to capital spending would
suggest that because interest rates may increase
significantly during 1985, new plant investment
would be down.
This is not the case: capital spending plans have
been adjusted upward to 14.8% from 12.6 %, according to the Department of Commerce. In contrast, capital spending last year fell 3.9% after adjustment for inflation. Despite the deterrent
effects of high interest rates, the strength of the
economy is pushing demand upward. The increase
in capacity utilization of factories and the high depreciation charges enacted by the 1981 tax law
provides a strong incentive to invest. Low inflation makes investment more profitable, and stiff
foreign competi tion forces firms to invest in
equipment with greater productivity.

Not only a
recession, but
economic
expansion also
can spawn
cash -flow
woes.

BALANCE SHEET HEALTH
The recessions of 1980 -82, combined with the
high inflation of the 1970s, seriously weakened the
capital structures reported on corporate balance
sheets. Cash, short-term investments, and working capital sank to new lows.
In 1983, the first full year of economic recovery, companies made excellent improvements in
stengthening their balance sheets. Short -term debt
was cut in half and overextended long -term debt
obligations were reduced. Other firms, with a previous low level of long -term debt increased their
debt in order to provide working capital and acquire new plant and equipment. In addition, many
firms, including a number in troubled financial
35

condition, sold substantial equity securities and
increased stockholders' equity.
But 1984 has seen deterioration of capital structures as rising interest rates have again encouraged firms to expand short -term debt —bank loans
and commercial paper. Depressed bond and stock
prices have significantly slowed the issuance of
bonds and common stock.

Companies
should report
cash flow and
cash flow per
share for each
major caption
on the income
statement.

MANAGING DEBT
The record high level of corporate bankruptcies
in 1982 was exceeded only by a new record in
1983. The large number of businesses experiencing major debt restructurings or bankruptcy could
have avoided this situation if they had projected
future income, determined their debt capacity,
and stayed within suggested borrowing limits.
Debt capacity can be defined as the ratio of
earnings to interest charges or as a percent of capitalization. The typical approach in computing interest coverage is to use income after taxes, thus:
net income after taxes
+ interest charges
interest charges
Assume the following data:
_ $400,000 + $200,000 = 3 times
$200,000
Three times interest coverage is the lowest acceptable ratio. Long accepted in financial circles,
three times coverage or greater is required by the
U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission in floating new bond issues. The industry average for
fixed - charge coverage at the end of 1982 was 3.2,
and it rose to 3.7 by the end of 1983.
To compute debt capacity, assume the data
above relate to D Company and it currently pays
a 14% interest rate. Its upper debt limit is:
$200,000 = 14% times X
X = $200,000
14%
_ $1,428,571
If D borrowed any more than $1,428,571, its inco me o f $4 0 0 , 00 0 p l u s i n t eres t ch arges o f
$200,000 would not cover interest charges three
times. Income is, of course, the key variable. Once
future projections of earnings fall, debt capacity
has to be downgraded accordingly.
Some companies are capable of handling extensive debt, temporarily in excess of their upper limit. Examples include DuPont, Martin Marietta,
Chrysler, Caterpillar Tractor, and Allied Corporation. They succeeded because their income pattern is stable. They are also resilient to major
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downswings in profits during recessions. These
companies have supporting resources, such as
subunits or assets they can sell and the ability to
borrow more funds. Their executives are aggressive and quick to react to a problem; usually with
a number of options. Many companies are normally weak in two or more of these factors.
CASH FLOW STRATEGIES
Cash flow presents problems of proper balance
during recession and recovery. Strong cash flow
that builds up a high balance of cash is costly and
may be eroded by inflation. Too little liquidity can
make it difficult for a company to meet its financial obligations.
Several factors caused the severe cash -flow
shortages during the 1980 -82 recessions. A prolonged slump in sales and profits sharply reduced
cash flow from operations. Accounts receivable
became harder to collect and required more time.
Inventories grew as production and sales slowed
down, retarding cash flow even more. The meager
cash flow became inadequate for servicing the
high level of debt, especially short -term.
But su rprisi ngly, econo mic ex pansio n can
spawn cash -flow woes. For example, it is importan t t o mai ntain a wo rki ng balan ce between
growth and liquidity. Everything is usually fine as
sales and net income rise in the early part of economic recovery. But a growing company usually
finds that at the same time it has to carry larger
receivables, it must expand inventories to accommodate the increase in sales. The reduced liquidity in working capital may greatly restrict cash
flow. In addition, pressures on productive capacity call for increased expenditures for plant and
equipment. When ecomomic recovery slows, sales
may reach a plateau, causing cash from operations
to slow or reach a plateau. The company may
then be unable to finance its accounts receivable,
large inventories, and plant expansions. As a result it is forced to turn more strongly to external
financing. But if bank loans, commercial paper,
long -term debt and equity issues are unavailable,
inadequate, or too costly, it could mean bankruptcy or a major reorganization.
Zooming profits in 1983 and 1984 have greatly
upgraded cash flow. Earnings in 1983 were up
15% over the previous year while first quarter
1984 exceeded the similar period in 1983 by over
58 %, according to The Wall Street Journal. Not
all of the increased profits have added to cash flow
because some of the surge has contributed to larger accounts receivable and inventories. Although
increased sales and profits have augmented working ctipital as inventories grew, the inventory increase is not yet reflected in cash flow.
Accelerated depreciation, provided by the tax
law of the Reagan administration in 1981, also has
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CREATIVE CASH -FLOW STRATEGIES
Traditional ways of increasing cash flow —upgrading profits, speeding up the collection of accounts receivable, holding inventory investment
down, deferring the payment of bills —are often
inadequate. Companies frequently use innovative
strategies to avert risk of loss associated with rising interest rates. The Chicago Board of Trade
has experienced an 80% increase in the volume of
treasury-bond futures and futures options traded.
Companies hedge by using a futures contract or a
put option to take a position in the market opposite their interest rate exposure. The aim is to offset any loss on their exposure activity at least partially by a profit on the futures or options market.
For example, Cook County Federal Savings
and Loan bought $10.8 million Federal National
Mortgage Association certificates or Fannie Maes
in January 1984. To hedge, it sold treasury-bond
futures "short," contracting to deliver bonds at a
stated price during a stated month id the future. A
rise in interest rates of 1 1/2% by March slashed
$200,000 from the value of the Fannie Maes, but
the savings and loan company earned $270,000 on
its futures contract.
Many companies have retrieved cash from or
decreased the funding of their pension plans. A
controversial practice involves first replacing a
pension plan with two separate plans —one for active employees and one for retirees. Annuities are
then purchased for the retired employees and
their plan is terminated. The company recovers
the excess cash when the liquidated pension plan
assets exceed the cost of annuities. Other strategies to improve cash flow include making noncash
contributions to the pension plan and shifting
funds to internal managers to boost investment
performance.
Employee stock ownership plans are used to
raise cash. Employer firms transfer treasury stock
to the ESOPs which are permitted to borrow the
required funds. Many companies are experimenting with electronic funds transfer system, to enable them to make and receive payments electronically. This eliminates the float or clearing period
for checks and conserves cash.
REPORTING TO MANAGEMENT
There is no standard statement or format for reporting cash flow, either internally or externally.
According to Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 19, "Reporting Changes in Financial Position," all businesses are required to prepare a
funds statement for external financial reporting
progress at the time an income statement is provided. The funds statement is also a desirable way
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to report cash flow to management.
Unfortunately, the funds statement is often prepared using a working capital format that does
not disclose cash flow information to management
or the firm's accountants. But, companies have
been moving toward a cash basis funds statement.
A survey sponsored by the Financial Executives
Institute reported that 57% of its member firms
planned on a cash orientation in 1984.
Opinion 19 does not require uniformity in content and format. A reader of a funds statement using the cash basis is usually not sure what the
company means by cash provided from operations. There are at least three operating cash -flow
figures from operations a firm may report, but in
practice companies erroneously combine figures
several ways. Other investing and financing transactions are also not standardized.
The net result is that management cannot reliably compare cash flow reported for the current
year with last year. In addition, attempts to compare a particular firm with a competitor firm are
futile.
I recommend that all companies start using a
cash orientation for the funds statement and that
they drop the working capital format. The working capital format of the funds statement discloses
little or no information on liquidity or solvency.
Certainly it does not provide immediate measures
to indicate how well a company can pay interest
and fixed charges, take care of maturing debt and
liquidate its other obligations. This information is
imperative for management decision making.
Working capital may be high —a one (the norm),
even three relationship to current liabiltwo,
ities —yet if cash and cash reserves are low, and
accounts receivable and inventories higher than
usual, the company's debt paying ability is low.
The large working capital is not liquid.
Furthermore, companies should report cash
flow and cash flow per share for each major caption shown on the income statement. These captions include continuing operations, discontinued
operations and nonrecurring items and extraordinary items. The advantages are considerable. It
would have the historical and projected cash -flow
information needed to plan cash management
strategies. Daily cash management practices could
be easily integrated with monthly and annual projections. Five -year cash projections should be prepared. This is valuable data for strategic planning,
planning capital expenditures, establishing dividend policy, making interest payments, and managing debt.
Using the cash format in the funds statement
and reporting cash flow in total and per share for
the major captions used on the income statement
recognized the importance of measuring cash
flow. I am not arguing that either the income or

The income
statement and
the balance
sheet are key
elements in
streamlining
and
reorganizing
corporate
operations.

or

lowered taxes for business, adding an estimated
$50 billion to 1984 cash flow.
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cash flow measure is superior. Both provide valuable assistance in determining corporate objectives. Cash flow discloses liquidity; the income
measure reports economic performance in increasing net assets (owner's equity).
How often should cash flow be reported to top
management? The an swer will vary but some
guidelines apply to all companies. Historical funds
statements accompany each externally issued income statement. I also suggest complete projections of cash flow for 13 months in advance, rolled
forward one month at the beginning of each new
month. Five -year cash flow projections are also
desirable. Small businesses and financially troubled companies may need weekly projected cash
flow statements. Each of the statements would be
complete for the different operating captions and
for investing and financing activities, according to
the proposed model statement.
Objective: Efficiency and Effectiveness
The purpose of management accounting is to
help management achieve greater effectiveness
and efficiency. Management must rely closely on

accounting measurements to determine and execute operating plans and set long -term strategies.
Frequent attention to the financial statements is
vital. The historical, budgeted, and revised budgeted income statements are central to cost -cutting programs. The income statement and the balance sheet are key elements in streamlining and
reorganizing corporate operations.
Stregic planning in general cannot ignore all
three, financial statements including a uniform
cash -basis funds statement that shows all categories of cash flow,historically and for the future. A
firm cannot safely overlook the capital structure
of its balance sheet, whether in recession or expansion. Debt management hinges critically on relating adequate income to interest charges and
scrutinizing cash flow to see that its timing and
quantity accord with debt requirements. In seeking to improve cash flow, management should
keep an eye on traditional strategies and also be
responsive to newer innovative concepts. Basic to
cash management plans is the updating of the
funds statement to fully show historical and future cash flows in a standardized format.
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Created by P -H for the fast - growing
business of preparing tax returns, this all inclusive manual is conveniently organized
along the actual lines of a 1040 Return.
Whether you are filing your own return or
for other taxpayers, you'll find this easy -touse handbook a real time and money saver.
Over 40 samples of filled -in forms along
with an explanation of the ins and outs of
each form. Tax saving tips and practical suggestions abound in this how -to guide.
New Future — A separate 64 -page supplement of blank forms, suitable for reproduction, is included this year for the first
time at no additional charge.
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How to Evaluate
Financial Software
By zeroing in on ten key criteria,
the management accountant can make an optimal software choice
without spending inordinate amounts of time and energy.

By Eldon Ladd
--

II

Eldon Ladd is director
of finance, Data
Design Associates,
Sunnyvale, Calif.

Once the determination to buy, rather than make,
has been made, executives facing a software selection decision must sift through the numerous sales
and marketing claims put forward by software
publishers. Such claims often are couched in technical or semitechnical language that may serve
primarily to obfuscate, rather than clarify, the basic criteria that nontechnical decision makers
should keep in mind when choosing an applications package.
The job of selecting the right financial application software for any company need not be difficult. The axiom, "quality is more important than
quantity," is unquestionably true. By focusing on
a limited number of fundamental software evaluation criteria, top management can streamline the
selection process to manageable proportions, enabling executives confidently to make the "right"
decision without undue agonizing and without a
subsequent case of "buyer's remorse."
Ten Key Factors
There are 10 key factors that should be borne in
mind when evaluating any financial software
package. The factors are;
• User requirements;
• Integration,
One -time data entry,
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Data flow to common vendor applications,
Data flow to foreign software,
Common functional modules,
Multiple operating modes;
• Efficiency;
• Quality;
• Vendor support and maintenance;
• User maintenance;
• Documentation;
Compliance;
Availability of enhancements for your version;
and
• Access to other users.
By zeroing in on these criteria, a financial executive can make an optimal software choice without spending inordinate amounts of time and energy res earchin g the fine poin ts of computer
technology —more properly the domain of engineers and data processing managers. At the same
time, familiarity with these 10 factors will enable
financial managers to discuss intelligently software features and capabilities with even the most
technically sophisticated data processing experts.
USER REQUIREMENTS

In analyzing user requirements, it is important
to distinguish unneeded frills from vital functions
essential to a company's operations. Obviously,
the software package selected should be able to
perform readily all essential functions. It is waste39

INTEGRATION — REALITY OR MYTH?
Integration is a term much bandied about in
computer circles, but it is a word that seems to
mean more to some vendors than to others. Not
all systems acclaimed by their publishers as "integrated" are equally deserving of that designation.
If the following questions can be answered in the
affirmative, then the system can be deemed truly
integrated; if not, then continued shopping for a
truly integrated system may be in order.
Can common data be entered once, yet flow
into all applicable applications? Data entry is the
most labor intensive aspect of computerization.
Can various application packages from a specific vendor talk to each other without vendor -supplied interface modules? If not, the vendor may be
40
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asking you to bear the burden of maintaining extra "translation" software.
Can the software talk to software developed inhouse or by other vendors via intelligent, vendor supplied interface software? Having to write interface software can substantially diminish a data
processing department's overa I1 productivity. The
customer's data processing4
nager, therefore,
should be asked to consider the interface question
in light of all contemplated packages as well as
those that may be installed.
Do applications use common functional modules? Common functionality is a boon to productivity. For example, a software developer might
use the same functions in
its systems for online processing, transaction file maintenance, file
editing and updating, automatic interfaces between systems, and user defined reports and online reporting.
With common functionality in place at a user
site, the implementation of additional applications
from t he s ame ven do r may be easi ly accomplished. The time to consider this factor is beforea
commitment is made to a particular supplier. The
cost of implementing future systems can vary considerably as a consequence of this aspect of the
initial purchase decisions.
Common functionality makes additional systems less costly to implement and simplifies operations. Users and programmers often do not need
to be trained to use and maintain additional software. If user training is required, it is greatly simplified as a result of the modular approach.
Can the system operate in a variety of modes?
Purchasers also should consider whether a system
offers multiple operating modes. If a system can
batch, on -line and real -time modes, then a
run
customer doing batch processing can stay with
that mode while using on -line or real -time modes
for other purposes. With a system that incorporates all three modes, users have the flexibility
that comes with the ability to mix modes of operation. For example, the user should be able to operate in an on -line data entry/inquiry mode and
change to a real -time operating mode without using a different version of the software and without
having to retrain operators.
Moreover, a multi -mode system user has extra
recovery options in the event of an on -line failure.
For example, the user could simply reprocess the
day's on -line entries in batch mode.
in

Too often,
buying
decisions are
based upon the
presumed value
of software
'frills. '

ful to buy software, however, that is more advanced or complex than necessary. Too often,
buying decisions are based on the superficial impressiveness of software frills, sometimes at the
expense of vital function capability and quality.
A general ledger system, for example, should be
able to generate all needed income statements and
balance sheets and easily produce analytical reports to enable a financial manager to monitor his
business. On the other hand, a system that offers
too many rarely used or unneeded features may
represent a gross misallocation of corporate resources. Such a system can unduly increase the
complexity of implementation, operation, and
maintenance.
For instance, foreign currency conversion or sophisticated allocation capabilities programs may
be unnecessary for some companies. In other
words, it makes economic sense to keep focused
on what's germane.
Purchasing a software system might be compared with the purchase of a stereo system. While
a flashy - looking stereo with "40 switches and dials" might seem to be the ideal choice, because it
is apparently the most deluxe model, a less impressive- looking system, with perhaps 15 dials,
might be of higher quality and meet the listener's
needs. Even if both systems were selling for the
same price, the cost of training personnel to use
the 15 -dial version and the cost to maintain it are
likely to be considerably less.
A software purchaser should be careful to isolate current versus future needs and should only
buy a system that satisfies existing needs —but
with flexibility to accommodate anticipated downstream requirements. Your data processing manager should be asked to scrutinize the application
system architecture to evaluate its flexibility: Can
the vendor change it? Can the user change it without altering code? These are important questions
th at s ho ul d be ans wered before a sys tem i s
purchased.

EFFICIENCY
The question of efficiency often is overlooked
when evaluating an application package. Be careful of an application based upon antiquated architecture that has been enhanced with additional
features. The demand of older application packages for extra computer resources can degrade the
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performance of other applications running on the
computer. They usually require more computer
memory and resources than a newer application
with more advanced architecture to perform identical functions.
Therefore it's imperative to ask your data processing managers to evaluate the memory requirements and general efficiency of application packages you are evaluating. Ask them to explain their
analysis in nontechnical terms, e.g., package "A"
requires approximately 60% more memory than
package "B ".
QUALITY
Evaluation of the quality of application software requires more than a cursory overview of
features and benefits that are fervently emphasized by sales persons. You rely on an architect to
assure that a building's design and specifications
meet building codes and your particular requirements. So, too, is your data processing manager
an "architect" of your computing system. Have
him evaluate the design and coding standards of
the packages under consideration.
Ask him to query the data processing staff of
present users to determine if new releases were installed easily, if they functioned as originally represented, and if documentation was thorough and
easily comprehended. It's also imperative that
you, as a user, query your financial counterpart
for his perspective of the quality of a package under evaluation.
VENDOR SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE
Support from the vendor is one of the most critical aspects of the software purchase decision. Not
surprisingly, software houses have a tendency to
brag about their support. In this context, the role
of the financial executive is simple — insist that the
vendors prove their claims. Access to the vendor's
total customer list is imperative in this regard.
The vendor's past performance in the area of
customer support deserves thorough investigation.
Because new users are sometimes overly ecstatic
about their systems, it is best to direct inquiries
about support to companies who have been a customer of the potential vendor for at least two
years. Otherwise, the results might be comparable
to a survey of new car buyers two months after
the date of purchase; they might all still be happy,
because problems haven't had suffficient time to
surface. Buyers should be wary of the supplier
who has had a problem exposed but claims that,
"It's being fixed." The problem -fix cycle could
start again.
When talking to users, ask questions that are
specific, not general. It's too easy for a person to
respond to a general question in a manner that indicates satisfaction when in fact there may be speMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

cific areas of dissatisfaction. Specific questions can
ferret out dissatisfaction, and shed light on problem areas that might otherwise go unnoticed.
Questions prospective purchasers should ask to
assure satisfaction:
• Is the vendor readily accessible?
• When a question or problem arises, does the
customer have to play "telephone tag" with entry- level, inexperienced troubleshooters, or does
the vendor employ financially oriented support
personnel capable of communicating in both
data processing and accounting terms?
• Is the vend or's lead time t o fix a probl em
reasonable?
• Does the vendor have a high or low rate of employee turnover? A high rate means the vendor's employees must be reeducated more frequently about each customer's specific needs.
• Does the customer have an opportunity to rate
or evaluate the vendor's support staff?
• Is the remuneration of vendor support personnel at least part i al l y d ep en d en t o n user
happiness?
• Does the vendor have an individual who is assigned total responsibility of a vendor's support
team for a particular customer? In other words,
is there one - person liaison?

Beware the
software
supplier with a
problem who
claims that 'it's
being fixed.'

USER MAINTENANCE
Another factor to be considered is the system's
ease of maintenance. If corporate procedures or
requirements change, can the system be tailored
without modifying the programming? The savings
in man -hours that such a system offers are obvious. This too is a point on which the data processing manager should be consulted —he shudders at
the prospect of users from all over corporate headqu arters li n i ng u p t o req u est p ro grammi n g
changes.
An easily maintained system offers users much
greater latitude to enhance or tailor systems to
their own needs. Changes in variable values automatically should become available to all applicable programs. Thus, the user is spared unnecessary effort that would be involved in modifying
numerous programs to account for the new values, while at the same time avoiding errors that
could occur in such a process. Easily maintained
systems provide this "table handling" capability
and also allow users to vary the size of specific
fields of data.
The purchaser also should consider whether the
system's coding is precise or patchwork. Patchwork code is laborious to maintain and, to modify,
and contains the seeds of eventual "self- destruction." Precise code, by comparison, is relatively
easy to maintain and change. Your data processing manager can analyze the quality of code from
41

Insist that the
software
vendor prove
his claim.

a random sample of source code of application
programs under consideration.
Another factor is whether the vendor will allow
code modification. Furthermore, the buyer should
determine whether the vendor will maintain and
guarantee the unchanged portion of the code.
Vendors vary considerably. Some, for instance,
maintain that if a user simply touches a line of
code their obligation of support is eliminated.
The prospective buyer should ascertain whether
the system is structured to facilitate program
modification, if that should become necessary.
Find out whether there are "reservat ions " or
"spaces" in the program reserved for user modification. Also find out if the vendor will modify the
system to meet unique requirements and if the
vendor - supplied modifications can be automatically incorporated into enhanced versions of the
software provided by the vendor.
DOCUMENTATION

User documentation should be clear, concise,
accurate, well organized, and easy to use. After
all, it is the user manuals that make the system
usable. If the vendor provides documentation that
is probably conceptualized and readily understood, that is a good indication that the customer's needs are receiving due consideration. It's imperative to study the documentation before buying
to understand what you are buying.
COMPLIANCE WITH REGULATORY GUIDELINES

Compliance with regulatory guidelines, such as
FASB standards or IRS regulations, is an essential feature for financial software from the user's
standpoint. Only a system that conforms with all
applicable current rules is of value. It is vital to
know whether the vendor keeps up -to -date with
changes in such rules and provides users with program changes as needed. It could be extremely
costly, for example, to have to react manually to a
change in IRS tax code requirements.
ENHANCEMENTS FOR YOUR VERSION

A related, critical question is whether enhancements to systems will be immediately available or
whether users have to wait for enhancements to be
customized for their hardware. This consideration
is particularly important for non -IBM users. Most
software houses, playing to the major market,
usually make enhancements available for IBM
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systems first and then proceed to develop similar
enhancements for other hardware users.
If the vendor offers a "single version" or filter
approach to enhancements, then any enhancement made for the IBM version of a system automatically will be made to all other versions of the
system. This provides all users, regardless of hardware type, the most current versions containing
the latest software developments.
ACCESS TO OTHER USERS

The extent to which a software vendor allows
prospective customer access to its users is a good
indicator of the vendor's confidence in its level of
user satisfaction. If a supplier will reveal its entire
list of users and will authorize a prospective customer to contact any user on the list, then the customer can feel fairly certain that the company is
not fearful of what users might say.
It is my contention that a prospective customer
should first ask a vendor the total number of its
users. After obtaining this figure, the customer
should ask for the vendor's total user list. Only
then should the customer ask for specific names
and phone numbers of companies to contact. A
vendor suggesting that a particular user should
not be called because that company "has been getting too many calls" raises a suspicious warning
that a smokescreen is being set -up to block out information uncomplimentary to the vendor.
Customers also should be wary of a "wear down" technique employed by some sales organizations when supplying user references. Sometimes companies will provide successive lists or
names that they know are satisfied customers. The
vendor hopes that after contacting several dozen
"good" references, the customer will be too weary
and too impatient to persevere in contacting other
users, some of whom may be dissatisfied with the
product or service.
The Right Choice
If software for financial applications is evaluated in accordance with the above criteria, the likelihood of reaching the right decision will be greatly increased while the selection process will be
significantly less cumbersome. There are no guarantees that every system will prove ideal for every
company. But the attainment of a high degree of
user satisfaction can be virtually assured by the judicious use of such a selection process.
❑
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Available Now
It's tune to reorder your new, completely
updated, and reorganized references.
Miller's Comprehensive
1985 GAAP GUIDE and
1985 GARS GUIDE

C

Contains
all the promulgated and many of the
nonpromulgated accounting principles
in use today, all in straightforward
English.

C
N

>I

"n M µ a m I N S

Restates
and organizes all promulgated and
many nonpromulgated auditing standards, practices, and procedures in
plain English.

The two mos t widely us ed re fer ences in t he a cc ounti ng pr ofe ssi on

FAST SERVICE CALL TOLL FREE 800-543-1918
I n CA Call Collect 619- 699 -6335

P le a s e r u s h me those items checked below.
1
1
1
1
1
1

1985 GAAP GUIDE
copies, standard softcover,
(„ $25.00 each
(r $35.00 eachsoftcover.
1985 GAA. S GUIDE
copies, standard softcover,
(a $27 50 each

1
1

copies, deluxe softcover,
(c, $40.00 each

1

G A A P G UID E UP D A T E

1
1

The most timely source for complete,
accurate, authoritative GAAP analysis.
1 -year subscription(s)

1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

(a $110.00 each

2 -year subscription(s)
(a $200.00 each
Postage and Handling Shipping via UPS
Add $2.00 for first book, $1.00 each
thereafter.
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
HARC OURT BRACE J OVANOVIC H, INC.
Please add appropriate state and/or local
taxes.

Name

1
1

Company
Street

1
;

City

❑

1

zi p 1 1 1 : 1

state 1:10

❑

Pa yme nt e nc l os e d

1
Bill me ($45 00 minimum)

Bill my company ($45.00 minimum)
Charge my:

MasterCard

VISA

1
1
AMEX

Account No.:
Exp ira tio n D ate :

/

Signature:
Telepho ne. (

)

1
1

-

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
;
1

Offer restricted to continental U S A and Canada Prices subject to change without nonce

MAIL TO : M i l l e r Ac co u n t i n g P u b l i c at i o n s In c . 1 2 5 0 S i x t h Ave. , S a n D i e g o , CA 9 21 01
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How to Choose
the Right Form
of Doing Business
Do you want to be the president
of a publicly held company or a proprietor
with heirs in the wings?

By Robert E. Engle

Robert E. Engle is an
audit partner for
Coopers & Lybrand in
Indianapolis. He holds
an MBA de gre e from
Indiana University. Mr.
Engle is a pa st
president of the
Indianapolis Chapter,
through which this
article was submitted.
Certificate of Merit,
1983 -84,
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Th e in ven to r o r en trep ren eu r starting a new busin ess h as a m y riad o f d ecis io n s to m ake. Not the
least o f wh ich is: In what forms of business .should
I operate? By do in g n oth ing, th e entrepreneur will
o p erate as a p ro p rieto rsh ip b y default; or, in rare
cases, might be grouped into a de facto partnership or association.
No thin g rep laces the ad vice of a good legal and
fin ancial ad viso r in m akin g th is decision. As an
aid t o p la n n in g, ho wever, we have developed a
ch ecklist (Figu res 1,2) to h elp the entr epreneur
grasp the advantages an d d isad vantages of the different form s of d oin g bu siness. Upon com pleting
th is ch e cklist, en t rep ren eu r s s hou ld meet with
th eir ad viso rs, weigh th e relative im portance of

the benefits and draw bac ks o f e ach choice, and
m ake a de cision a s to which path to take.
The form is a series of questions that can be answered by anyone starting a new business. Next to
the questions are colum ns for the typical form s of
doing business: Proprietorship, partnership, Subchapter S(S) corporation, and regular corporation.
In each colum n, for each question, the relationship between the question and each form of doing
business is indicated by the following code:
P — Preferred form of doing business for meeting
an objective.
A— Acceptable, but not preferred, form of doing
business to meet the objective.
N— N ot d esir able , bu t o bjec tive can be m et under this form of doing business.
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X— Cannot be done under this form of doing
business.
NA /NM — Not Applicable or Not Meaningful.
Using the Form
The entrepreneur completes the checklist by
concentrating on the "preferred (P)" and "not allowed (X)" designations. After reading each question, the entrepreneur circles the P shown in the
column(s) indicating the preferred form(s) of doing business for that objective. The entrepreneur
also enlarges the X in any column where this objective cannot be met.
After reading the questions once, circling the
"P's" and enlarging the "X's ", set your pencil
down and review the result of your work. If there
is an obvious line of P's under one column, with
no X's, that is a sign that your choice of legal
form will be easy. If the P's are scattered, or if the
column with numerous P's also has one or more
X's, complete the following procedure.
First, if one column clearly has most of the P's,
but one or a few X's seem to preclude that form of
business, review the questions that gave rise to the
X's. If one or more of these prohibited objectives
are important to you, you will need to go to the
next step. If a question isn't significant to you
(e.g., flexibility in choosing year -end), cross out
the question and the X.
If you can't get rid of the X's by the above step,
here's the next step. Go back and underline the
"A's" (acceptable, but not preferred ) in each
column.
When finished, look at the checklist again. It is
possible that, by turning to the acceptable but less
preferred form of doing business, you will have
fewer (or no) X's preventing you from meeting
your objectives.
Often the choice will not be clear -cut. Some objectives are far more critical than others. This
checklist can be very helpful to you and your advisors for visually coming to grips with how your
objectives correspond with the different forms of
doing business. A good advisor will ask you (or
ask himself for you) each of these questions. This
checklist helps bring everything into perspective.
A Few Caveats
No checklist can be all encompassing and cover
every criteria or objective that should be thought
of in making a decision. Some objectives such as
privacy as to ownership, ease of beginning and terminating the business, and so on, cannot be quantified. Two areas in particular should be noted:
The checklist has only one question related to
state and local taxes: "Based on your specific
state and local tax circumstances, mark the appropriate columns." This is a summary stateMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

ment of what could be, in theory, an entirely
separate checklist. Your legal and tax advisors
should assist you in completing this question.
• The personal whims and desires of the entrepreneur must be addressed. Do you want to be the
president of a publicly held company? Do you
want to streamline any recordkeeping simply by
being a proprietorship? Is distributing your
wealth equitably among your heirs a primary
concern? If such objectives override the others,
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your advisors can help you modify the conclusions indicated by the checklist.
Now, for the Questions
The checklist is designed to be complete in itself. The owner of a start -up business should not
need an explanation of each question or amplification of its significance; his /her advisor should dis,
cuss such details when they meet. For example,
the following comments about several of the questions are typical of the discussion the entrepreneur
and advisor should have:
Will there be only one, noncorporate owner.• with
product or service liability a significant risk, or with
product or service liability not a significant risk? A
proprietorship is often the most expedient form of
carrying out a service business where product liability and other potential claims are not a significant factor. A real estate agent, for example, often
does not accumulate wealth within the business,
likely is not concerned with passing on "the business" to heirs, and can be insured adequately for
the normal risk of being in such a business. Consultants and others providing personal services
alone or with a very sm all staff find proprietorship
a convenient form of operating. If one is considerin g fringe benefits such as pension plans, the decisio n m ay change. (Please note that a husband and
45

Figure 1
Checklist for Start -up Companies
Proprietorship

Partnership

S

Reg

1. Will there be only one, noncorporate owner:
With product or service liability a significant risk?

N

N

P

P

With product or service liability not a significant risk?

P

N

A

A

x

A

P

A

2. Will there be more than one, but fewer than 35 noncorporate owners?
3. If debt will be significant:
Will it need to be guaranteed by the owners?

N

A

A

A

Can it be nonrecourse, coilaterialized by specific related property?

N

P

A

A

Debt

N

A

A

A

Equity

x

A

A

P

5. Is it anticipated that the company will go public (widely held)?

x

A

x

P

6. Will losses and tax credits arise in early years that are to shelter
owners' other income?

A

A

A

x

7. Will cash be retained in the business even when income is earned?

N

N

N

P

B. Will income /loss be divided in a ratio different from capital ownership?

X

P

N

N

9. Is more than one class of ownership considered?

x

N

N

P

10. Is motivating employees a consideration?

N

N

A

P

11. Will management be nonowners?

x

A

N

P

12. Is an ultimate goal to sell the business or merge with another?

N

N

N

P

13. Is a fiscal yearend different from that of the owners desirable?

x

N

N

P

14. Will portions of ownership change frequently?

x

N

A

P

15. Will income be primarily passive?

A

A

A

N

16. Will tax - exempt income be significant?

P

P

A

N

17. Will dividend income subject to the 85% exclusion be significant?

N

x

x

P

18. Are capital gains or losses expected?

A

A

A

N

Yes

A

N

P

P

No

x

P

N

N

4. Will significant nonbank debt or equity be raised from sources outside
of the original owners/ investors?

19. Will management be centralized?

20. With assistance of tax and legal advisors, and in consideration for the
responses to 1 -19, complete each column in regard to state and local
taxes. Consider each state you will do business in.
Summarize in each column, the number of:
P's
x's
If Step 3 was completed, revise,
x's
A's

wife would be considered one taxpayer for the
purpose of this and most other questions.)
Will there be less than 35 individuals who will be
shareowners? The Subchapter S election generally
is not available if a corporation, partnership, or
mo re t h an 35 individual s own stock in the
business.
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If debt will be significant: Will it need to be
guaranteed by the owner? Can it be nonrecourse,
collateralized by specific related property? Individual shareholders or owners often are required to
guarantee corporate debt, eliminating the advantage of limited liability typically associated with a
corporation. On the other hand, one may have the
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

ability to obtain nonrecourse debt (usually related
to real estate or significant tangible assets) collateralized only by the related property.

Figure 2
Checklist for Start -up Companies

Will significant nonbank debt or equity be raised
from sources outside of the original owners/investors? The limited liability associated with corpo-

Instructions
Step 1 Circle the P's and enlarge the X's in each column for those questions

rate status can be advantageous if the business is
highly leveraged. The regular corporation has the
greatest flexibility in raising new equity capital.
An Example, Entrepreneur Joe Smith
The process is best illustrated in an example.
Joe Smith is going to start a manufacturing company. He needs to acquire a lot, build a plant, and
then develop the process before he can begin production. Eventually, he will employ 40 -50, but for
now, only his key management team are on hand.
No production will start for at least one year.
Joe is an experienced entrepreneur, with several
prior business starts, all of which have been successful. His marginal tax rate is 50 %; he has done
little to shelter his income. He has a large family,
with two sons interested in carrying on the business when, and if, Joe retires or moves on to another opportunity.
Joe sits down with the checklist before he meets
with his attorney and accountant. Filling out the
checklist alerts Joe to the following points:
• Manufacturing brings on some liabilities to
which he will want to limit his exposure.
• The equipment he acquires will give rise to investment tax credits he could use on his personal return.
• The company will generate losses at first.
• He needs to position himself to turn over management to his sons and stock ownership to all
of his heirs.
• Being a family business with a number of non family but close friends in management, he will
want to maximize his flexibility in motivating
and compensating employees.
• Getting cash out of the corporation currently is
not of great interest to him because he has sufficient cash flow from other sources.
• The idea of getting the company started and
taking it public appeals to him.
As Joe discusses these points with his accoun-
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relevant to your business. (See code below).

Step 2 Review results of # 1 to determine if there is a clear choice of the form
to do business. If yes, go to Step 6. If no, go to Step 3.
Step 3 Determine if some enlarged "X's" are insignificant to your plans. If so,
cross them out and go back to Step 2.
Step 4 If Step 3 does not lead to a clear decision, underline the "A's" in each
column.
5 Determine if the co mbination o f "P 's" and "A's" lead to a clearer
choice (i.e. fewer "X's" in a column with more P's and A's.)
If yes, go to Step 6.
If no, go to Step 6.
Step 6 Regardless of whether or not you believe the choice is clear, contact
your tax and legal advisors!

Step

Code
P Preferred form of doing business for meeting an objective.
A Acceptable, but not preferred, form of doing business to meet the objective.
N Not desirable, but objective can be met under this form of doing business.
X Cannot be done under this form of doing business.
NA /NM Not applicable or not meaningful.

tant and attorney, they conclude that the land,
building, and equipment should be owned by a
partnership of Joe and his family. The company
would be an S corporation at first, leasing the facility from Joe. Stock would be distributed to the
key managers and family members over time. After the company becomes profitable, the S corporation election can be terminated, paving the way
for a public offering of the stock.
As the checklist and example show, choosing
the right form of doing business is no easy task.
Many forms serve an objective equally well. The
advisor can point out when a particular form is
preferable or undesirable.
It also should be noted that, while the decision
is important, it can be changed. It is not unusual
for a business to switch from proprietorship to S
corporation to regular corporation as it grows and
eventually goes public. At the same time, a segment of a business might be spun off to a different
entity; for example, an R &D partnership. Even
the entrepreneur starting a new business has the
option of setting up several entities, of the same or
different types, to achieve the appropriate tax and
business objectives. Remember, get good legal and
financial advice.
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Financing Private
Capital with IDBs
TEFRA imposed new restrictions on industrial
development bonds. For example, racetracks, gambling casinos,
and massage parlors do not qualify for tax exemptions.

By Gerald R. DeMaagd and James K. White
In the last 10 years the use of Industrial Development Bonds (IDBs) has increased dramatically
and evolved into a significant alternative method
of capital financing for acquisition and construction of industrial and commercial expansion proGerald R. DeMaagd is jects. According to Congressional Budget Office
a senior systems
analyst for financial estimates, the annual volume of IDBs nationwide
systems with increased from $6.2billion in 1976 to a record $44
Steelcase, Inc. He billion in 1982.
holds an MBA degree
Parallel with this dramatic growth in IDBs, the
from Western Michigan
University. Mr. United States Congress and the Department of
DeMaagd, a
contributing editor to Treasury have focused an increasingly critical eye
the Management on the use of IDBs concerned that the use of IDBs
Accounting MIS
column, is a member has contributed to the federal deficit. As a result
of the Grand Rapids
Chapter, through which of this scrutiny, Congress enacted the Tax Equity
this article was and Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982 ( TEFRA)
submitted. and the Tax Reform Act of 1984 to significantly
toughen federal IDB guidelines. Many companies
can benefit from examining the restrictions, guidelines, and considerations for the use of IDBs by
private business for the land, building, machinery,
equipment, and other capital items necessary for
the expansion of an industrial or commercial
enterprise.
IDBs are a form of municipal bonds. Properly
structured to meet the guidelines and restrictions
of Section 103 of the Internal Revenue Code of
48

1954, as amended (IRC), the interest on an IDB is
excludable from the taxable income of the recipient for federal income tax purposes. State law often provides a corresponding exemption of interest on IDBs from st ate income t axation. The
exemption of IDB interest from state and federal
income taxation enables IDBs to be sold at interest rates significantly lower than financing rates
conventionally available to a private business.
This savings in total financing costs make IDBs
an at t ract i ve f i n an ci n g veh i c l e fo r p ri vat e
business.
Some of the earliest IDB issues were general obligation or tax - supported bonds with the municipality issuing the bonds guaranteeing payment of
the bonds. In recent years, virtually all IDBs have
been revenue bonds and have not been tax supported. A revenue bond is a bond payable solely
from the revenues of the project constructed by
the proceeds of the bond. For this reason IDBs
are sometimes referred to as Industrial Revenue
Bonds (IRBs). For purposes of our discussion the
terms IDB and IRB may be used interchangeably.
Federal Tax Guidelines
IDBs are defined in IRC Section 103 as obligations issued by state and local governmental units
and meeting two basic tests. First, under the
"trade or business" test more than 2 5 % of the
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING/JANUARY 1985
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bond proceeds must be used directly or indirectly
The 1984 Tax Reform Act added an additional
in a trade or business by private enterprise (a gov- limitation applicable to both the $1 million and
ernmental unit or nonprofit entity generally does $10 million small issue exemptions that an owner
not qualify as private enterprise). Second, under or a principal user of a facility may not have at
the "security interest" test, a major portion of the any one time more than $40 million in tax - exempt
debt service on the IDBs must be secured by an IDBs outstanding on a nationwide basis.
interest in property used by private business or
serviced by paymen ts d erived from a private Other Restrictions
business.
IN TE F RA an d t h e 1984 Tax Reform Act,
Not all IDBs are automatically tax - exempt; to Congress imposed several other significant restricqualify, projects financed by IDBs must qualify tions on the use of small issue IDBs. First, TEwithin certain exempt categories authorized by FRA imposed a sunset limitation for small issue
IRC Section 103. Under one series of exemptions, IDBs issued after December 21, 1986. This sunset
interest on IDBs is tax - exempt if the bond pro- was extended for manufacturing facilities only to
ceeds are used to finance "exempt facilities" December 31, 1988, by the 1984 Tax Reform Act.
which include certain projects for multi - family After the effective date of these sunset provisions,
residential rental property, sports facilities, con- affected IDBs may no longer be issued on a tax vention or trade show facilities, airports, docks, exempt basis.
wharves, mass commuting facilities or parking faSecond, TEFRA provided that an IDB does not
cilities, sewage and solid waste disposal facilities qualify as a tax - exempt small issue if more than
or facilities for the furnishing of electricity or gas, 25% of the proceeds of the issue are used to proair or water pollution control facilities, certain fa- vide a facility the primary purpose of which is recilities for the furnishing of water, qualified hy- tail food and beverage services (including all eatdroelectric generating facilities, qualified mass ing and drinking establishments but not including
commuting vehicles, and local district heating or grocery stores), automobile sales or service, or the
cooling facilities. In addition, the proceeds from provision of recreation or entertainment. It may
IDBs may be used to acquire or develop land as a still be possible to finance such facilities if they
site for an industrial park.
qualify as part of a larger facility, e.g., a restauAlthough we want to focus primarily on a sec- rant which is part of a hotel complex.
ond series of exemptions, the so- called "small isIn addition, TEFRA provided that if any porsue exemption," many of the considerations for a tion of the proceeds of an IDB is used to provide a
small issue IDB are applicable equally to an ex- private or commercial golf course, country club,
empt facility IDB such as an air or water pollu- massage parlor, tennis club, skating facility (intion control facility.
cluding roller skating, skate board, and ice skatUnder the small issue exemption, the interest ing), racket sports facility (including any hand
on IDBs is tax - exempt if at least 90% of the pro- ball or racket ball court), hot tub or sun tan faciliceeds of the IDB issue is used for the acquisition ty, or racetrack, the IDB will not be tax exempt.
and construction or improvement of land or prop- The 1984 Tax Reform Act extended the list of
erty subject to an election for depreciation. This prohibited facilities to include airplanes, sky and
exemption applies to issues of IDBs having an ag- other private luxury boxes, health club facilities,
gregate face amount of $1 million or less. In the gambling facilities, and liquor stores.
alternative, the aggregate face amount of the IDBs
The 1984 Tax Reform Act also instituted remay exceed $1 million, provided that the total strictions on financing the acquisition of land and
face amount of the IDBs when added to related existing facilities with IDBs. Except for certain
capital expenditures incurred by the company, land acquired for environmental purposes, more
other principal users of the project, and related than 25% of bond proceeds may not be used for
persons within the incorporated municipality the acquisition of land. With certain exceptions
where the project is located does not exceed $10 for first -time farmers, no IDB proceeds may be
million over a six -year period beginning three used to acquire land to be used for farming puryears before the date of issuance of the IDBs and poses. IDBs may not be used to finance existing
ending three years after that date. If an Urban De- facilities comprised of building and equipment unvelopment Action Grant or UDAG is obtained less qualifying rehabilitation expenditures infor a project that also is financed with IDBs, the curred with respect to the existing facilities equal
$10 million capital expenditure limitation is in- or exceed 15% of the acquisition cost financed
creased to $20 million. Extensive regulations have with IDBs. More restrictive rules apply if the exbeen promulgated by the United States Treasury is t i n g faci l i t i es d o n o t i n cl u d e a b u i l d i n g
Department to define which capital expenditures component.
must be included in determining compliance with
Fourth, in response to what Congress viewed as
the $10 million limitation.
abuses by McDonald's Corporation, K -mart, and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985
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IDBs are an
attractive
means for
financing
private
business.
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other Fortune 500 companies, TEFRA provided
that multiple lots of small issue IDBs will be treated as one issue of IDBs subject to a single $10 million capital expenditure limitation ifthe proceeds
are used to finance multiple facilities located in
more than one state or the facilities have the same
or a related principal user who arranges or assists
in the issuance, guarantee or repayment of the
IBDs, including any en tity that provides any
property, franchise or trademark to be used in
connection with the project financed.
Fifth, the Tax Reform Act of 1984 imposed
new restrictions on the "arbitrage" or investment
of IDB proceeds pending disbursement for acquisition and construction costs at yields greater than
the interest rate payable on the IDB. Generally,
these restrictions do not apply if all bond proceeds
are expended within six months after issuance of
the bonds or if the arbitrage "profits" are less than
$100,000.

company contemplating an IDB borrowing program should consult a qualified municipal bond
attorney or other tax professional with respect to
tax ramifications before proceeding with the
project.
Procedures and Guidelines

Many important decisions confront a company
contemplating the use of IDBs to finance the acquisition and improvement of land, buildings,
equipment, and other capital items. A systematic
approach, however, can assist a financial manager
in making sound business decisions.
First, the financial manager should determine if
IDB financing is available in the state where the
company proposes to locate or expand. IDBs may
only be issued in a state whose legislature has
adopted enabling legislation authorizing the state
or its political subdivisions to issue securities for
projects that qualify as tax - exempt IDBs. Most
states do have such legislation and some states
The Dollar Volume Limit
have more than one enabling act. Depending on
In one of the most controversial revisions of the state and legislation, IDBs can be issued by a
Section 103 by the 1984 Tax Reform Act, Con- state, a statewide authority, a city, county, towngress placed a dollar volume on the amount of ship, or other political subdivision of the state, or
IDBs that may be issued within each state. This by a local or regional authority acting on behalf of
restriction provides that within each state IDBs one or more political subdivisions.
After determining that IDBs may be issued, the
may be issued up to the greater of$150 per capita
or $200 million. For example, a state with a popu- company must select the most advantageous mulation of 10 million persons would be entitled to nicipal subdivision or authority to issue the IDBs
an aggregate limitation of $1.5 billion. The rules under the state enabling legislation. This is imporimplementing this limitation are complicated and tant for several reasons. Enabling legislation can
can be modified within each state by an executive differ with respect to the types of projects eligible
order of the governor or an act ofthe state legisla- for IDB financing. In Michigan, for example, unture. Regardless of the rules which apply to a giv- der one enabling statute only industrial projects
en IDB project, a portion of the state's allocation are authorized, while under several other enabling
must be formally allocated to the project in a dol- statutes both commercial and industrial projects
lar volume equal to the face amount of the pro- are permitted. In addition, the types of project
posed IDBs. Depending upon the state, this allo- costs that can be financed may differ depending
cation decision may be made on a local, regional, upon the enabling act, although most IDB issuers
are authorized to finance land, building, equipor state level.
Finally, IDB - financed properties are not eligi- ment, site improvements, bond issuance costs,
ble for full deductions under the Accelerated Cost capitalized interest, and other related capital
Recovery Systems (ACRS) implemented pursuant costs. Care also must be taken to ascertain any unto t he E co no mi c Reco very Tax Act of 1 98 1 usual requirements of the state enabling law.
Again, in Michigan the choice of the proper
(ERTA). Personal property financed with IDBs
must be recovered by straight -line depreciation, IDB issuer determines whether prevailing wages
using a half -year convention and without regard must be paid for the construction of a project,
to salvage value, over the applicable ACRS peri- and, in the case of a project which results in the
od. Costs of 15 -year real property also are recov- transfer of jobs from one municipality to another
ered with a straight -line method, using a monthly in the state, whether or not the municipality losconvention and without regard to salvage value ing the jobs must consent formally by resolution
to the loss of the jobs. The job transfer consent is
over a 15 -year period.
These are the major tax considerations applica- important because some communities grant these
ble to the use and structure of IDBs. Other re- consents more freely than others.
Other considerations relevant to the selection of
strictions, including certain transition dates applithe
proper issuer include the desirability, if any,
cable to changes enacted in TEFRA and the 1984
for
local
issuer control and the existence ofother
Tax Reform Act, are set forth in IRC Section 103
and the regulations promulgated thereunder. A financial incentives for locating in a particular
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

municipality, including property tax abatements,
installation of roads, sewer, water, and other municipal utilities and job training programs.
In addition, it is typical for IDB issuers to
charge application fees and issuance fees to the
company or developer undertaking the project.
These fees can differ significantly between issuers
and can be a factor in selecting the best IDB issuer for the company.
Local Guidelines
Finally, IDB issuers may have local guidelines
applicable to IDB projects, in addition to the requirement of state law. It is not unusual to have
IDB issuers target specific areas of their geographical jurisdiction for IDB projects; to give
preference to projects which are owner - occupied
over more speculative projects, such as strip shopping malls or office buildings for lease; and to
evaluate projects on the basis of the number of
jobs created or the ratio of jobs created to the total
investment in the project.
After weighing the applicable criteria and selecting an IDB issuer, the financial manager must
then complete the necessary application procedures and request a meeting with the IDB issuer
to present the application and discuss the company's proposed project. Generally, these meetings
are open to the public and subject to "sunshine"
laws. The application and supporting documentation filed with the IDB issuer become public records, subject to freedom of information requests.
Accordingly, the company should be prepared for
the increased public scrutiny that could accompany the IDB application and approval process.
As an integral part of the application process, it
is imperative that the company comply with the
IRC Section 103 requirement for `official action."
"Official action" requires that the issuer of the
IDBs pass a resolution or take some other otfical
action approving the scope and nature of the project before construction starts or binding contracts
are entered by the company for the acquisition or
construction of the capital items to be financed by
the IDBs. The rationale for this requirement is
that IDBs are not to be used to refinance existing
indebtedness.
In conjunction with the official action requirement, many state enabling acts provide that IDBs
are an "inducement" to business. The `official action" or "inducement" requirement is most often
satisfied by the adoption of a preliminary resolution to proceed with the project by the IDB issuer
after review of the application. Therefore, if the
project is to include land, a company should proceed no further than obtaining an option to purchase the land before meeting with the IDB issuer
and securing official action. In a similar manner,
construction contracts should not be signed and
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

orders for equipment should not be placed until
official action is obtained. To do otherwise could
jeopardize the tax - exempt status of the IDBs.
After the IDB issuer takes official action, it is
not necessary that the company wait until IDBs
are issued and bond proceeds are actually on hand
to commence acquisition and construction of the
project. In fact, acquisition and construction is
permitted under federal tax guidelines to commence as soon as official action is obtained. Immediately after securing "official action," a company could, for example, exercise its option to
acquire the real estate for a project. In addition, it
is not unusual for a business to obtain a shortterm construction loan pending issuance of the
IDBs to pay for the project. This construction
loan is then paid off with the proceeds of the
bonds.
Alternatively, the initial acquisition and construction costs could be financed with company
funds on hand, subject to reimbursement from
IDB proceeds. In some projects, the IDBs are actually issued by the IDB issuer after the project is
completed.
IDBS, however, may not be issued under federal guidelines more than one year after the project
is placed into service. Some businesses choose to
time their construction projects so that acquisition
and construction proceeds contemporaneously
with or subsequent to the issuance of the IDBs.
This policy obviates the need to incur the additional expense of securing a construction loan or
the expenditure of company funds on hand.

The annual
volume of IDBs
increased from
$6.2 billion in
1976 to $44
billion in 1982.

Public Hearing Requirement
Prior to the issuance of IDBs, a project must
receive public approval either by vote of the local
legislative body or by public referendum. This
public hearing requirement was added to the federal tax law in 1982 by TEFRA. The procedures
for obtaining this approval may vary depending
upon on the state enabling legislation. Following
the official action and the public approval, a bond
resolution approving the terms of the IDBs must
be adopted by the IDB issuer. A minimum of 90
to 120 days after official action is obtained should
be allowed before bonds may be issued.
Critical to the IDB financing process is the sale
or marketing of the IDBs. This is a responsibility
of the company because the typical IDB issuer
does not have money on hand to fund IDB loans.
Instead, the IDB issuer acts as a "conduit" to convert a source of credit available to the business
into a tax- exempt loan. Therefore, it is nearly always the obligation of the company to negotiate
the sale of the IDBs to a bank, an insurance company, an underwriter, municipal bond fund, some
other sophisticated institutional investor or, in
some instances, to an individual or group of indi51

The amount of
IDBs each state
may issue is
now limited.

viduals. The terms of the sale can vary and the
company sho uld consid er as negot iable such
terms of the IDBs as term, maturity, amortization, interest rate, security, and structure of the
transaction. If t he IDB s are s old in a p rivate
placement to an institutional investor, the sale
generally is done pursuant to a purchase agreement. If the IDBs are purchased initially by an
underwriter who in turn remarkets the IDBs to
the general public, an official statement, prospectus or offering materials are generally prepared.
The monies received by the IDB issuer from the
sale of the IDBs are then either typically loaned to
the company pursuant to a loan agreement or
used to acquire title and construct the project,
which is then sold in installments to the company
pursuant to a lease purchase agreement. The loan
agreement or lease purchase agreement typically
is secured by a mortgage on the property, a security interest in the machinery, equipment, and fixtures financed and an underlying guaranty by the
company or the principals in the business.
In some situations where the company is small
and relatively unknown and is not able to negotiate a private placement of the IDBs with its local
bank, it may be necessary to use credit enhancement devices to increase the marketability of the
IDBs in the secondary bond market. These devices include the use of a letter of credit or municipal bond insurance to guarantee payment of princip al and interest on th e b o nd s sh o ul d t h e
company default in its obligations. Over the last
several years, credit enhancement devices have become more popular and have earmarked the increasing creativity used to structure IDB issues.
One such creative technique is to structure IDBs
as commercial paper. Occasionally, and especially
where the bonds are sold to more than one bond
purchaser, a trustee may represent the interest of
all the bond purchasers.
IDB vs. Conventional Financing
Finally, the decision of a company to use IDBs
should be a business judgment taking into account
the additional costs typically incurred in an IDB
financing that are over and above the costs typically incurred in a conventional financing. These
costs typically comprise issuance fees charged by
the IDB issuer which may be computed as a percentage of the face amount of the IDBs. In addition, legal fees are often somewhat higher for an
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IDB than for a conventional financing because of
the involvement of the IDB issuer.
While the IDB issuer acts as a conduit and the
credit or taxing power of the IDB issuer or the
underlying municipality is not involved, the interests of the IDB issuer and the underlying municipality must be protected. It is not unusual to have
separate legal counsel represent the bond purchaser, the IDB issuer, the company, the trustee and
the underwriter, to the extent each of these various parties are involved in the transaction.
Typically, the attorney for the IDB issuer or the
underwriter serves in the capacity as bond counsel
and renders a legal opinion to the purchaser of the
IDBs that the bonds have been duly issued, are
valid and legally binding obligations of the IDB
issuer, and that the interest is tax exempt under
federal and state law. Other costs in an IDB issue
arise from the use of a trustee, an underwriter, or
a credit enhancement device such as municipal
bond insurance or a letter of credit.
The extra fees and expenses involved in an IDB
issue create certain economies of scale in IDB financings. Issues of a minimum size technically may
qualify for IDB financing but may not be practical
due to cost. In every situation the decision to use
IDBs should be a business judgment of the company involved. The business judgment should include a determination of how much the company's out -of- pocket cost of issuing an IDB exceeds
the cost of obtaining conventional financing.
Next, the spread between the anticipated tax -exempt rate on the IDBs and available conventional
financing should be computed. This spread should
be used to compute the interest savings over the
term of the IDB issue, and the additional cost of
issuing IDBs, when compared to conventional financing, should be subtracted. The remainder is
the financial incentive for proceeding with IDB financing and should form the basis of the business
decision. If possible, present values should be used
when performing this analysis.
IDBs historically have provided a favorable
way to raise capital for the acquisition and construction of land, building, and equipment by private enterprise. Recent changes in the federal tax
law have added significant restrictions to the
structure and use of IDB Financing. Financial
managers contemplating the use of IDBs must familarize themselves with applicable state and federal guidelines to make sound decisions.
❑
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Productivity Measure Aids
in Profit Analysis
A company's total productivity is analyzed
by dividing the total production units of goods
and services by the total resource units required for production.

By Gary N. Brayton
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productivity
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Although American business managers have become increasingly aware of the necessity of improving productivity, they are seriously hampered
in their efforts to do so by a lack of effective methods for determining how efficiently they use their
productive resources. A recent survey showed
that less than 3% of U.S. businesses have systems
for measu ring tot al productivi ty.' Moreover,
many business- management professionals do not
have the measurement tools required to analyze
accurately the effect of productivity changes on
profitability.
On the basis of a productivity- measurement
system developed by the American Productivity
Center in 1980, Touche Ross & Co. has created a
relatively simple methodology for identifying opportunities to increase productivity. It is an extension of commonly used methods for determining
aspects of productivity, such as miles per gallon of
gas, units of output per labor -hour, the return on
funds employed (ROFE), and the yield of finished
goods from raw materials. In each of these measurements, productivity (miles per gallon) is the
ratio formed by dividing units of output (miles

traveled) by units of input (gallons of fuel used):
Productivity =

Output Units
Input Units

When productivity is measured in successive periods —for example, each time the car is filled with
gas—a trend is shown.
In our firm's Total Productivity Measurement
System, a company's total productivity is analyzed by dividing the total production units of
goods and services by the total resource units required for production. These resources include
materials, labor, capital, energy, and miscellaneous items, such as taxes and insurance. To relate such diverse quantitative units of measurement as number of goods and amounts of services,
pounds of materials, labor- hours, BTUs, and capital equipment, they must be expressed in dollar
values. The resulting formula turns out to be a
profitability ratio that must be greater than one to
produce a profit:'
Total Productivity equals Total Output Units
Goods & Services divided by Total Input Units of
Resources.
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Profitability, viewed as a percentage of sales, increases or decreases as a result of a change in the
unit selling price; a change in the unit cost of resources; and /or a change in the quantity of resources used per unit of output. For the sake of
analysis, these changes can be separated into two
categories: Price Recovery Change, which is a
change in the relationship between the unit selling
price and the cost per unit of input; and Productivity Change, which is a change in the number of
input units required to produce a unit of output.

ment resources on appropriate action. It is especially valuable because it provides data for each
input category. The analysis can be performed for
an entire company or an individual product line.
An application of the system is shown in Table
1. Although the figures are hypothetical, they are
based on data from companies that are Touche
Ross clients. Column A shows the total dollar
sales (output) of products and services and the resources used (input) by cost category in a given
period -say, the current year. Column B shows

Table 1
Total P roductivity Measurement System Consolidated Statement ($000's)
Current year
Period 2
2

Resource d escription
$

V
Value

Output (sales)
Products and services

(A)

02

Misc,

Total input
Net profit
P ro f it & sales

P2

V,

Guanti ty

Price

S Value

01
Quantity

(B)

(C)

(D )

(E )

$12,000

Input totals
(cost o f sales)
Labor
Materials
Capital
Energy

Base year
Period 1

1,091 $11.00 $10,000

Cha nqe ratios
P,
Price

V2 /V ,

(F)

(G )

0 2

/0 1

(H)

Effe ct on p rof its

P 2P,

Total

Due to
pro duc tivity

(1)

(J )

(K )

Due to
price
recovery
(L )

1,000 $10.00 1.2000 1 -0910 1.1000

4,968

432 11.50

4,000

400 10.00

1.2420 1.0800 1. 1500

(168)

44

3,864

690

5.60

3,000

600

5.00

1.2880 1.1500 1. 1200

(264)

(177)

(87)

1,417

8,333

.17

1,000

8,333

.12

1.4170 1.0000 1.4167

(217)

91

(308)

528

11,000

500

12,500

560

500

500

500

.048
1.12

1 1, 337

9,000

663

1,000

5.5%

t,

.040 1.0560
1.00

(212)

.8800 1. 2000

72

106

(34)

1.1200 1.0000 1.1200

40

45

(5)

1.0789 1

(537)

1.2597

1.1676

1

10%

• Effect of profit % change (.055 - .10) x $12,000 = F- ($540)
$109 favorable change due to improved productivity ($646) unfavorable change due to inadequate price recovery
• Column J equals output V2 /V
input V2 /V , (x) base year input V,
• Column K equals output Q 2 / 0
input Q 2 / 0 1 (x) base year input V,
• Column L equals column J ( -) column K
1 ( -)

1 ( -)

'All totals and subtotals require weighted change ratios.
• Q2 /Q 1
subtotal =Q2 P, for items included in the subtotal
V,
• P 2 /P 1

subtotal = subtotal V2 /V 1 _ Subtotal 0 2 / 0 1

A crucial problem facing many companies is
their inability, because of competition, to recover
increases in the cost of materials, labor, or other
resources by raising prices. Nor are they able to
decrease the cost of the resources or substitute
others. Therefore, if the profit margin in sales is to
be maintained or increased, productivity must be
improved.
By keeping track of price recovery change and
productivity change from period to period, the
Total Productivity Measurement System enables a
company to study the effects of the changes, identify significant opportunities, and focus manageMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY
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the number of units sold and units of input during
the same period. Units of input are expressed in
such common measures as labor- hours, tons of
material, capital dollars, and BTUs. Column C
gives the price per unit of both the outputs and
inputs. In columns D, E, and F, the same information is given for th e base or a comparison
period.
Columns G, H, and I show the change, expressed in decimals, that occurred from Period 1
to Period 2. For example, total dollar sales (value)
during Period 2 were 20% higher than in the previous period (that is, 120% of $10 million, or $12
55

It is an
extension of
commonly
used methods,
such as miles
per gallon of
gas or units of
output per
labor -hour.

million). The number of units sold (quantity) was
a little over 109% of the quantity in Period 1.
Thus, the price per unit sold was 110% of the base
year price -an increase of 10 %, from $10 to $11.
During the same two periods, the total costs increased by nearly 26% -that is, the cost in Period
2 was 126% (1.2597) of the cost in Period 1.
These change ratios indicate a decline in profitability. Although sales rose by 20 %, total cost of
the resources used in production rose by 26 %. Increased productivity did not make up the difference, although there was a slight improvement. A
rise of 9% in the quantity of goods and services
produced required an increase of nearly 8% in the
quantity of resources used. The ratios also show

( =) Productivity Effect on Profits
Step 3. Price Recovery Changes on Profits (Column L). Subtract the effect of productivity on
profits from the total effect on profits.
Step 4. Performance Ratios. In order to show
trends in the relationship between the changes in
output and changes in input, divide the output
change ratios by the corresponding change ratios
for each category of input (see Table 2). When
this is done for total input, it is evident that productivity increased profits by 1.1% but price recovery decreased profits by about 5.8 %, with the
result that profits were down by approximately
4.7 %.
From these data certain conclusions can be

Table 2
Total Productivity Measurement System Performance Ratios
Change ratios

Performance ratios'

Resource description
Profits

Price
recovery

V2 /V ,

0, /Q,

P=/P ,

1.2000

1.0910

1.1000

Labor

1.2420

1.0800

1.1500

.9662

1.0102

.9565

Materials

1.2880

1.1500

1.1200

.9317

.9487

.9821

Capital

1.4170

1.0000

1.4167

.8469

1.0910

.7765

Energy

1.0560

.8800

1.2000

1.1364

1.2398

.9167

Misc.

1.1200

1.0000

1.1200

1.0714

1.0910

.9821

1.2597

1.0789

1.1676

.9526

1.0112

.9421

Productivity

Ou tp ut

Products 8 services
Input totals:

•

•

Profits are down approximately (4.7 %)
Productivity has improved profits by approximately 1.1

%

•

Total input

Price recovery has decreased profits by approximately (5.8 %)

'These ratios computed by dividing the output change ratios by their corresponding input change ratio

that price increases failed to recover increases in
costs, because sales rose only 10% while the average cost of resources went up 17 %.
Computing Change Ratios
Once the various change ratios are computed, it
is possible to determine quite easily the effect of
each change on profits:
Step 1. Total Effect on Profits (Column J). Subtract the value change ratio for each input category from the total output value change ratio, and
multiply result by the category's Period 1 value.
Output V Z/V, ( -) In put V, /V, (X) Inp ut V,
( =) Total Effect on Profits
Step 2. Effect of Productivity Changes on Profits
(Column K). Subtract the change ratio for each
input quantity from the total output change ratio,
and multiply the result by the category's value in
Period 1.
Output Q 2/ Q 1 ( -) Input Q 2 / Q 1 (X) In put V,
56

drawn about the company's profitability, and the
conclusions raise specific questions about pricing
and productivity, which point out avenues of investigation for management.
Conclusion. Materials are the greatest cause of
profit deterioration, because of a decline in the
yield from materials and a failure to recover increases in the cost of materials by raising prices of
goods produced. Th e dat a st imu late cert ai n
questions:
• Why are the yields declining?
• What types of productivity measurement can be
applied to provide ongoing information about
yields from materials?
• Can substitutes be found for low -yield or high priced materials to reduce costs?
Conclusion. Capital costs are leading to profit
deterioration because an increase in the cost of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

capital has been offset only partially by gains in
productivity.

cost centers, and definitely necessitates the blending of direct and indirect costs. For example:

• How can the cost of capital be reduced?
• Where can capital requirements be reduced —
by decreasing inventories, write -offs of unused
equipment, increased utilization of capacity,
some other means?

Labor. All labor associated with obtaining the
specified output should be included by separate
line item, such as the labor that is required directly for the manufacturing process (by major manufacturing centers), indirectly for the manufacturing process, for distribution, and for management
and other aspects of overhead (by department).
Materials. All materials should be identified, including raw materials, manufacturing supplies,
and items used for administrative functions.
Capital. Included are both cash and noncash
capital costs, such as interest expense, rent, depreciation, and lease expense. The only capital cost
not included is the return on equity capital that is
represented as net profit.
Energy. Among the items should be the costs of
all electricity, natural gas, fuel oil, gasoline, and
alternative energy sources used in direct manufacturing, distribution, and overhead cost centers.
Miscellaneous This category comprises all costs
not itemized elsewhere, including taxes, insurance, and cash payments for hauling and distribution, brokerage expenses, and consultation or other contract services.

Conclusion. Increases in labor costs are causing
profit deterioration, because wage rates are rising
faster than the selling price of goods produced.
Improvements in labor productivity, however, are
reducing the losses somewhat.
• Can labor productivity be improved sufficiently
to offset wage -rate increases?
• What types of measurement can be applied to
provid e o ngo in g i nformat io n abo ut labo r
productivity?
• Can automation be introduced, and what would
be the associated capital costs?

Conclusion. In view of the fact that there has
been a 12% decrease in energy used, despite a 9%
increase in total output there has been a significant increase, in the productivity of energy. But
the gain is offset by an increase of 20% in the unit
cost of energy, whereas the selling price of goods
produced has increased by 10%
• Why has the productivity of energy improved,
and what can be done to make sure the improvement continues?
• What can be done to reduce energy consumption further?
• What alternative energy sources are available?
Conclusion. As a result of productivity gains for
miscellaneous items, there has been an improvement in profitability.
• What are the reasons for the productivity gains?
• How can the gains be continued and possibly
increased?
Similar insights can be obtained at a glance by
examining Table 2. Although performance ratios
do not show the exact effects of changes on profits, they do indicate specific problems that should
be evaluated.
As a result of two key concepts, fully- absorbed
costs and quantity usage data, the Productivity
Performance Measurement System might require
some modifications in a company's accounting
system. First, all costs related to the production of
a specified good or service —that is, the "output"
in Table l— should be- identified by input category. This might require allocations from shared
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

Less than 3%
of U. S.
businesses have
systems for
measuring total
productivity.

Quantity Data Needed
The second key concept, quantity usage data,
involves the use of quantitative data. To compute
productivity indices and their effects on profits,
the quantities of input items are required. Although information of this sort is often collected
by companies, it usually has to be extracted from
various documents in the accounting system. For
ongoing productivity measurement, quantitative
data should be stored in accounting ledgers, in addition to dollar values. The measurement selected
should be based on the units used for pricing input
items —for example, labor- hours, pounds or tons
or raw material, debt - capital dollars, total dollars
on which depreciation is based, square feet of
rental space, kilowatt hours, gas therms.
Only major cost categories require so much detail. For minor categories, surrogate quantities
can be developed by using a price index. A company might not be interested in details about office supplies, and therefore could record all of
them as one line item. To do this, certain of the
major supplies should be selected to represent all
the items in the category. Then price data for
these representative supplies are obtained for Period 1 and Period 2, and the average change in price
between the two periods is calculated. An index is
then established by assigning a surrogate price of
1.00 to the line of items in Period 1. The percentage of change in the average price of the representative supplies is added to the index of 1.00 to ob57

provement in profitability, determine where attenti o n s h ou l d b e fo cu s ed to app l y avail abl e
resources with the maximum beneficial effect,
project the impact of possible changes in productivity and pricing, track the progress of efforts to
increase productivity, and take corrective action
when necessary. Adoption of a productivity measurement system is an essential step toward maintaining the vitality of a company in an increasingly competitive world.
❑
'OJ. Sumanth. "Productivity Indicators Used by Major U.S. Manufacturing Comanies: The Results of a Survey." Industrial Engineering. May 1981.
Expressed as a profitability ratio. the formula would be:
Total Profitability = Total Input S
Resources
Total Output S Goods k Services
or

r

tain a price index for Period 2. If the average price
increased by 35 %, the price index for Period 2
would be 1.35. This amount is divided into the total dollars spent on supplies to obtain a surrogate
quantity. Thus if $16,000 were spent on supplies
in Period 2, the surrogate quantity of supplies
would be 11,851 ($16,000/1.35). Using the index
of 1.00 for Period 1 as a base, surrogate quantities
can be determined for each succeeding period and
thus changes in the use of quantities can be ascertained. The method is similar to that used by the
government for the Consumer Price Index.
With this and the other tools provided by the
Total Productivity Measurement System, companies can identify the causes of deterioration or im-

Taxes
8-44A
clude the name of the organization receiving the contribution and the amount
and date of each contribution and method of valuing in -kind gifts. If it is possible, a statement of donation should be
obtained
from
the
recipient
organization.

Tax Briefs
The annual interest rate charged on tax
underpayments and paid on overpayments has increased to 13% from 11 %.
This rate also applies to individual and
corporate- estimated tax.... Taxpayers
contesting deficiencies of up to $10,000

now have the option of using the Tax
Court's simplified procedures. Formerly
there was a $5,000 limit on deficiencies
that qualified as small tax cases. The advantage to the taxpayer is that small tax
cases are pleaded and tried under less
formal procedures than those followed
in regularly docketed cases. The fee for
filing a small tax case is $10; a regular
case costs $65.... A company that inadvertently used another firm's forms to
make a tax deposit could not get a refund. A U.S. District Court held that
when a company uses a form that indicates payment for another purpose or
person th e taxes are not co nsidered
"paid." If there is no payment, there

can be no overpayment and therefore no
refund. (Cindy's Inc. v. U.S., 8/29/84,
CA- 11).... The IRS expects 100 million individual income tax returns to be
filed this year, a 4.6% increase over
1984. This estimate, which is attributed
to higher employment, will be the largest number ever filed and the largest increase since World War 11.... The Tax
Management Educational Institute will
conduct a professional conference on
the compensation planning aspects of
the Tax Reform Act of 1984, February
10 -13, 1985, in West Palm Beach, Florida. For information, call Ms. Vernon
King at (202) 452 -4557.
❑

Management Accounting Practices
12-4 A
1983 -84 annual report on its activities
and those of the SEC Practice Section of
the AICPA. One hundred forty -four
peer reviews were conducted in 1983.
One hundred thirty -three of the firms
reviewed received unqualified opinions,
seven received qualified opinions, and
one received an adverse opinion.
Firms that are members of the SEC

58

Practice Section audit almost 85% of all
publicly traded companies, whose combined sales total about 98% of the aggregate sales of all publicly traded companies. In its report, the POB said it is
convinced that the self - regulatory program of the profession is improving the
quality of accounting and auditing practice of its member firms.

MAP Supports IFAC Proposal
NAA'S Management Accounting Practices Committee submitted comments to
the International Federation of Accountants advocating that IFAC adopt ReExposure Draft 16, "Events After the
Balance Sheet Date," as an International Auditing Guideline.
❑
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W h y y o u s h o u l d a t t e nd
Th e Natio n al Ass o cia tio n o f Acco u n ta n ts is o ffer ing the
bu sin e ss c o m m u n it y a u n iq u e o p p o rt u n it y t o list en t o
le ad er s in t h e field o f in te rn at io n a l m an ag em en t an d
pub lic a cco u n tin g. Th es e e x e cu t ive s set t h e to ne fo r t he
fu tu r e a n d h e lp u s u n d e r st a n d w h y t h in g s a r e wh a t t he y
are o r h o w th ey m o s t p ro b ab ly will evo lve. Th ey will give
us a b et te r u n d er st an d in g o f t h e a c co u n tin g a n d fina nc ia l
wo r ld , a n d su c h kn o wled g e is cen tra l if we wa nt to m e et
th e e x t ra o rd in a ry ch a llen g e t h a t f ac e s all m a na ge m en t
an d p u b lic a cc o u n ta n ts .
Yo u can n o t aff o rd to m is s s u ch an o p p o rt u n it y t o m eet
you r fello w co u n terp arts fro m all o ver th e w o rld. Your atten d a n ce a t th is m ee tin g will ad d to th e var ie ty of t he
views to b e ex p res sed : an in d isp en sib le f eatu re of any
su cc es sf u l m ee tin g .
Ca ll NA A fo r mo re in fo rm at io n ( 201) 573 - 6229
At t en d a n c e I im it e d to first 250 re g is t ra n ts .

HERBERT SEIFFERT , Pre s ide nt, NAA
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a nd C o ntr oll e r
Elf Ac quita ine
RIT A E. HAUSER, Attorne y
Se nio r Pa r tne r
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan

Introducing...

The Controllers' Council and
'I'm joining both of these
new groups. If I can get just
one good actionable idea
from the periodicals, I'll
consider them well worth
the price :'
James J. Costello
VP and Comptroller
General Electric Company

"I'm joining the Controllers' Council so I can
have my voice heard when it comes to accounting rule- making. I'm
tired of being caught in the
middle�—trying�to�explain
to my banker why I did my
statements the way my
CPA firm told me to."
Cynthia Swaggerty
Controller
tittle & Associates, Inc.

"As a divisional controller, I get involved in
cost cutting so I like to read about what other
companies are doing.
When I point to other companies taking the same
medicine, we don't look so
/.
much like'bad guys' :'
Lou 01iverio
Hobart
Corporation
i t
Division
Controller

''The Controllers' Council
will help upgrade our prof essional image as business persons and as
executives who make
management decisions :'
Clark Johnson

,

Corporate Controller
Johnson & Johnson

p ,

"The controller- equivalent membership will
help me keep current on
administrative and control
trends�and�issues�—with�little investment of my time
Jerry L. Ford
VP- Administrative Services
The Pillsbury Company

, � k "I'm joining both groups
because public accounting today means a lot more

a

than just auditing. A large
r '
part of the job is a management advisory role, and
we need to understand what controllers and
planners are thinking so we can give them
the right kind of advice:
Tom CiToole
Partner
Touche Ross & Co.

You can join either or both of
these two active and
involving groups that serve
to provide up -to- the - minute
research, specialized data,

Controllers�of�all�types—�corporate,�group,
divisional�or�plant�—from�all�industries�will
want to belong to this elite group. Associate Members are those who are interested in knowing what controllers are
doing, including public accountants,
bankers, academicians, and those who
may aspire to become controllers.

developments, information on compensation levels for controllers and general
managers, tips on how controllers move
into general management or entrepreneurship, and explores implications and
consequences of current market trends
and such fields as job satisfaction, taxation and personal financial planning.

Members and Associate Members
will receive our
new monthly
_10k
0
newsletter,
"The Con g'
1;s '
trollers'
Update
� ps?ry�
written
inquickscan and depth -andbreadth style. You can easily spot whatever interests you and quickly decide if
you want to read it in detail It takes so little
time to read, yet it can mean so much to
you. It tells what s happening in other
companies and industries, describes profit trends, cost - reduction programs, productivity ideas, and tips on understanding
employees in other departments and includes timely advice for controllers as well
as updates on the latest EDP equipment
and other time - saving techniques. It is
designed to be of actual, practical job related value for the management of the
controller's department.

As a vehicle for improving the self esteemand 'outside image' of controllers,
the Council gives its members immediate
access to, and the ability to participate in,
research conducted by and for controllers. There are regular mail and telephone
opinion surveys, trend spotting questionnaires, and elite Roundtable discussions.
These activities all serve to establish
areas of agreement and to exercise
greater influence relating to matters of
import to controllers and the companies
they work for

To provide career related guidelines,
however, our
new quarterly
;�� •=-� :
mag azine,
'.The Controllers
Quarterly"
'
emp hasizes the
importance of the
accounting profession to business.
Here is an active peer - exchange of information that does not require specific time
commitments. It's a "How to" journal
featuring case histories and success
stories�—but�in�real,�present�-day�terms.
For example, how to be the bearer of bad
news without losing your head, how to
detect any computer crimes, etc. It includes readable (non- academic) summaries of recent technical and legislative

Topics include: proposed accounting
rules and standards; making the rule -making process more effective; identifying
the ideal academic training for accountants, etc. The positions of the Controllers'
Council will be well publicized in mass
media and /or trade journals, where appropriate. The voice of the controller will
be�heard�—and�respected�—as�it�has�not
yet been NAA also will publish a "Who's Who'
listing of controllers who belong to the Council, including
s
names, titles, employer or
firm, brief background description and areas of
�
expertise. such as budgeting, data processing, etc.

`

Full, active membership is only open to
controllers or their equivalent. Associate
members receive published information,
newsletters and magazines, so that they,
too, can learn the results of research and
the opinions and attitudes expressed by
controllers before they are publicized.

If card is missing, write for
information to The Controllers'
Council and Business Planning
Board, National Association of
Ac oDuntants,10 Paragon Drive,
PO. Box 433, Montvale,
NJ 07645-0433.

FREE TRIAL OFFER!
Enroll me in the Controllers' Council, Business Planning Board, or both. I am an active NAA member. After
receiving my first issues of your quarterly journals and monthly newsletters. if I'm not satisified. I may cancel
either or both memberships and receive a full refund from these groups. Please include me in one or both groups
as indicated below:

The Business Planning Board

(check applicable box)
O As a member; I am a controller or the equivalent.

(check applicable box)
As a member; I am involved in planning.

OAs an associate because I am not a controller.

F-1 As an associate because I am not involved in planning.

s

The Controllers' Council

1 am a member of NAA. I understand the annual fee for members for either Council or Board is $75, and the fee
for both groups is $150.
Use peel off label on cover, for your convenience.
Fill in missing information below
Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State

Check payable to NAA is enclosed.
Bill my

VISA

Zip

❑ ❑Bill❑me❑or❑my❑company❑at❑the❑above❑address.

MasterCard.

Card #
Interbank #
Signature

1'85
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
Att: Controllers' Council and Business Planning Board
10 Paragon Drive
P.O. Box 433
Montvale, NJ 07645 - 0433

The Bu siness Planning Board
a forum for exchanging
ideas, and a regular flow
of constant information as
well as exposure to the media
and the business world.
All individuals who are involved in planning the futures of their companies are
welcome. This invitation includes
especially those with accounting or financial�backgrounds,�but�others�—such
as business owners, general managers,
bankers, academics, etc., who are either
involved in planning or interested in how
the planners think, also are invited to
participate.
Members and Associate Members will
receive the new
monthly news -

letter, ''Business
Planning Up
date'' written
in 'Kiplingerstyle ' format,
with infor-

mation on:
•�A�digest�of�forecasts�made�by�major
forecasters, along with their past track
records, to help answer the ''who should
I believe question.
- Business, economic, and specific industry forecasts as well as:
Interest rates
Exchange rates

Econometrics (GNP, PI, etc.)
Specifics (housing starts, etc.)
•�A�digest�of�proposed�technical�accounting rules and legislation as well as interpretations of how they could affect different companies and industries.
Here, at last, is a regular report of great
value to your company as well as the individual planner and accountant. Yet it
makes no undue demands on your valuable time.
The quarterly magazine, ''Business
Planning —an�incisive�"big�picture"�report—�offers�career�-�related�value�and
upgraded imaging for today's professionals. It features:
j
5
�
_ •�Techniques�for
..�� —

use in planning
budgeting,
forecasting,

•�Case�histories�describing�how�other
Planners achieved such positions as market leadership in a fragmented industry
or personal success in competitive
situations.

'The corporation, as an entity, and I, as a
professional, intend to join
the Business Planning
Board as a means to maintaining a good quick -scan
of information on emerging trends :'
Herb Knortz
Executive VP
ITT Corporation

"I'm joining the Business
Planning Board to do my
part to improve service
industry planning :"
Bob Meyer

•�Career�strategies�to�bring�you�to�the
Chief Planner level and beyond, into
general management or ownership.

Senior VP
Beneficial Corporation

•�Up�-to�-date�information�on�compensation levels for business and financial
planners and general managers.
To help planners and their associates
exchange�ideas�and�information�—without�violation�of�anti�-trust�regulations�—
the Business Planning Board allows its
members access to, and the ability to participate in, research projects of special
interest to them. These include specific
studies of subject industries in the form
of opinion surveys as well as Roundtable
discussions open only to qualified and
interested participants. The basic purpose of these studies is to establish areas
of agreement and thus to exercise influence relative to matters of importance to
planners and their concerns.
Topics covered include: proposed
legislation of all types at all levels of
government; adequacy of existing planning data and information leading to
official requests for specific facts; how to
best compete with foreign suppliers in a
given industry; identifying the ideal
academic training programs and continuing educational processes for planners or prospective planners.
The official positions adopted by a consensus of our Planning Board will be well
publicized in appropriate media. This information dissemination is designed to
help future planning projects and to
obtain results.
NAA also will publish a new listing of
"Who's Who in Business Planning- organized�by�industry—�containing�all�the
names of all planners who belong to the
Business Planning Board.
This listing will include their
job titles, employers or
companies, and a brief A
description of their
\ ' �
` `
backgrounds.

Ai

"A lot of our decisions rest
on interest rate and exchange rate forecasts. I
think it's about time
someone published fore casters' track records to
help planners decide
whose forecast is credible and reliable :'
Joseph G. Watson, Sr.
Division Manager
AT &T- Information Systems

"I'm not directly involved
in planning for the bank,
but it might be quite a rev elation to learn how company controllers and
planners think :"
Paula Keen
Vice President
Third National Corporation

"I wo rk in the Budget &

Financial Planning Department and I'm joining!
I'm a senior analyst now,
but I don't intend to be

p.

one forever."
Sheree Hennessy

Senior Analyst
The Sperry & Hutchinson Co., Inc,

Planning is only one of the many hats I wear.

There's no way I can afford
.,� ;

the luxury of a whole staff
of planners and economists, so I'm doing the next
best�thing—�joining�the
Business Planning Board:'
Don Baker
VP—�Controller
Southwire Company

6th
Ann
Cor
Cor

IV
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By Susa

the focus of NAA's 6th Annual Controllers'
Conference held in Williamsburg, Va., last October.
In his opening remarks, NAA President Herbert Seiffert,
assistant treasurer of Johnson & Johnson, described the organization's commitment to helping financial executives achieve
their professional goals through NAA's continuing education
and special member interest group programs as well as the
planned annual conferences.
Creating and preserving the economic value of the firm was
the theme of opening presentations by Joel Stern, president of
Stern Stewart Putnam and Macklis Associates, an international economic and financial consulting firm; and Scott S.
Cowen, dean of the Weatherhead School of Management at
Case Western Reserve University.
Mr. Stern addressed the importance of incentive compensation programs to the long -run performance of firms. He advised that if corporate managers have been a decisive factor in
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)mard
hat
.ing
directly related to the creation of shareholder value.
In outlining the "new role of the board in the management
process," Dean Cowen emphasized the pivotal part accountants should play in selecting a board of directors who will assist management in making decisions that increase the economic value of the firm. Economic value, according to Dean
Cowen, is measured by the market value of the firm's stock.
Value is created when management makes decisions that investors believe will favorably affect future earnings. The enhancement of investors' expectations is ultimately reflected in
an increase in the company's stock price.
At the luncheon address, Rita E. Hauser discussed the legal liabilities of serving on a board. A senior partner at
Stroock & Stroock & Lavan in New York City, Ms. Hauser
has served on the corporate boards of ARA Services, Inc., the
Wickes Companies, Inc., and the First Empire Bank in New
York.
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The recent U.S. corporate bankruptcy phenom- tracts can be cancelled when there are shifts in poenon, according to Dr. Edward I. Altman, profes- litical attitudes, long -term modernization is often
sor o f fi nance an d ch airman, MBA program, too much of a risk. A recent reform putting deNYU Graduate School of Business, can be attrib- fense contracts on a multi -year basis is a positive
uted to such factors as deregulation, the recession, step to correcting this problem, Mr. O'Neill said.
and the growing number of high tech firms that
There is a tendency to overmanage people beare plagued with a high failure rate.
cause we are so afraid of making mistakes. As a
As a strategy for predicting and avoiding finan- result, jobs have become overstructured and concial distress, he .proposed that assessments can be fining, said William Yeomans, manager of trainmade about the health of companies based on re- ing and development at J.C. Penney. Among the
ported financial data. To determine the degree of "1,000 things you never learned at B- school," Mr.
distress a company is experiencing, Dr. Altman Yeomans' advise is that when presenting new
has constructed two discriminate analysis models, ideas it is important to emphasize how your idea
the Z -Score Model and the Zeta Model. The Z will benefit the boss and the company.
Model determines if a firm has attributes similar
to bankrupt firms. The Zeta model adds capitaliz- Strategies for Excellence
ing of leases and other factors to the original conA highlight ofthe conference was the afternoon
cept. In a true distress situation, Dr. Altman said, workshop conducted by Denis Waitley, author of
it is almost imperative to get rid of the old man- Seeds ofGreatness and the Psychology of Winning.
agement that caused the problem and sell off as- Mr. Waitley shared the strategies he used to ensets to reduce debt.
hance the performance of U.S. Olympic athletes
Four concurrent sessions dealt with such topics to help the audience achieve a high level of perforas the impact and implications of the recent IRS mance on the job and in their personal lives.
tax accrual decision and the expanding role ofthe
The concluding sessions carried through the
financial manager in the preemptive audit. Skills theme of giving a winning performance. Virginia
necessary to manage personal finances successful- Johnson, manager of marketing development and
ly and more effectively use the computer in busi- training at 3M Company, demonstrated that by
ness also were covered.
using simple and clear visuals, meetings can be
The positive and negative aspects of doing busi- shorter and more effective. Also, visuals result in
ness with the government were discussed by Wil- the meeting leader being perceived as more perliam T. O'Neill, executive vice president of New- suasive, credible, and interesting.
port News Shipbuilding, the largest privately
The closing speaker, Ferdinand F. Fournies,
owned shipyard in the U.S. In addition to the fact president of the management consulting firm, F.
that the government pays its bills on time, an im- Fournies & Associates, told participants how to
portant benefit results from government sponsor- improve their ability to manage workers. As it is
ship of research and development projects. The practiced today, performance appraisal is ineffecexpertise that Newport News has gained from this tive he said. What is needed to sustain an employsponsored R &D has made the company a leader ee's good performance is continuous and specific
in high technology and enabled them to use this feedback. The most valuable reward an employee
knowledge to attract nongovernment clients.
can receive is verbal recognition. It is also the only
On the negative side, the government's regula- reward that can be frequently delivered.
tory processes coupled with the length of time it
NAA's 7th Annual Controllers' Conference
takes Congress to approve defense spending bills will be held October 23 -25, 1985, at the Mark
make long -term planning difficult. Because con- Hopkins Hotel in San Francisco.
❑
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In the Library
The books listed in this section are available from the NAA library. NAA will attempt to review all commercially published books written by NAA members.
Names with asterisks ind icate NAA
members. If you have a book which has
been published recently or is about to be
published, ask the publisher to send a review copy to Miriam Redrick at the NAA
office. Members may borrow books for a
two -week loan period by mail, telephone
or in person visit. Address Ms. Miriam
Red rick, Manager, Library Services,
NAA, 10 Paragon Drive, P.O. Box 433,
Montvale, N.J. 07645 - 2011573 -6235.
Management Accounting
Wayne J. Morse *, James R. Davist Al
L. Hartgravest Addison - Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, Mass., 1984, 754
pp. —This textbook covers a topic of
great interest to members of NAA. The
authors state that their goals in writing
this book were to make it relevant, flexible, clear, and accurate. They appear to
have met these goals admirably. The
book would make a good addition to a
professional library. It can be used for
review of important topics such as process costing, assignment of common
costs, and performance evaluation.
The book has been strengthened by
the generous use of problems derived
from past CMA examinations. A particularly good section of the book deals
with quantit ati ve metho ds. Anyone
reading a review of the subject for Part
5 of the CMA exam might find Chapter
13 particularly helpful.
CPA Examination Review
11th edition, Irvin N. Gleim * and Patrick R. Delaney, John Wiley & Sons, 605
Third Ave., New York, N. Y. 10158,
1984, two volumes, approx. 2,300 pp.—
The authors state that their objective is
"to provide in an easily readable format,
study outlines of all areas tested on the
uniform CPA examination." This edition has been updated and revised to include changes in both law and generally
accepted accounting principles (GAAP)
through May 15, 1984.
This is one of the most popular CPA
review manuals. The comprehensive
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manner in which the authors treat all
potential exam topics makes it a worthwhile study guide. Although the review
volumes would not be particularly useful as reference tools for practicing accountants, anyone planning to sit for
the CPA examination should seriously
consider acquiring this manual.
Financial and Cost Accounting —
Are They Compatible?
A symposium introd uced by Jacques
Richard, D.A.R. Forrester, Strathclyde
Convergencies, 15 Spence Street, Glasgow, Scotland, 1984, 76 pp.—The title
alone should make the material of interest to many management accountants.
This is a collection of some 11 brief articles, the most interesting of which may
well be by Professor Most of Florida International University. Professor Most
indicates that recent developments may
lead to a divergence of financial from
man agerial accoun tin g. He ass ert s,
however, that this may not be serious
"because the development of data -base
management informati on syst ems is
gradually moving the accounting function out of the accountant's hands."
Food for thought for NAA members.
Financial Management
Han Kang Hong, Singapore, Butterworth Legal Publ ishers, 381 Elliot
Street, Newton Upper Falls, Mass.
02164, 1984, 376 pp.—Professor Hong,
affiliated with the school of accountancy at the National University of Singapore, has written a very handy and concise paperback handbook. Fo r NAA
members, the only problem is that the
book is written from the perspective of
the author's home base. Many of the examples, as well as the legal and business
background discussed, relate to local
conditions in Singapore. The basic theory, bibliographic references, and overall approach are outstanding. The book
is somewhat mathematically oriented,
which means that the author has been
able to condense a lot of important material into a relatively small volume. A
handy reference book such as this, \if
written for the American market with
an Ameri can bu si ness b ackgro un d,

Miriam Redrick and Stan Stec, Editors

would be highly useful. As it is, the author is to be congratulated for showing
the way.
The Emerging Practice of Accounting:
DePaul University, Research
Symposium, May 12 -13, 1983
DePaul University School of Accounting,
Chicago, Ill. 60604, 1983, 208 pp.—Five
major papers presented at the symposium have now been published. They
deal with personality characteristics in
the accounting profession, pricing of audit services, consu lting practices of
CPA and non -CPA firms, turnover and
life values of accountants in public accounting, and an economic analysis of
con cen trati on in pu bl ic accou nti ng
practice.
Among the findings of the symposium, as reported in the papers, are that
the accounting profession attracts, and
reward s thro ugh p romoti on, certain
specific personality types. With regard
to consulting services, the authors hypothesized and confirmed that the scope
and range of services provided are significantly wider for CPA firms than for
non -CPA firms. Dealing with "life values" of accountants and analyzing turnover, the authors found, "Persons who
leave public accounting for other careers place a lower priority on work that
is prestigious and intellectually challenging, and they feel that the public
has a lower perception of the accounting profession in these areas."
In the last paper, the authors indicate
that public accounting practice is becoming more concentrated because of
the economies of scale. This is not a
startling conclusion, but the research
shows the trend has been continuing
over many years.
For those persons interested in the
topics, this research symposium would
be very helpful.
High Output Management
Andrew S. Grove, Random House, 201
E. 50th St., New York, N.Y., 10022,
1983, 235pp.—Andrew S. Grove, president of Intel, uses his experiences at that
high -tech company to relate a commonsense approach to management. Mr.
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Grove feels anyone can use this easily
comprehensible system in the business
environment to increase productivity.
The author especially tries to reach
the middle manager, whom he classifies
as the "forgotten man or woman who is
the muscle and bone of every sizable organization such as the accountant or
sales representative." By practicing the
three basic principles of his book, middle managers will have a greater understanding of how to work more productively, he believes.
He suggests first using an approach
based on management output. In other
words, "Apply some of the principles
and the discipline of the most output
oriented of endeavors—manufacturing—to other forms of business enterprise, including most emphatically the
work of managers."
The second and most important idea
the author introduces is how the middle
manager, who is reflected by his work,
can increase the o utput of his team.
Here the concept of managerial leverage, "which measures the effect of what
managers do to increase the output of
their teams," is discussed.
The final idea presented is that the
overall team performance is based on
the performance of every individual
member who should strive for his "personal best." By increasing production,
managerial leverage, and his personal
best, the middle manager will be able to
p erfo rm su ccess fu l ly, Mr. Gr o ve
asserts.
How to Make Money with Your Micro
Herman Holtz, John Wiley & Sons, 605
Third Ave., New York, N. Y., 10158,
1984, 324 pp.— Herman Holtz, author
of the best - seller, How to Succeed as an
Independent Consultant, shows you in
his new book how to use your microcomputer for profit instead of fun. How
to Make Money with Your Micro is written so that even the reader with no prior business experience will be able to
comprehend the message the book is
trying to express. The author explains
how to set up your own database, keep
your busi ness syst ems strai ght, and
advertise.
In this book, Mr. Holtz elaborates on
microcomputer -based business strategies which he puts into three categories:
"Combining one's own special skills
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

and talents, selling ordinary goods and
servi ces that do n ot require special
skills or talents, and brokering goods
and services sold by others." The one
major advantage to all these plans is
they require little capital provision if
you have access to a micro.
According to Mr. Holtz these activity plans work for everyone who wants
them to and who are willing to devote
some time and effort in their implementation. All the ideas in this book were
written with the intent of being used to
pursue a second income, but if you find
them profitable, there's no reason they
cou ldn 't be t urn ed in to a ful l -ti me
initiative.
Managerial Accounting:
Objective Questions and Explanations
Irvin N. Gleim * and Terry L. Campbell *, Accounting Publications, Inc.,
P.O. Box 12848, Gainesville, Fla. 32604,

Accountant
Professional
Association

1984, 666 pp. —This book is described
exactly by its title. It consists of some
2,000 questions , organ ized in to 18
chapters with a total of 94 topics. Half
of the questions have been taken from
the CMA, CPA, and CIA exams, while
the remaining half were prepared by the
authors and other professors. The book
is arranged in a sequence from easy to
difficult, allowing students to measure
their own knowledge and progress.
A particularly useful feature of this
book is the fact that the answers are
presented in a parallel column next to
the questions. Also included is a good
explanation for the correct answer.
Anyone who is contemplating —or
already studying for —the CMA exam
might be well advised to acquire this
volume as a preliminary means of determining what areas should be studied
further and which areas are already understood and need no additional work.

Unique Career op po rtunity now exis ts o n the p ro fes.
sional staff of this leading accounting association, posi.
do n entails aid ing in the prep aratio n o f the C MA ex.
amination and the develop ment of the CMA pro gram.
Our suc cessful candidate will pos sess management acco unting, co mp uter and teac hing exp erienc e with a
Graduate degree and CMA or C PA req uired . Position
available January 1 , 1985 in Montvale, New Jersey.
Please send detailed resume including salary history in
confidence to: Dr. Karl R eic hard t.

Institute of
Ma na gement Accou nting
215 City Center Building
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

MANAGER of
L � ACADEMIC RELATIONS
This challenging position requires an interest in the academic preparation of management accountants, excellent communication skills and the self- confidence of a proven leader. The position needs an individual
who will develop, organize, and administer activities to increase NAA contributions in the academic community, work to improve management accounting education, motivate students and faculty to participate in the
NAA and facilitate interaction of management accountants and members of the academic community.
Duties will include developing and maintaining cooperative relations with other accounting organizations,
acting as an NAA representative in academic meetings, and coordinating activities that promote and publicize a common body of knowledge for the study of management accounting. Individual will also produce a
semi- annual newsletter and arrange for public relations material to promote the Academic relation activities
of the NAA.
Individual must possess a graduate degree in accounting or business, hold a professional accounting designation, have teaching or administration experience in the academic community or have been active in educational relations for a business organization.

If your career needs a challenge, please send
detailed resume and salary history to:
DR. JAMES BULLOC H

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS
10 PARAGON DRIVE, P.O, BOX 433, MONIVALE, NEW JERSEY 07645 -0433
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Standards of Ethical Conduct
for Management Accountants
Management accountants have an obligation to the organizations
they serve, their profession, the public, and themselves to maintain
the highest standards of ethical conduct. In recognition of this obligation, the National Association of Accountants has promulgated
the following standards of ethical conduct for management accountants. Adherence to these standards is integral to achieving the Objectives of Management Accounting.' Management accountants shall
not commit acts contrary to these standards nor shall they condone
the commission of such acts by others within their organizations.

Objectivity

Competence

In applying the standards of ethical conduct, m anagement accountants may encounter problems in identifying unethical behavior
or in resolving an ethical conflict. When faced with significant ethical issues, management accountants should follow the established
policies of the organization bearing on the resolution of such conflict. If these policies do not resolve the ethical conflict, management
accountants should consider the following course of action:

Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Maintain an appropriate level of professional competence by ongoing development of their knowledge and skills.
• Perform their professio nal duties in accordance with relevant
laws, regulations, and technical standards.
• Prepare complete and clear reports and recommendations after
appropriate analyses of relevant and reliable information.
Confidentiality
Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Refrain from disclosing confidential information acquired in the
course of their work except when authorized, unless legally obligated to do so.
• Inform subordinates as appropriate regarding the confidentiality
of information acquired in the course of their work and monitor
their activities to assure the maintenance of that confidentiality.
• Refrain from using or appearing to use confidential information
acquired in the course of their work for unethical or illegal advantage either personally or through third parties.
Integrity
Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Avoid actual or apparent conflicts of interest and advise all appropriate parties of any potential conflict.
• Refrain from engaging in any activity that would prejudice their
ability to carry out their duties ethically.
• Refuse any gift, favor, o r hospitality that wou ld in fluence or
would appear to influence their actions.
• Refrain from either actively or passively subverting the attainment
of the organization's legitimate and ethical objectives.
• Recognize and communicate professional limitations or other constraints that would preclude responsible judgment or successful
performance of an activity.
• Communicate unfavorable as well as favorable information and
professional judgments or opinions.
• Refrain from engaging in or supporting any activity that would
discredit the profession.
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Management accountants have a responsibility to:
• Communicate information fairly and objectively.
• Disclose fully all relevant information that could reasonably be
expected to influence an intended user's understanding of the reports, comments, and recommendations presented.

Resolution of Ethical Conduct

• Discuss such problems with the immediate superior except when
it appears that the superior is involved, in which case the problem
should be presented initially to the next higher managerial level. If
satisfactory resolution cannot be achieved when the problem is
initially presented, submit the issues to the next higher managerial
level.
If the immediate superior is the chief executive officer, or equivalent, the acceptable reviewing authority may be a group such as
the audit committee, executive committee, board of directors,
board of trustees, or owners. Contact with levels above the immediate superior should be initiated only with the superior's knowledge, assuming the superior is not involved.
• Clarify relevant concepts by confidential discussion with an objective advisor to obtain an understanding of possible courses of
action.
• If the ethical conflict still exists after exhausting all levels of internal review, the management accountant may have no other recourse on significant matters than to resign from the organization
and to submit an informative memorandum to an appropriate representative of the organization.
Except where legally prescribed, communication of such problems
to authorities or individuals not employed or engaged by the organization is not considered appropriate.
'National Association of Accountants, Statements on Management Accounting: O*crives of Manage•
menr Accounting, statement No. 1B, New York, N.Y., June 17, 1982.
As a service to members. NAA is reprinting this statement on 'Standards of Ethical Conduct for the
Management Accountant. "' You can obtain a copy of this statement (SMA 1c) by sending $1.50 to Special
Order Dept., NAA, 10 Paragon Drive. Montvale, N.J. 07645.
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Invalid and Misleading?

Opinion
6-4-4
another of his enthusiasms. At one time
he was a scratch golfer and still carries a
highly respectable seven handicap.
Mr. Wyatt sees a continuing role for
NAA in working with the FASB to develop financial accounting standards —
citing at least three important areas:
• Research efforts to support FASB
projects on proposed or prospective
projects,
• Responsive activities through the
MAP Committee,
• Communications of FASB plans and
proposals to NAA m em b ers an d fro m
our m e m b ers to th e FASB.
Th e la s t po in t, M r . Wy att feels, is
p a r t ic u l a r l y im p o r t a n t , e s p e c ia lly
am ong N A A m em b ers wh o ar e w it h
sm aller and p rivately h eld b u sin ess o rga niza tion s. H e re it er at ed th e p o in t
m ade by oth ers th a t th e Bo a rd wou ld
welcome greater in p u t fro m rep resen tatives of smaller bu sinesses.
NAA is p ro u d to h a ve su c h a d istin guished m em b er o f th e acco u n tin g p ro fession, and p a rt ic u lar ly o n e w h o h as
been associa ted with NAA th ro u gh th e
M A P C o m m it t e e , ap p o in t e d to th e
Board. Congratu latio n s, Art! Ou r sin cere best wish es go to y o u fo r a p rod uctive capstone to yo u r career.

Letters
15-44-4
6. Employers can encourage their cost/
managerial accounting employees to
take CMA examinations by providing expenses and rewarding them app ro p ri at el y aft er su cces sful
completion.
7. Employers should make CMA a requirement for certain level positions
in managerial /cost accounting.
8. Chapters should feature speakers
who can address the relevant managerial /cost accounting topics.
Lakshmi U Tatikonda, CMA,
Professor of Accounting
and Information Systems
University of Wisconsin— Oshkosh
Oshkosh, Wis.
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The att empt by Paul J . C arru th and
Thurell 0. McClendon (Nov. '84) to try
and provide some insight into how to
use a budgetary system effectively to
promote desirable behavior was an appreciable step in the right direction.
However, there are a number of serious
problems which should be pointed out
in order to put the int erpretation of
their findings in the proper perspective:
1. The separation between statistically
significant and nonsignificant discriminator variables is an arbitrary
one.
2. The question of how stable the standardized discriminant function coefficients are raises the issue of whether or not we can make any generalizations on the basis of the findings.
First, the distinction between significant and nonsignificant discriminator
variables depends on the F -to- remove
ratio used in the multivariate discriminant analysis procedure. For example,
more variables would have been tolerated (left in the equation) if a more lenient
F- to- remove ratio was chosen than the
one used. Conversely, fewer variables
than reported would be tolerated if a
less lenient default value was employed.
It would therefore be imperative for the
authors to justify their particular choice
of the ratio in question. Even more serious than this, since the degrees of freedom change as more variables are added, the F ratio is affected. A probability
to remove (on some basis) might therefore have been appropriate. The implication of this is that some of the 11 variables that turned out to be
non - discriminatory were left out for no
real behavioral reason(s) other than the
choice of the default value. Their importan ce may t h erefo re h ave been
underestimated.
Second, the distinction between significant and nonsignificant discriminator variables also depends on the order
in which the variables are entered into
the equation. If a specific sequential entry is chosen, there would have to be a
very good basis for doing so, otherwise
an immediate bias is introduced against
some variables and for others. This issue
is important because the variables used

in the study are not independent (this is
clear up on exami nati on o f th e variables). When variables are intercorrelated, incremental partitioning of variance
is not a useful exercise (in fact, it is
meaningless). I therefore fail to see how
the authors could determine the relative
importance of each of the (independent?) variables in discriminating between the groups —given that the variables are intercorrelated. If a different
entry mode were used, the relative importance of the variables would change
and the choice of significant discriminator variables would also change.
Third, it is instructive to note that the
standardized discriminant function coefficients are sample specific. This raises
the question of stability and therefore
whether or not we can make any generalizations. The magnitude of a coefficient reflects not only the presumed effect of the variables with which it is
associated but also the variances of the
variables included in the model, as well
as the variances of the variables not included in the model and subsumed under the error term.
On the whole, the consequences of
these problems are strong enough to
render the implications of their findings
almost invalid and the interpretations
offered misleading.
Mathias Chikaonda
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Mass.
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'I'm worried about our company; were
getting a lot of orders for red ink. "
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Digest Service
jor categories: the feasibility study, including an analysis of the business;
the hardware and software selection;
and the implementation process. It is
not recommended, he says, that the
manual system be abandoned too
quickly, because a computer system
will take at least three to six months
to implement.
No. 4653, 20 pp.

The Management Accounting Digest
Service makes available for members
copiesof manuscripts originally submitted to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING but
not published. The manuscripts are for
reference only; they have not been edited
or verified by NAA staff. NAA holds
copyright to the material. Reproduction
or use without permission is prohibited.

create a profitable future for their employers. The author advises that just
keeping score of historical events is
not enough. Instead, accountants
should force themselves out of "generally accepted" thought patterns and
use accounting as a tool for decision
analysis.
No. 4654, 10 pp.

Performance Measurement,
Reporting, and Control

Management Information
Systems

Accounting Standards

Updating a Cost Accounting System

Pension Disclosure in the
Public Sector: a Current Dilemma

By Jeffrey Poltrietzky

Should Software Development Costs
Be Expensed or Capitalized

Prompted by problems in analyzing
product costs, implementing cost improvements and analyzing variances
from standard cost, the Westinghouse Lamp Division undertook a major study of its entire cost accounting
system. The author describes the
study that resulted in the implementation of new cost procedures.
No. 4629, 17 pp.

By Nancy Crayne

By Mary Stone and Walter A. Robbins

The author provides background information on this issue, and offers a
solution for the proper accounting
treatment of software development
costs for financial statements and
state taxes. Additionally, she explores
the complex federal tax issues involved and their effect on the firm.
No. 4542, 6 pp.

Internal Audit Practices
of Large U.S. Firms

By Harry L. Brown

Deficiencies in the pension reporting
practices of public sector organizations have been attributed to the confusion and disagreement that exists
over what disclosures constitute generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) for public sector organizations. The authors discuss the development of pension disclosure standards in the public sect or as
recommended by the Accounting
Principles Board, the Financial Accounting Standards Board, and the
National Council on Governmental
Accounting. An overview of t h e
sources of pension disclosure standards for government employers and
public employee retirement systems
is provided and the pension disclosure practices of 92 randomly selected U.S. cities are analyzed.
No. 5054, 21 pp.

By Rajeev N. Parikh

The author conducted a study of internal audit practices to gain an understanding of the internal audit function, the perceived independence of
such a function, and the professional
organizational characteristics of the
internal audit function in Fortune 500
firms. The study determined that the
responsibilities for audit committees
mainly dealt with the selection of external auditors and the review of findings and recommendations from internal and external aud it ors.
However, since only about 55% of
audit committees receive a summary
of the findings and a smaller number
(30 %) receive internal audit reports,
one may question how effective an
audit committee is with respect to discharging its responsibilities regarding
internal audit.
No. 4408, 12 pp.
Forget About GAAP
By Donald R. Halt

Innovative accountants are needed to
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Developing a Successful System
Developing a system requires the
meeting and merging of many specialties, talents and most of all, people who know what information they
and the affected departments need in
order to be effective managers. The
author lists rules for system development including who should be involved in developing the system, what
documentation is needed, and the importance of observing such details as
having adequate field lengths for
names and addresses as well as providing for alphabetic sorting.
No. 4546, 14 pp.

Accounting Profession
The Management Accountant as a
Member of the Manufacturing Staff
By William M. Stuart

Selection and Implementation of a
Small Business Computer System
By Robert W. Decker

To assist managers in selecting the
proper computer system, the author
first describes the fundamental differences bet ween mic rocomput ers,
minicomputers, and mainframe computers. Secondly, he separates the
process of selecting and implementing a computer system into three ma-

The author discusses what can be
done to improve relations between
management accountants and the
various line managers in production
operations. He discusses why the accountant is not popular in the production area, what to do about it, and
how to maintain the right attitude. Respect for the accountant's work by
production personnel comes grudgingly, he says, but any respect gained
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1985

benefits all accountants.
No. 4260, 13 pp.

Ethics
The Viking Manufacturing
Company Case
By Howard D. Lowe

The internal auditor of a boat manufacturing company in California accidentally discovered that the company's larg est cu stomer locat ed in
Hawaii is a firm wholly owned by officers of the manufacturing company
and relatives of its president. Analysis
of the financial statements suggests
pricing policies that enable the customer firm to apparently serve as a
dividend conduit to the officers of the
manufacturing company.
The author deals with the following
ethical questions: (1) the nature of
conflicts of interest as applied to the
actions of company officials, (2) evidence in this case of unethical practices, (3) responsibilities of the internal auditor and the comp an y's
accounting staff regarding related
party transactions, and (4) obligations
of the external auditor to discover and
disclose the information.
The names, dates, places, and figures have been changed so that no
one could identify these firms or the
people involved from the information
presented.
No. 4749, 14 pp.

The management accountant can
play a key role in assisting management to achieve goals established to
improve product quality. The article
points out that this can be accomplished by understanding, first, what
quality costs are; secondly, how these
costs are used in the decision - making
process; and, thirdly, what the impact
of reporting these costs could have
on the organization. Once the definition and role of quality costs are understood, useful, complete and meaningful quality cost information can be
gathered and reported. This information can then be used in the decision making process and in the promotion
of goal con gruen ce within the
organization.
No. 4791, 21 pp.

Finance

Forecasting and Planning_
in Small Business
By Henry " , Collier

Managers and owners of small businesses can successfully develop
forecasting and planning models that
are appropriate for use in their firms.
In addition to quantitative forecasting
models, the author recommends doing qualitative forecasts and plans. It
is of significant value, he says, to consider the effects of business decisions in a broad qualitative manner.
No. 4608, 11 pp.

Service Industries
Budgeting for Non -Profit
Arts Organizations
By Rosemary Dougherty

The Interrelationships of
Profitability, Liquidity, Leverage,
and Solvency
By Dev Strischek

This article explains the interrelationship that exists among these four financial measurements and how they
change during the firm's life cycle. An
understanding of these interrelationships, can improve the management
accountant's ability to monitor the
company's financial health.
No. 4609, 12 pp.

Government Accounting
Planning, Budgeting,
and Forecasting

Firms who do business with the federal government are faced with a number_ of unique accounting problems,
even when the goods sold to the government are catalog items or commercial products sold to the general
public. This article deals with the allocation of the cost of selling and marketing (S &M) activities incurred on the
sales of military products to U.S. and
foreign customers. It also discusses
the policies and principles involved in
applying fair and equitable accounting
practices to S &M activities related to
government defense contracts.
No. 4763, 15 pp.

Accounting for Selling and Marketing
Expenses on Defense Contracts
By Roger A. Cuadra

The author describes how a successful budgeting process was developed
for the Baltimore Ballet. The Ballet
had accumulated a deficit of over
5500 million. This overwhelming deficit was attributed by the author to
poor budgeting practices. In order to
correct th e problem , the Ballet's
board of directors prepared a formal
six -year plan with a detailed budget
for each year. A profit was budgeted
into each of the six years to eliminate
the accumulated deficit entirely by the
sixth year. Although the point is made
that sound budgeting practices are
not a panacea for financial problems
experienced by nonprofit organizations, they are a source of fiscal control and reform.
No. 4659, 11 pp.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING DIGEST SERVICE
Please send manuscript No.s listed on the right:
I enclose payment @ $5.00 each, or five for $20.00.
Payment must be drawn on a U.S. bank.
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Member Account No:
SHIP TO:

Please allo w 68 weeks
for delivery

Understanding Quality Costs:
Definition and Role
By Heidi II. Meier
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People in the News
Quindlen Named Du Pont CFO
John J. Quindlen, Delaware, has been
named CF O at E .I. d u Po nt d e Nemours & Co. He will assume the additional title of senior vice president -finance, succeeding William E. Buxbaum.
Mr. Quindlen has served as vice president and controller at Du Pont since
1980. He joined the company in 1952.

Promotions and New Positions

pro mot ed to divisi on con tro ller for
Georgia - Pacific Corp.'s Southern Pulp
& Paper Division.
John A. Bertocchi, Johnstown, recently
was appointed vice president of managemen t i n fo rmat i o n s ys t ems fo r
Glossers Bros. /Gee Bee, Inc.
Charles H. Bunge, Sr., Louisville, was
elected t o t he board of direct ors of
Commercial Lithographing Co., and
promoted to secretary— treasurer.

Robert C. Barry, Ann Arbor, has been
named partner in Loy, Park and Barry.

Edmund M. Houlihan, Bergen -Rockland, is now the operations controller
for Co leco In d u s t ri e s wo rl d wi d e
operations.
Alan R. Petrush, Binghamton, was promoted to manager of general accounting
Ozalid Corp., Johnson City, N.Y.
Don D. Madsen, Boise, has been promoted to assistant vice president to the
comptroller of Idaho First Nat ional
Bank.
Alan F. Fletcher, Cedar Rapids, has
been promoted to CFO — investment division, and Carol Borlaug was named
controller— Securities at Life Investors.
Joseph P. Cannavino, Cleveland East,
has been appointed vice president in
ch arge o f b us in es s devel op ment o f
AmeriTrust for Laske and Ashtabula
Counties.

.

John Bryson, Spartanburg Area, was
promoted to corporate vice president —
finance and corporate secretary of Mascot Homes, Inc.

' .

QUINDLEN

HARTSOOK

Delaware

Des Moines

Gerald R. Schauer, Waukesha Area, has
been promoted to manager of contract
an d p ri ci n g an al ys i s at Wau k es h a
Engine.

John M. Keating, Massachusetts Route
128, was promoted to treasurer of Index
Systems, Inc.

Edward A. B lechschmidt, Western
Wayne, recently was promoted to executive assistant to the president at Burroughs Corp.

Terry W. Bowmaster, Minneapolis Viking, has been promoted to controller
for Pillsbury Foods.

Emeritus Life Associates (ELA)

Daniel I. Brink, Muskegon, is the new
controller at American Grease Stick.
. . . Ronald L. Wood is now director -internal audit for Howmet.
Gordon C. Olsen, Phoenix, was named
chief financial officer and senior vice
president for Dataserv, Inc., Hopkins,
Minn.

Larry D. Hartsook, Des Moines, past
president, has been elected corporate
controller of Meredith Corp.

John M. Toth, Pikes Peak, was named
assistant controller and director of accounting, and James H. Phillips, has
been promoted to director of grocery
product sales, Holly Sugar Corp, Colorado Springs, Colo.

George C. Charpentier, Hartford, was
named assistant controller — financial
analyst at Combus tion Engineering,
Inc., Stamford, Conn.

William O. Ludwig, Salt Lake Area, recently was elected senior vice president— finance and chief financial officer, Holly Sugar Corp.

Wilbur F. Lube, Jacksonville, has been

John Heath, Jr., South Bay, past presi-
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Robert J. Oppitz, South Central Kentucky, is acting dean of the College of
Business Administration, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.

Carol L. Short, St. Louis, has been appointed director of accounting for Spectrum Emergency Care, Inc.

i

Walter E. Benson, Austin, has been promoted to manager in the audit department of Arthur Young & Co.

dent, has been promoted to senior vice
president in charge of marketing and
professional practice at Marshall and
Stevens, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.

Jay D. Allen, San Diego.
Sherman J. Baker, Cincinnati.
Willard N. Beecher, Pinellas Suncoast.
John C. Burrill, Sacramento.
Ralph A. Derosier, Massachusetts North
Central.
William J. Feil, New Hampshire.
Elliott M. Gentry, Lynchburg, past
president.
Wallace E. Giles, Peninsula -Palo Alto.
LeRoy J. Herbert, Brooklyn- Queens.
William F. Hoerner, Orange County,
past national director, Stuart Cameron
McLeod Society (SCMS).
Henry A. Josey, Chattahoochee Valley,
past president.
James F. King, Member -at- Large, USA.
Frank P. Koppenhoefer, Cincinnati.
Harry J. Kraig, St. Louis.
William T. Magnor, Chicago.
Thomas N. Marley, Toledo.
Gordon Maver, Lehigh Valley.
Bernard M. McManus, Philadelphia.
Francis D. Maples, Charlotte Blue.
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Harry W. Marshall, Mid - Florida.
John McStay, Atlanta North.
Robert J. Murchake, Columbus.
Joseph P. Murphy, Long Island Nassau.
Charles E. Niager, Chattanooga, past
president.
Shirley Ann Shaw, Washington.
Philip F. Son tz, Loui svil le, past
president.
S. Alfred Susholtz, Houston -Lone Star.
Donald N. Tremper, Tucson.
Charles A. Trice, Charlotte Gold, past
national director, 1972 -74.
S. Samuel Verenna, Lehigh Valley.

In Memoriam
James E. Addington, 62, San Jose,
1973.
James M. B lake, 70, Columbia, past
president, 1952. Emeritus Life Associate. Stuart Cameron McLeod Society,
Allison L. Campbell, Boston, past president. ELA. SCMS.
Robert N. Chisholm, Jr., 68, St. Louis.
ELA.
Harry L. Clark, 74, Portland Willamette, past president, 1949. ELA. SCMS.
Raymond D. Cone, Jr., 56, Richmond
Lee, 1967.
Charles J. Ecalono, 37, Baltimore,
1970.
Frank E. Elzenbeck, 65, Albany, 1957.
ELA.
J. Stuart Frank, 62, Los Angeles, 1954.
Earl E. Frederick, 77, Butler Area, past
president, 1957. ELA. SCMS.
L.W. Fritz, 55, Pittsburgh, 1964.
Maurice E. Gouvert, 62, Boca Raton,

1982Harold D. Haney, 63, Charlotte Gold,
1952- ELA.
Charles D. Harris, 57, Rochester, 1960
Frank W. Hayes, 61, North Alabama,
1952Lawrence F. Hecker, 88, New Orleans,
past president, 1941. ELA. SCMS.
Vance M. Johnston, 79, Washington,
past president, 1943. ELA. SCMS.
Karl V. Kaylos, 68, Cape Canaveral,
1956. ELA. SCMS.
William C. Kilshaw, 72, Elmira Area,
1953. ELA.
Andrew R. Love, 63, Philadelphia,
1973.
Glen T. Lutrell, 58, San Antonio, 1960.
Harold R. Marshall, 48, Charlotte Blue,
1971.
N.A. Marshall, 75, Rochester, 1939,
ELA.
Richard Marshall, 58, Chicago, 1952John O. Mason, 68, New Orleans, 1952
ELA.
Howard P. Meseroll, Cincinnati. ELA.
James R. Michels, 62, Boise, 1971.
Maurice B. Nugent, 58, Hartford, 1953.
ELA.
Gilbert A. Peters, 71, Calumet, 1940.
E.C. Saunders, 72, San Diego, 1957.
ELA.
Nathan Smith, 70, New York, 1974.
ELA.
Elmer H. Sonderman, 77, Cincinnati,
1955. ELA.
Jerry R. Teets, 36, Canton, 1983.
C.J. Trone, Jr., 63, Scottsdale Area,
1952Carrick D. White, 56, Joplin Tri- State,
1 970,

INSTANT FINANCIAL PICTURE!
Corporate Financial Simulation Model on your MM PC or
XT with Lotus 1 -2 -3, Multiplan, SuperCalc, VisiCalc or
"aachCalc. Also available on most
CP /M & all Apple systems.
A $6,000 value for $295.

Bottom-= -= V
A Financial Decision Support System —
budgeting, planning, analysis, and five -year
forecasting.

For information or immediate UPS COD delivery call (714) 476 -2842
ILAR Systems, Inc.. 1300 Dove Street, Suite 200 . New port Beach, CA 92660
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Looking
for
Accounting
Software?
Finally there is a software directory
exclusively for the accounting field.
The LIST Accounting Software
Buyer's Guide contains over 400
listings of available software packages. It's the one source you can
turn to year -round when looking
for your accounting software. The
software experts at LIST have
combined in -depth reviews of popular software packages along with
all that's available in accounting
software, to make this the most
complete guide of its kind. At
$14.99, The LIST Accounting Software Buyer's Guide is the place to
begin and end your software
search.
1 -9 copies
10 -99 copies
100 -499 copies

$14.99 each
10.99 each
7.50 each

Yes! Send me
copies of the
LIST Accounting Software Buyer's
Guide. If, in 10 days, I am not completely satisfied, I can return the guide
for a full refund.
Mail to: Tim Carney, Redgate Publishing Co., 3381 Ocean Drive, Vero Beach,
Fla. 32963, 305 - 231 -6904
Payment enclosed
Bill my MC
AMEX
Account H
Exp. date
Signature
Name
Firm
Address
City /State /Zip

VISA
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New Products /Services

Treasury Software, Inc. has introduced
TREASURY 1, the bank account analysis system for the IBM PC. The system
organizes a corporation's bank account
analysis statements (regardless of the
bank) into a single, standard format
that the corporation can define. TREASURY 1 runs on the personal computer,
so it can be used in different regions.
Then, since each region is using the
same software, central control and consistency are retained. The system interfaces to Lotus 1 -2 -3. For further informati o n, co nt act C at h y L. Rollins,
Chicago, Ill. at (312) 443 -0840.

VERIBANC now offers cash management directors the use of its database,
whi ch is drawn from the qu arterly
banking call report releases. The database provides financial summaries, as
well as reports on problem loans, brokered depos its , and d iscoun ted n et
worth. The latest reports are customized and sent to clients within a few
days of receiving the updated information. VERIBANC reportedly provides
information for all federally insured
banks, savings and loans, and credit
unions in the country. For further information, contact Kitty Heller, Woburn,
Mass., at (617) 245 -8370.

Infoware Corp. has introduced a comprehensive software system to educate
banks, thrifts, and credit unions in implementing personal financial services
for their customers. The system consists
of a personal financial planning software package based on the Touche Ross
& C o. Gu id e to Pers onal Fi nan ci al
Management; a proprietary customized
market research rep ort p rep ared by
Market Facts, Inc.; a step -by -step audio
cassette tape; and procedural decision
guidebooks. A 30 -day free trial is available. The system works on the IBM PC
and compatibles. For further information, contact Wayne Nystrom, Nashville, Tenn., at (615) 385 -1515.
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Computer Software Design has introduced MACLION, a relational database management system for use on Apple, Inc's Macintosh computer. Files are
broken down into relations, many of
which can be comb ined to suit both
simple and complex needs. MACLION
comes with a report writer and a screen
generator. These features allow the user
to define his report or screen by clicking
fields into position with Macintosh's
mouse. For further information, contact
John Houston or Chris Horrocks, Anaheim, Calif., at (714) 634 -9012.
Softbridge Microsystems Corp. has in-

troduced the Softbridge Financial Planner, an integrated package for personal
financial planners. The system analyzes
financial information, creates customized client plans, and manages the planner's practice. It includes an Integrator
and Customizer. The financial planning
segment includes schedules and forms
for gathering data, analyzing a client's
financial position, and preparing financial plans for each client. Available in
several configurations, the system runs
on the IBM PC and compatibles. The
company provides comprehensive service and maintenance programs for the
system. For further information, contact the company in Cambridge, Mass.,
at (617) 576 -2257.
Design Trends, Ltd. recently announced
two state packages for the 1984 tax season: New York and New Jersey. Both
are completely integrated with, and will
automatically pick up necessary data
from, the federal return. Both packages
produce resident and nonresident individual returns, as well as corporate returns. They work in conjunction with
SofTax, the software package for federal
ret u rn p re p ar at i o n , fro m Desi gn
Trends. All Sof rax packages run on the
IBM PC or XT, Apple II +, Apple IIe,
and Apple III microcomputers. For information, call Kathleen Emerson at
(312) 357 -2664, or (800) 243 -4358.
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Sydney Dataproducts, Inc. has introduced the Oil Patch Manager, a complete oil and gas computer software
management system for drilling contractors, now available in the United
States. Using the Rig Revenue Entry
feature of the Oil Patch Manager, drilling contractors can fully monitor and
maximize productivity with all rigs, and
other heavy drilling equipment. Gains
or losses compared to the bid cost can
be easily identified. The system features
a general ledger, accounts payable and
receivable, invoicing, payroll, and complete spreadsheet and financial modeling functions for applications such as
company consolidations and the generation of special reports. For further information, contact Sydney Dataproducts, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., at (213)
479 -4621.

.

United Systems Group, Inc., (USG)
now offers COSMOS, a software system
that allows incompatible word processors to communicate with one another,
allowing for the transfer of text from
one brand of word processor to another,
with complete editing capabilities at either workstation. COSMOS is also a
document management and control system that provides an index of documents for each workstation on the network. The software system runs on the
IBM Series /l EDX minicomputer and
supports the following word processors:
IBM 5520, IBM Di sp laywriter, all
Wang systems, Lanier "No Problem,"
Lanier Shared System and the AM Jacquard 500. It i s al so avai lab le o n a
monthly rental basis. For further informati on, cont act David Mack, New
York, N.Y., at (212) 563 -3610.

Donna Marks, Editor

..................
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Now. Unsecured credit lines to 525,000
from the privacy of your office.

• No fees. No prepayment penalties.
There is no charge to establish your
credit line, no loan processing fees,
and no prepayment penalties. Once
you activate your line, you pay interest
only on the amount you actually use.
• Satisfaction guaranteed. There's no
risk. If you activate your credit line and
are not completely satisfied. return the
money within 30 days and there's
absolutely no cost to you.

offer should not be construed as an
endorsement by the Association of the
lender or any other products or services
included in the Group Discount Program.
You'll find It easy to apply for
your line of credit. Just fill out the
coupon below and mail It today. By
return mail you'll receive a one -page
application. It's that simple.

This special program is administered
by Security Pacific Executive /Professional
Services in Aurora, Colorado —a national
leader in providing mail loans with a
history dating back to 1905. In California,
the program is handled by The Banker's
Investment Company.
Both Security Pacific Executive/
Professional Services and The Banker's
Investment Company have the experience and financial strength to serve the
membership. They are subsidiaries of
Security Pacific Corporation, the nation's
ninth largest bank - holding company with
assets over $42 billion. Both institutions
are equal opportunity lenders and
approval of all credit lines, regardless
of amount, is subject to their normal
credit polices.
To cover the administrative costs of
arranging a national program. the
Association receives a small fee. The

SEC TY PACIFIC
E&C&rdr, "
-ZI n

5

14201 East 4th Avenue
Aurora. Colorado 80011
1-800-525-1132

Colorado residents call collect:
341.6581

I
I

------- - - - - --

Security Pacific Executive/
Professional Services, Inc.
PO Box 33008. Aurora. CO 80012
1- 800 -525 -1132

I

Name

t

Address
City
i

As a member of the National Association of Accountants, you are eligible
to apply for a line of credit up to
$25,000...on your signature alone. No
collateral Is necessary. No endorsers.
No co-signers. And, most importantly,
no hassles.
• Credit lines available from $5,000
to $25,000. Major funds for your major
needs. While current earnings or credit
cards can take care of most smaller
needs, today's busy executive requires
larger amounts of cash from time
to time.
• All transactions handled by mail.
This unique feature makes borrowing
unusually convenient and guarantees
privacy. There are no personal meetings and no complicated procedures. The few necessary steps are
made by you in the privacy of your
home or office.
• Your signature Is the only collateral
required. There's no need to tie up
any of your assets.
• The convenience of a revolving
credit line. Once your credit line is
approved, it only takes a phone call to
activate your credit —a check is mailed
immediately. If you want additional
funds the next month ... or the next
day... just call and your money will be
in the mail.

State

I

Zip

I Telephone
L- - - - - - - - - - -

NAA

J

Yours free.

This valuable booklet contains many practical
tips—some will almost certainly improve productivity in your company. it's published by Robert HaK
the world's largest recruiting service specializing
in financial, accounting and data
processing professionals.

To get your copy, contact any of the 80 Robert
Half offices on three continents. Or, write on your
company letterhead to: Robert Half International Inc.,
PO Box 4157, New York, NY 10163.
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